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S1. On October 1, 1973 Woods continued work on the transcription
of the June 20, 1972 EOB tape at her office in the White House. During
the day she began to transcribe from a new Uher 5000 recorder that had
been purchased that day by the Secret Service for her use. Woods testi-
fied on November 8, 1973 that she took every possible precaution not to
erase any.paTt of the tape. After the existence of the gap in the tape
was disclosed on or about November 21, 1973, Woods testified on
November 26, 1973 that part of the recording may have been erased while
she was talking on the telephone and that shortly after she had dis-
covered the gap on October 1, 1973 she had reported to the President
that a gap of approximately 5-1/2 minutes existed on the tape and that
she had made a terrible mistake. Woods also testified that the President
had told her the gap was no problem because he had been infOl..rmed by his
counsel that the June 20th Haldeman conversation had not been subpoenaed.
51.1 Rose Mary Woods testimony, November 8, 1973,
~e Grand Jury, Misc. No. 47-73, 826-27,832-33.
51.2 Rose }mry Woods testimony, November 26, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Nisc. No. 47-73, 1213-14, 1267-70,
1272-75, 1292-97.
51.3 President Nixon daily diary, October 1, 1973,
Exhibit 116, In re Grand Jury, }tlsc. No. 47-73.
51.4' Louis Sims testimony, January 16, 1974, In re Grand
~, ltlsc. No. 47-73, 2309-14.
51.5 Stephen Bull testimony, January 16, 1974, In re
Grand Jury_, Misc. No. 47-73, 2353-55.
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52. On October 4, 1973 Bull and Woods accompanied the President to
Key Biscayne.
I .
They took with them several tapes, including the June 20th
EOB tape, and the Uher 5000 tape recorder. The tapes and the recorder were
kept in a safe in the villa occupied by Woods. The Secret Service main-
tained a log showing who opened and closed the safe that contained the
-tapes, the 'tape recorder, and 'other"envelopes. According to that log
access to the safe was limited to Bull and Woods who opened and closed
the safe on several occasions during the three day period the tapes were
in it. Woods has testified that the June 20 tape was neither removed
from the safe in Key Biscayne nor played during the October 4 weekend.
;'.',"_,_..' .... 52.1 Stephen Bull testimony, January 16, 1974,In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 2351, 2359,
2361, 2363, 2372.
52.2 Stephen Bull testimony, January 18, 1974,
In re Grand Jurl, Misc. 47-73, 2570-71.
52.3 RoseMary Woods testimony, November 26, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 1255-56.
52.4 Access log for Key Biscayne safe, October 4, 1973,
Exhibit 167, In re Grand Jury, }tisc. 47-73.
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53.. Richardson has stated that in late September or early October 1973
he met with the President regarding the Agnew matter. Richardson has stated
that the President said that now that they had disposed of that matter,
they could go ahead and get rid of Cox.
53.1 Elliot Richardson affidavit, House Judiciary
Committee, June 17, 1974.
[11281]
54. On October 11, 1973 Special Prosecutor Cox filed an indictment
against Egil Krogh charging him with making false declarations before
the District of Columbia Grand Jury. The indictment charged that Krogh
had given false answers when questioned about his knowledge of E. Howard
Hunt's and Gordon Liddy's travels to California for the White House.
54.1 United States v. Krogh, Indictment, October 11, 1973.
54.2 United States v. Krogh, Docket.
[11282]
55. On October 12, 1973 the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit ordered the President to turn over the
i
recordings subpoenaed by the Grand Jury to Judge Sirica for an in
camera inspection or to submit a statement setting forth any claim
that certain material should not be disclosed because the subject matter
related to national defense or foreign relations or was otherwise privi-
1eged. The Court stayed its order for five days to afford the President
an opportunity to seek Supreme Court review.
55.1 Nixon v. Sirica, Judgment and Opinion, October 12,
1973, 37-41.
[11283]
-
56. On October 15, 1973 Richardson met with Haig and other Presi-
dentia1 aides to discuss the tapes litigation between the Special
Prosecutor and the White House. There was discussion of a proposal
to produce a version of the tapes and then fire Cox. Richardson has
testified that he said he would resign if such a proposal were carried
out and accord-ing to Haigthe proposal was dropped on that day. There
was then discussion of the President's proposal to ask Senator John
Stennis to listen to the tapes and verify the competence and accuracy of
a record of all pertinent portions. Richardson agreed to seek to persuade
Cox that the Stennis proposal was a reasonable way of dealing with the
subpoenaed tapes. On the afternoon of the 15th, Richardson met with Cox
and outlined to him the Stennis proposal. Richardson also suggested to
Cox that the question of other tapes and documents not covered by the
subpoena of July 23, 1973 be deferred.
56.1 Elliot Richardson log, October 15, 1973, SJC, 1 Special
Prosecutor Hearings 277.
56.2 Alexander Haig news conference, October 23, 1973, 9
Presidential Documents 1279.
56.3 Elliot Richardson testimony, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 308-09, 315 •
.56.4 Elliot Richardson news conference, October 23, 1973,
2-3.
[11284]
57. On October 17, 1973 Richardson submitted to Cox a written proposal
for compromise that provided that the subpoenaed tapes would be made
available to a third party verifier selected by the President. The
verifier would be given a transcript that omitted continuous portions of
substantial duration which clearly and in their entirety were not pertinent
and would then prepare a verified transcript. The Special Prosecutor and
counsel for the President would join in urging the Court. to accept the
verified record as a full and accurate record of all pertinent portions
of the tapes. Richardson has stated that prior to submitting this docu-
ment to Cox, he showed a draft to Buzhardt, and that at the urging of
Buzhardt he deleted a paragraph of the proposal that stated it related
only to the tapes covered by the subpoena. Richardson has stated that
Buzhardt pointed out that the paragraph was redundant because the proposal
on its face dealt only with the subpoenaed tapes.
57.1 Proposal submitted by Attorney General Richardson,
October 17, 1973 to Archibald Cox, SJC, 1 Special
Prosecutor Hearings 7-8.
57.2 Letter from Elliot Richardson to Charles Mathias,
November 30, 1973, SJC, Saxbe Nomination Hearings,
77-79.
57.3 Washington Post, November 28, 1973, AI, AID.
[11285]
.58. On October 18, 1973 Cox submitted to Richardson his comments on
, I .Richardson s proposed compromise, noting certain objections on particular
points. Cox stated that the essential idea of providing for impartial
but non-judicial means for providing the Special Prosecutor with an
accurate version of the content of the tapes without his participation
."was not unacceptable. Richardson met with Haig and Wright .at the White
House and discussed Cox's comments. On the evening of October 18,
Wright told Cox that four of his comments departed so far from
Richardson's proposal that the White House could not accede to them
in any form and that if Cox did not agree the White House would follow
the course it deemed in the best interest of the country.
58.1 Archibald Cox, Comments on Attorney General's Proposal,
October 18, 1973, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor Hearings 8-9.
58.2 Archibald Cox testimony, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 104.
58.3 Elliot Richardson log, October 18, 1973, SJC, 1 Special
Prosecutor Hearings 278.
58.4 Elliot Richardson news conference, October 23, 1973, 3.
58.5 Elliot Richardson testimony, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 309-10.
58.6 Letter from Charles Alan Wright to Archibald Cox,
October 18, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).
[11286]
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59. . On the night of October 18, 1973 Richardson prepared a summary
of reasons why he thought he must resign. Richardson wrote that Cox
had rejected a proposal which Richardson considered reasonable, but
since he appointed Cox on the understanding that he would fire him only
for "extraordinary improprieties," and since he could not find Cox
guilty of any such improprieties, Richardson could not stay if Cox
went.
59.1 Elliot Richardson testimony, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 309.
59.2 Elliot Richardson, Summary of Reasons Why I Must
Resign, (October 19, 1973), SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 280.
[11287]
60. On October 19, 1973 Richardson met at the White House with Haig,
Garment, Buzhardt and Wright. Richardson was shown a letter from Cox
stating Cox's objection to a requirement that he could not subpoena other
White House papers and tapes. Richardson has testified that he was sur-
prised that Cox thought there was such a ~equirement and he suggested
that another letter be sent to Cox making it clear that those were not
the conditions of the proposal. On October 19, Wright wrote Cox clari-
fying two points in their prior correspondence and stating that further
discussion seeking to resolve the matter by compromise would be futile.
60.1 Elliot Richardson log, October 19, 1973, SJC, 1
Special Prosecutor Hearings 278.
60.2 Alexander Haig news conference, October 23, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 1276.
60.3 Letter from Archibald Cox to Charles Alan Wright,
October 19, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).
60.4 Elliot Richardson testimony, SJC, 1 Special
Prosecutor Hearings 266.
60.5 Elliot Richardson testimony, SJC, 1 Special
Prosecutor Hearings 310.
60.6 Letter from Charles Alan Wright to Archibald Cox,
October 19, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).
[11288]
61. On October 19, 1973 the President wrote to Richardson instructing
him to direct Cox to make no further attempts by judicial process to obtain
tapes, notes or memoranda of Presidential conversations. That evening
the President issued a press statement stating that Cox had rejected a
proposal for compromise made by Richardson that would have included a~
understanding that there would be no further attempt by the Special Prose-
cutor to subpoena still more tapes or other Presidential papers of a
similar nature.
61.1 Letter from President Nixon to Elliot Richardson,
October 19, 1973, SJC, 1 ::>pecia1Prosecutor Hearings 284
61.2 President Nixon statement, October 19, 1973,
9 Presidential Documen ts 1266.
[11289]
62. On October 19, 1973 John Dean pleaded guilty to a one-count
information charging conspiracy to obstruct justice. As part of the plea
bargain, Dean agreed to cooperate with the Special Prosecutor.
62.1 United States v. Dean, information, October 19,
1973.
62.2 New York Times, October 20, 1973, 1, 20.
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63. On October 20, 1973 Richardson wrote to the President. Richardson
stated that he had regarded the proposal he submitted to Cox as reasonable,
but that he had not believed that the price for access to the tapes in
this manner would be the renunciation of any further attempt by him to
resort to judicial process. Richardson stated that the proposal he had
submitted. to Cox did not purport to deal with other tapes, notes or m~~o-
randa of Presidential conversations, and that in the circumstances he would
hope that some further accommodation could be found.
63.1 Letter from Elliot Richardson to President Nixon,
October 20, 1973, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 284-85.
[11291]
64. On October 20, 1973 the President instructed Richardson to dis-
I
charge Cox. Richardson told the President that he c~uld not comply with
this directive and submitted his resignation. Haig thereupon called Deputy
Attorney General William Rucke1shaus and asked Rucke1shaus to fire Cox.
Ruckelshaus refused to carry out the President's directive and resigned.
Haig called Solicitor General Rob er-t Bork. Bork went to the White House
where he agreed to fire Cox and signed a letter discharging Cox. Later
that night White House Press Secretary Ziegler announced that the Presi-
dent had abolished the office of the Watergate Special Prosecution Force.
64.1 Elliot Richardson press conference, October 23,
1973, 4-5.
64.2 Alexander Haig news conference, October 23, 1973,9 Presidential Documents 1277, 1283.
64.3 Elliot Richardson log, October 20, 1973, SJC, 1
Special Prosecutor Hearings 278.
64.4 Robert Bork testimony, SJC, 2 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 467.
64.5 Robert Bork news conference, October 24, 1973.
64.6 Letter from Robert Bork to Archibald Cox, October 20,
1973, 9 Presidential Documents 1272.
64.7 Ronald Ziegler announcement, October 20, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 1271.
[11292]
65. . On October 23, 1973 the President authorized his Special Counsel
Wright to inform Judge Sirica that the subpoenaed tapes would be turned
over to the court.
65.1 Alexander Haig and Charles Alan \vright news
conference, 9 Presidential Documents 1277-78.
[11293]
66. On October 26, 1973 the President announced at a news conference
that he had decided that Acting Attorney General Bork would appoint a
new special prosecutor. The President said that it was time for those
who were guilty to be prosecuted and those who were innocent to be cleared.
The President stated that he would see that the new Special Prosecutor had
the coop'~ration from the execut Lve branch and the .independence that he
needed to bring about that conclusion. The President stated in response
to a question that he had dismissed Cox when Cox rejected a proposal
that Richardson and others had approved.
66.1 President Nixon news conference, October 26, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 1289-90.
[11294]
67. On October 30, 1973 Buzhardt informed Judge Sirica that the
subpoenaed recordings of the June 20, 1972 telephone 'conversation between
the President and John Mitchell and the April 15, 1973 meeting between
the President and Dean had never been made.
67.1 Judge Sirica statement, October 31, 1973, In re Grand
~, l-'lisc.47-73, 2.
[11295]
68. On October 31, 1973 Leon Jaworski, who had been selected to be
Special Prosecutor, met with General Haig. Jaworski has testified that
he discussed with Haig the conditions of his acceptance of the job of
Special Prosecutor. Jaworski has testified that Haig went into the Pres-
ident's office and that when he returned he told Jaworski that the Prpsident
understood Jaworski's position and agreed to it. Jaworski understood
that he had the right to proceed against anyone, including the President.
68.1 Leon Jaworski testimony, SJC, 2 Special Prosecutor
Hearings, 570-71, 573, 577, 593-94.
[11296]
69. On November 1, 1973 Acting Attorney General Bork announced that
he had appointed Leon Jaworski Special Prosecutor. Bork stated that
.Jaworski had been promised the full cooperation of the executive branch
in the pursuit of his investigations and that the President had given his
personal assurance that he would not exel~ise his constitutional powers
with respect to dIschar ge or limit the independence of the Special
Prosecutor 'i.,rithoutfirst consulting desLgnat ed Hembers of Congress.
69.1 Robert Bork news conferen~e, November 1, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 1303.
69.2 Robert Bork news conference, November 1, 1973, 8.
[11297]
70. Buzhardt has testified that on November 5, 1973 Haig informed
Buzhardt that a dictabelt of the President's recollections of his April
I
15, 1973 conversation with Dean could not be located. The President has
stated that on the weekend of November 4 and 5, 1973,' upon checking his
personal diary file, he was unable to find the April 15 dictabelt.
70.1 J. Fred Buzhardt testimony, November 12, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 1103-05.
70.2 Alexander Haig testimony, December 6, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 2072-77.
70.3 President Nixon statement, November 12, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 1330.
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71. On November 19, 1973 Acting Attorney General Bork filed an
amendment to the Special Prosecutor's charter. The amendment provided
that the jurisdiction of the Special Prosecutor would not be limited
without the President first consulting with the Majority and Minority
Leaders in the Congress and the Chairmen and rankfng Minority Hembers
of the Judi.ciary Committees of the Senate and House of Representatives
and ascertaining that their consensus was in accord with his proposed
action. On November 21, 1973 Bork wrote to .Jaworskf explaining that
the amendment was to make clear that the assurances concerning Congres-
sional consultation applied to all aspects of the Special Prosecutor's
independence.
71.1 Department of Justice Order No. 554-73, 38 Fed.
Reg. 32805 (November 19, 1973), and letter from
Robert Bork to Leon Jaworski, November 21, 1973.
71.2 Robert Bork testimony, SJC, Saxbe Nomination
Hearings, 85-86. .----.:::.=-
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72. On November 21, 1973 Buzhardt informed Judge Sirica that the
June 20, 1972 EOB tape contained an 18-1/4 minute erasure. On that same
day, Judge Sirica appointed an advisory panel of experts nominated
jointly by the President's Counsel and the Special Prosecutor to examine
various tape recordings and to report on their findings.
72.1 J. Fred Buzhardt testimony, January 18, 1974,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 2490.
72.2 The EOB Tape of June 20, 1972, Report on a Technical
Investigation, prepared by the Advisory Panel on \ihite
House tapes, Hay 31, 1974.
[11300]
73. On November 26, 1973 Buzhardt submitted to Judge Sirica an analysis
and an index of the materials subpoenaed by the Special Prosecutor on july
23, 1973. The document particularized claims of executive privilege. The
President did not assert that any of the tapes contained national defense
information.
73.1 Watergate Special Prosecution Force Memorandum in
Response to Analysis, Index and Particularized
Claims of Executive Privilege, In re Grand Jur~.
Misc. 47-73, November 29, 1973, 1, 4.
73.2 In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, Order, December 19,
1973.
[11301]
74. On November 27, 1973 Buzhardt sent to Jaworski six of the logs
of meetings and telephone conversations with the President (Chapin, Gray,
Kleindienst, Krogh, Strachan, Young) that had been requested by Cox on
June 13, 1973. The Kleindienst log furnished to the Special Prosecutor
shows no meeting between the President and Kleindienst on April 25, 1973.
The President has stated and Kleindienst has testified that Kleindienst
met with the President on April 25, 1973.
74.1 Letter from Fred Buzhardt to Leon Jaworski,
November 27, 1973 (received from Watergate
Special Prosecution Force), with attached
meetings and conversations between the Presi-
dent and Richard Kleindienst, April 25, 1973,
(received from White House).
74.2 Richard Kleindienst testimony, 9 SSC 3574.
74.3 President Nixon statement, May 22, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 696.
74.4 President Nixon statement, August 15, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 993.
[11302]
75. On November 29, 1973 the Special Prosecutor filed a four-count
I .
felony indictment against the President's former appointments secretary
Dwight Chapin charging that Chapin had testified falsely before the
Grand Jury regarding the extent of his knowledge of Donald Segretti's
activities in the 1972 campaign.
75.1 United States v. Chapin indictment, November 29, 1973 •
.,,'._,."' ...
[11303]
76. On November 30, 1973 Egil Krogh pleaded guilty to a one-count
information charging that Krogh had conspired to violate the consti-
tutional rights of Dr. Lewis J. Fielding by breaking into his office
in 1971. Krogh agreed to disclose all relevant information and docu-
ments in his possession and to testify as a witness. On January 3, 1974
Krogh issued a statement on his offense and his role. He stated that he had
received no specific instruction or authority whatsoever regarding the
break-in from the President, directly or indirectly.
76.1 United States v; Krogh, Information, November 30, 1973.
76.2 United States v. Krogh, Docket, 2
76.3 Letter from Leon Jaworski to Stephen Shulman,
November 30, 1973, Exhibit 1, United States v.
Krogh.
76.4 Egil Krogh statement, January 3, 1974.
[11304]
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51. On October 1, 1973 Woods continued work on the transcription
of the June 20, 1972 EOB tape at her office in the '~ite House. During
the day she began to transcribe from a new Uher 5000 recorder that had
been purchased that day by the Secret Service for her use. Woods testi-
fied on November 8, 1973 that she took every possible precaution not to
erase any'part of the tape. After the existence of the gap in the tape
was disclosed on or about November 21, 1973, Woods testified on
November 26, 1973 that part of the recording may have been erased while
she was talking on the telephone and that shortly after she had dis-
covered the gap on October 1, 1973 she had reported to the President
that a gap of approximately 5-1/2 minutes existed on the tape and that
she had made a terrible mistake. Woods also testified that the President
had told her the gap was no problem because he had been informed by his
counsel that the June 20th Haldeman conversation had not been subpoenaed.
51.1
51.2
51.3
51.4
51.5
Rose Mary Woods testimony, November 8, 1973,
!!!...I.e Grand JurYl Hisc. No. [.7-73, 826-27, 832-33.
Rose }~ry Woods testimony, November 26, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, }lisc. No. 47-73, 1213-14, 1267-70,
l2i2-75, 1292-97.
President Nixon daily diary, October 1, 1973,
Exhibit 116, In re Grand Jury, Hisc. No. 47-73.
Louis Sims testimony, January 16, 1974, In re Grand
Jury, }lisc. No. 47-73, 2309-14.
Stephen Bull testimony, January 16, 1974, In !e
Grand Jury, Hi.sc. No. 47-·73, 2353-55.---,--__...,.,.._
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/ __ 51.1 Rose Mary Woods testimony ,
I
!
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FOR PRODUCTION OF TAPES
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I
. T'nursclay,[November 8, 1973 1
The above-entitled cause caillaon for further hearing
at 10:00 c.tIl. ~ before THE HJ~GRABLE CHIEF JUDGE JO':1:N J. SIRICA.
On Behalf of the Special Prosecutor Force:
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e2f)
sittL'lg'where aorseone could come in and just turn it on il.nd
1isten to it or play it or maybe hit a wrong button and. <:1estro·,
J
the whole t..~ing.
o Did ho give you any instructions about erasing it?
A He said be very careful ~1ig area is to record, thi8~
that and the other, and I very carefully didn't touch that side
of tho !.'achine.
o Was tha.t on tho separate side of the r.acbine from
the on-off button?
·A Tha on-off ~ras up hero and record ~....... ,... here C" c· .:0.-'1 an ~cat.ingj
Q Yt11..erc ,,'as fo~ard and reverse?
A Well, the stop was here; the f0n·;r:>.:rd ·V.."\9 here; ~nd
the reverse vas thore en that particular Ir.achina (indicatb~g) ..
~Q In other words, ~~ey wc=c close to~other?
A Step, forvard, and reverso, yes, they '''ere at that en-:1
of the ~chine.
o Where was the erase?
A Right here (indicating), rig!lt in the clddle.
The oachin9 is only that large, r \t.'ould say it was t,,:o inches
from it. I don't Y.now, I woulcl have to measure it, not being
an expert en it.
Q l~era R:lYprecautions tal~cn t.o acsur-c you "'-ould not
accidentally hit t1~c erc~e. butto:}?
A EVerybody cid be terribly Cil~Oful, I mannr I don' t
think, I don't ,....ant this to aound lil:~ r ~T:l braO'otncr but 1: aon· t
[11310]
827
believe I run so stupid that they had to go over it ruld over it.
X was told if you push that hutton it will erase and r do kn~~
even all a str.allt:1achine you can dictate over SOJ:lething and that
removes it and IthL~ I used every possible precaution to not
do that.
E
o What: precautioa specifically did Y'ot(-take to avoid
either recording over ito, thereby gctti..."lg rid of what was
already there?
A : What: precautions? I used ny haad. It is the only
I had to use.
o Yousaid you listened that day starting at ~~bou.twh..,.t
- .._
time?
A On Saturday, the 29th, ,...a left tJ1C ifuite Eou!>e ilt
~:i5, prona..:'ly arrived there about an hour and a half' drive, I
think, pzobab.Iy started! 't-:ould s.:!}J'11:00 o·clock.
Q 11:00 o'clock.. Me! how lone] did you \.,-ork that day?
A Until 3:00 a.m. Su~day morning.
~"'ld ho,,"'nany break~ did you take 7Q
A :r did."l't. take any. I had thaIl\ <l~live.r my lunch. hs I
say, I had big ideas as I thought r was going to fL~gh the job
over the weekend.
o You worked approx~ately 16 hoars?
A ...That is right. That. is not unusua L, 1" expect.
,
o YOU1went to bed you said at 3 :00 avm, and aro!1e at.
6:00 a.M..?
, ,
[11311]
{O'_ ... '
o(
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All right.
TlIE WITNESS: Hell, I think I answczed your ot..1:lcr
question. Thera was the Presinent, John Eh::-liclm.an, and Bob
Haldeman.
DY HItS. VOL!lFJ{:
. 0 You haven' t told 1:10 the dat;o of that.
A I have told you I don' t r~('~~cr. I really do not.
And I 'thjnk if you had sat ~~d typed L;at long and then canQ
back and tried to take calls in bC~WCC:l you 't<rQuldn t t ren;~;::ibcr
the dates of those t~p~s either.
Q " Hm" roany hours ci6.:you thirJ: you \·;orkea on th~t
particular tnpc fol10\~dng the 29 hours at Car~"lpDavid?
A Probably tVlO, rc'LC\ybe t'\~oand a half.
o Was tlw.t
A' - That is hov bud it vas to get, yes. I tried to
CA-plain It. ",as II very bad tap~. It \-lasvery, very difficult
and at Canp David I did nO.t have a foot peddle where I couf.d !jt.o~
and keep 011 going, you had to stop and start and if you c""er
run one , maybe you haven It, but it taJ~cs one awfu1 long tine
whon you con't have a foot peddlo for it.
Q The cr~1Cstionis: .!\ftcr the 29 hourn you \-]orl~e--~'nt
CarupDavid, yous.:lid you ,:od:cd in your offico at the '(:hlt.e
Houso on this smco t.apo , ).9 tllCt correct?
[11312]
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White Eouse?
~hat is what I just saId. about 'two or two and a half
llours.
Q Did t:."tat eot:1.pletQ your work on thnt particular -
o 1:O\-1" you spent over 30 hours on the tape. All I a.."'a
~sking you to recall is wh~t the date ,of the tape 1s th~t yOu
ware ,,""Orkingfron?
A And I a~ telling you
MR. l?O~;:ZRS : -- Excuse Me, if Your }:onor plca~e --
~I£ l71TlTSSS t I alrc:!c1y told you r don't }-'-O'"'lO~"•
TIm COUR1': V<lit a r~inutc, l-!iss. l~cn there is
. _obj ection or counsel ata.'1US up, r have to hear c oun se L•
.
HR. POimRS: I object to the repetition. 'Hehav"1 t.een
over this and she has tried to c).-plain about the date and counsc)
has refcrr~d to the subpoenas.
~'IlE COURT: Hhich pno of tha t.apca ar e you referring
to?
,
MRS. VOL!7ER: Tho Government's subpoena fron the
Special ProGccutcr's office, E..,hibit 27, indica.tes thnt tho
June 20th meeting in the Eon office was bet~:eon the pt:lrtiea
Hins t,:ocd~ is te.r;tifying to.
THE counT: )':h~t is your que!Jtion that you td!;n to b~
put to the witness?,._- . ............--. l . ..... - _. - -- . - ... -. .., '
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t-1ITN;7M~SES DIRE....'"L OlOS$ REDIrJ:CT
( Rose }tary- Hooos (itccnll) 12M
•
EYJUDri'S
GOV'D'..:.'\~{ENT FO::'1 IN
IDEUt IF I CATION EVID!hCE
No. 59 1209 1239
lb. 60 1213 1239
.
No. 61 ~ 1239 1302
No. 6O-A and 6O-l) 1243 1243
No. 62 1257 1261e
B:>. 63 1258 1261--_- ~--.
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MRS.VOLn=R: I would lib:! to have this tiher
T.!achir.c~n.rked ns the ne:rt er,hibit 'for iGcntification •..
~im PZPL"'?YCU:R.~: r.70V'crn~cnt l;xhihit 'No. 60
r
~ a~ for l.·dcntificaticn.na,rs_e
- "
~arkcd for idcntif!c~tl~~.l
ttRS. VOL~r.::a f
-
I would liJ;e to identify. E~.hibit· 60-
Uhcr machine.
'li!E COunTI HO">f co you spell thl1t7
MRS. VO~r;;R: U-!1-£-n.
Whichha~ bc~ given to us conncct"'d ..·..if-~ .."-' '" _.. "n c~
phone sot and a foOt peclal~
tape foot pedal a..'1J. the eaz phones have no oarking as to
brand nar!l!).
It
BY HR..C;:.VOUrER:
o ~tl.ss ~'oodQI can you identify !:x.'~·dbit60I plcas~?
A Yes, thi!; is the !:!acnine I \l~ed.
Q lfhcr~ diu you use that T'\ilchirie?
l
A .1 used this ~~ch~ne ~~c first d~yI used it,
~hich v~s the day we returned the cny after V~ return~~
Q In ~!l.:l.t locntion c.id you u~c it? ..
h In rr.::t office.
Q At the \-:hitc Ho~t:::C?
" J\. Y(lrl, t1.:l'a~. [11317]
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a Did you uno thzlt at Ca.~ Davie:! Zl.ti all?
.
A no, this r.'<!.chinc WC.$ r.ot at C~lp David. I h....' f, ....-~... ...:. .~
they had to go o~t and ~uy or ~ot one because ~c h~d ~Q =~~~
-- I say we, I could use at C~p ~vid.
, "
Q P.r. null :mppliec! you ~ith that ma~"'ine'?
A 1:!o brought it to iJa, r dO!l't r.no01 ~ho got it.
Q I-1r.Bull supplied. you with the oth;)r nachinc
A ~hat is correct.
Q
suhse~uentto the ,IllitE:! HO\lS~
A - Yes, rna'aD.
Q Anel are you sura _thnt r:iliibii:. GO is th~ exact;
-_
to t"..4lchine t2~it you used?
A y~s,Tad'an.
Q IiOt! do you kfto.., that it fo the D~ :l~chine t1:~t
you usee?
A Because the:"e is nona around -- I :;a~{one Sccr~t
Scxvice or sone kind of z:-.arkand it is th~ wll:t ~ac~ine veLhav".
, I think Gancrlll P.e:rr.c::'t 0::- nor:-ccne ha s ths seri.:tl
o Docs thic; !l<J...."e' it Secret Scrvic~ :':'I41r~: on i t7
A l!o, it dc.)!:; not. It is l"i<Jht hare (indicatins-) ..
[11318]
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request re the meeting on June 20th. It said Erlichman [sic]/Haldeman
meeting. What he wants is the segment on June 20th from 10:25
to 11:20 with John Erlichman [sic] alone. Al Haig."
BY MRS. VOLNER:
[
Q Now, you then listened to the Erlichman [sic] portion of the
tape and you first heard the Haldeman portion on October 1st
at the White House?
A That is right. That was when I was ending the
Erlichman [sic] one.
Q I am sorry?
A That was when I was ending the Erlichman [sic] one and
wanting to be sure that I had.
Q And you said you listened to just a few minutes of
Haldeman?
A That is right.
Q At what point did you stop listening to Haldeman?
A Well, I started to stop listening to Haldeman when
they started talking about scheduling matters, about going to
a state where Pat Nixon's mother and father had lived, were
married before they moved to Ely, Nevada, where she was born.
And there "as something about tourism. I don't know whe thar
some Governor had called and asked. I don't remember. And
that is the last I heard on that tape. And that is the time
that through some error on my part some way in turning around
to reach one of my phones, which buzzes and buzzes and buzzes,
d from indistinct originalRetype
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I pushed the.record button down. Now, whether I held my foot
on the pedal or whether the button stuck down I couldn't tell
you. I thought it was something like 4-1/2 to 5 minutes and
I so told the President as soon as I could go in to see him.
Q You told the President exactly what?
A That I was afraid that I had caused a gap in the
Haldeman tape and he said, there is no problem because that
is not a subpoenaed tape.
Q You told him that on October 1st?
A That is right.
Q And did you have any other conversation with the
President on October 1st?
A I haven't the slightest idea.
Q Did you listen to the portion that you had, as you
testified, perhaps erased?
A No. The last word I heard on the Haldeman was Ely,
Nevada, or Ely, and the next thing when I pushed the button
back I got as far as Ely again and that is when there is this
shrill noise.
Q And what; follows the shrill noise?
A What follows the shrill noise is again something
This is what I listened to on Saturday or Friday, whichever day.
What follows is something about Democratic Convention or seating
or _- I didn't try to take it down at all.of delegates
Was there anything concerning the --Q
Retyped from indistinct original
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A I just listened for just enough time -- I didr.'t
try to type it.
Q Now, you say that you think that the telephone rang
and you did something to the machine?
A I have explained or tried to explain.
Q I would like to go over again precisely what happened.
A That is what I am trying to do. I had been working
all those hours at :Camp David on the one ErLf.chman [sic] tape. I
got back to my office and still had several hours on that same
tape to finish, plus work that stacked up over the weekend. And
it is pretty phenominal [sic] at the White House: And it was very,
very busy day. I did try. I did get to the end of the
--
'Erlichman [sic] one and I could not tell for sure. The President
said something like, all right, John, but I did not know whether
John left and then I was listening as far as the Ely thing and
I pushed the record button, obviously. That is right by,
if you will notice on the machine, instead of the one that was
up at Camp David, which I had been using, it is right
together with the stop button.
Q N Was this when the telephone rang?ow,
A That is right.
Q And who did you talk to?
A I haven't the slightest idea.
Q
How long were you on the telephone?
A
As I say, I thought it was 4 or 5 or 6 minutes but,
Retyped from indistinct original [11321]
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obviously, my judgment of time is bad.
Q Do you think you were on the telephone for 18-1/2
minutes?
A I don't think I was but -- I am sorry.
Q
A
l...::llS are.
Q
A
Go ahead. I didn't mean to.interrupt your answer.
I don't think I was but I don't keep track of how long
I don't keep a telephone log.
Does anybody keep a telephone log for you?
No, because I have quite a few lines that come in.
I have 9 lines. Several of them are private. Two of them are.
One is a buzzer that buzzes from the President and it doesn't
stop until you push it down and it is very loud. One is a
direct line from him from his formal office and his oval office.
Another one is a private one that cannot be answered anywhere
but-in my office. Another one is an intercom within the~~ite
House which I made a practice of answering myself. Then there
are 5 or 6 that the girls answer.
Q You have already testified that the machine you were
using is exactly the machine that is Exhibit 60, is that the
correct one?
A The gray --
Q The Uher Machine?
A Y~.
Q And the footpedal and earphones have been marked
Exhibits 60-A and 60-B. Are those the footpedal and earphones
Retyped from indistinct original
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•
,N..:;\-.;-, yc_)t.;. then. lis ~(~'1~d to the Erlichman portion of the
you first h~t.rd tl'_~ l:&.~den~n por t Lon on October 1st
at t.he 't"hite House?
Er.lichman one.
Q ! am 3!Jrry?
•• • J .•
A That 'Haswhen I was ending the Erlichman one and
~anting to be sure that I had.
Q And yo~ said you listened to just a few minutes of
A That is =ight.
Q At. 'llu.t poi.nc did /,]'.1 stop liste1!ing to Haldeman?
A Well, 1 ;3tarted to 'stop listening to HaLdeman when
thsy started tal~inJ abc~t sc~eduling matters, about going to
a state i"here Pat Nixon I 5 :l,ot:v:~rand father had lived, were
IT_aloried befoTC the:," mcve d to Ely, Nevada, whe r-e she was born.
And there was
, . 1..... -scmetnlng a~GU~ ~our1sm. I don' t know whether
C-·, .
. d c a l 1~.-l z:_'~...as '."ed •so~e GOVeTno:: nn ~~ ~~ _- ~h I don't remember. And
that is tile las~ I he:;.-:-d
en tn3.t tape. And that is the time
that thT:JUJh s O;:le e!"ror
on jT.y pa r t some way in turning around
reach one of nr- ph~:le3 ,
"..,hich buzzes and buzzes and buzzes»
to
[11323]
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, pus hed the r eco I'd. br.t t cn cowr., Now , wh et.Ler I held my foot
on the pedal or whether the button stuck dcwn r coul.:.n't tell
~'OU. I thought it wa s :3o]'1~et~!ir.gL.ke c. -1/2 to 5 minutes and
I so told the Pr e s i cer t as ~cor; as I coulc go in to see him.
Q You told th,:; ?:::·e'5i(~~r:.t cxac t Ly vhat1
1
A ri.e e I Has ~f::Cli(;.tLQ_t r h::td caused a gap in the
Halde~an tape and he suid, t~ero is no problem because that
55 not a subpoena~d t~p~.
.~
Q You told hin that on October 1st?
A That is right.
Q And did you have any other conversation with the
., -
. ,
President on October 1st?
A r haven't the sligh'·:est idea.
Q Did you lis'cen to the portion that you had, as you
testified, perhaps erased?
A No. The 1~;5t word I :1eard on the Haldeman was Ely,
•
Nevada, or Ely, and the next t~ing when I pushed the button
back I got as far ~,S Ely aga in and that is when there is this
shrill noise.
Q And what follcws t.h e .3hrill noise?
A What £01101,<,'5the shr i Ll noise is again something
This is what I listened tc en Saturday or Friday, whichever day.
follows is scrnething ato~t Democratic Convention or seatingW:'1at
of delegates or -- I didn't try r o take it down at all.
Q lias there any th ing conce rn I ng the --
~,
[11324]
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A I just List ened f or J1::St enc ugh ti:;:e-- I didn't
try ta type it.
~ Now, ycu S2:' tha; yc; t}-,ir:~: -:hat tt_== telephone rang
•
2~d yo~ did sc~ething to t~e nachine?
exp l af.n ,
Q I would li~e ~o go over ugain precisely what happened.
A That is ~'(l:~t :i: P.r.1 t~.:/ingto do , I had been working
all those hour s at Ga;:ljJ TId'::1 071 the on-e Erlichman tape. I
got back 1;0 my of f i ce and .s·d.ll had several hours on that same
t fO· • h p' us ·JDr1- ·-'1~~-stacked up over th k dtapa 0 ~2n1s, 6' J ~~ ~ ~J -~ ~ n. ~ e wee en • And
it is pretty phenomfnaI at the ifhiteHouse. And it was a very.
very busy day. I did try. I ~id gat to the end of the
Erlichman one and I could r.ottell for sure; The President
said sc~ething like, all right, John, but I did not know whether
John left and then I was list3ning as far as the Ely thing and
. i pushed the record b~tto~, cbviously. That is right by,
if you will r:oticeon the m::-'.dline, instead of the one that lias.
up at Camp David) w~lich I j-• .:l(: been using, it is right
t h - with t he s t op butt on ,toge e..
Q Now, was this wh~~ t~e telephone rang?
Q And ilho :1i.J you ta l.k to?
A
/ " .: '_... .. • .JI have a 't L1C s ; ....g~._Gs...acea.
Q 1 we r e ycu on the teLephon..ie ?Eo' .., o'J.g , v c •
A
T' -I t ,.1\5 I S:tyi_" t ••ot!J 1 ~ 'as 4 or 5 or 6 minutes but,
'. [11325]
((
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obViously, my judg:nent of ti;r_eis bad.
Q Do you think you ".',~:.~eon the calf;~)ho:~e for 18-1/2
mi.n:..tes?
A
1
Q Co ahead. I didi11:: .ne an to Lnt.e r rup t your ans'iier.
A I don't thin~ !~~s ~u~ I don't keep track of how longIcalls are. I don ' t keeo e. telephone log.
Q Does anybo~y keep a telephone log for you?
A No~ because I have cuite a few lines that come in.
I have 9 lines. Several of them are private. Two of them are.
One is a buzzer that bu~~es from the President and it doesn't
stop until you push it down and it is·very loud. One is a
direct line from him from his formal office and his oval office.
Another one is a pri ':T~e cre t.hat cannc t be anst....ered anywhere
but iJ1 my ofiice. l.11otherone is an Lrrtercom l>rithin the \'Ihite
House wh i ch I nade a pract i ce of answe ring myself. Then there
are 5 or 6 that the girls ansre r .
Q Yoa have alre~dy testified that the machine you were
using is exactly the hl?chin~ that is Exhibit 60, is that the
correct one?
A The gray - -
Q Th~ Uher }'lachi!'.e?
A Yes.
Q A!ld the footpedd:i. an-I e:lrphones have been marked
Exhibits 60-A arid 50-B. A~e t~osa th~ footpedal and earphones
\ [11326]
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A No, I did not. But I must have kept my foot on the
foot pedal.
Q Had you typed up the portiion [sic] about Ely, Nevada?
A I don't know whether I typed it or whether I just
listened to see_whether John Erlichman [sic] said anymore.
Q Have you reviewed your transcript to refresh your
recollection?
A No, I have never seen my transcript again.
Q But it is possible you did type that portion of the
Haldeman conversation?
A I may have and I may not have. I doubt that I did
but I may have. As I say, I turned that transcript in October
1st.
Q Now, after you had
A I say transcript. I want to change that. It isn't
a transcript. Your Honor, you will find it is the gist of
what we can get.
Q After you had hit this button what did you do?
A Well, I must say after I turned around from the
telephone, being someone who has tried to do a good job, I
practically panicked. I pushed back the button, the return
button, to the part where I heard the President saying, all
right, John, and listened again, listened as far as Ely, and
then heard the noise.
THE COURT: Let me interrupt a minute. What date was
d from 1'ndistinctoriginalRetype
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it that Miss.Woods testified in this Court?
MRS. VOLNER: October 1st, I believe, Your Honor.
THE WITNESS: No.
MRS. VOLNER: Oh, she testified here on November
8th.
THE COURT: November 8th. Did you inquire of her on
that occasion about what she did in connection with listening
to this particular tape?
MRS. VOLNER: I believe the focus of the testimony
was on what she did at Camp David but we definitely did inquire
and I believe the testimony will reflect that Miss Woods said
that she never touched that side of the machine on which the
record button was located.
THE COURT: My question to you, Miss Woods, is, did
you, at any time, druing [sic] your testimony the last time you were
in this Court mention what you have mentioned on the stand
today, that you were touching something and for 4 or 5 minutes
or something like that?
THE WITNESS: No, sir, I didn't. I am sorry, I may
have been wrong but I thought it was not relevant because it
was not a subpoenaed tape.
THE COURT: All right, proceed.
BY MRS. VOLNER:
Q Was that the first time you had heard this audible
• ?tone which was not conversat10n.
Retyped from indistinct original
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A Yes. We have heard other odd tones in the tapes,
you know, where they roll around and make a lot of sound
sometimes but nothing that I call it loud or shrill or
something.
Q Was that shrill noise there prior to your touching
the record button?
A No. I could hear Ely, Nevada, then, or at least
Ely. I don't know whether the word Nevada but I know that
is where she is from.
Q Did you ever hear that shrill sound prior to pushing
the record button at that particular point in the tape?
A I didn't hear it when I pust~d the record button.
I heard it when I turned the machine back and played back again
to be sure. That is when I heard the shrill. I didn't hear it
when I pushed the record button.
Q I don't think you are answering my question. My
. before you touched the record button while youquestlon was,
were listening to the tape and before the telephone rang you
heard something about Ely, Nevada, did you hear at that time
before you touched the record button any shrill sound following
the words Ely, Nevada?
A No, and I don't know whether the last words were
Ely, Nevada, we would have listen to it.
Q Follmring that portion of the tape?
A I did not hear it, no, ma'am.
Retyped from indistinct original
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Q Did you on October 1st listen through the 18 minutes
of shrill sound?
A October 1st, no. That is when I told you I went
in to the President and said, I have made a terrible mistake,
I pushed the record button. And that is when he told me that
the counsel had told him and he was not concerned because it
was not a subpoenaed tape. Now, unfortunately, I have just
heard the other day that it was a subpoenaed tape.
Q How soon after this accident did you tell the
President?
A I told him -- I looked this up yesterday. I would
say I went in his office around 2:15. So I would say that
I told him 5 minutes afterwards because I was so -- I was
very upset, you could imagine.
Q Was anybody present during that conversation?
A No.
Q It was just you and the President?
A That is right.
Q In what office?
A The Oval Office.
Q Did you report this accident to anyone else?
l=r A No.
I don't know whether the President did or not
didn't.
You never told Mr. Buzhardt?Q
A I don't believe so. Again, the President may have
d from indistinct originalRetype
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i t that J.1i S 5 ~'lood5 t es tLf i ed in t.h.i s Court?
WlS. VOL~IE:'<': Oc t cb e r Ls t , I believe, YC1.lrHonor.
THE l'IIn:SSS: !..[o •
(
-MRS. Vt:J..1'1ER: Oh, sh e tes tLf i ed here on November
8th. l
,'fiiE COCRT; !-!o'n::ml;era-i.:h. Did you inquire of her on
,·id i:1 connect ten with listening
to this pa r t i cu l er tf.pe? ''_
?-ms. V0LNER: I be:lizve the focus of the testimony
was on what sh~ did ~~ C~~p David but we definitely did inquire
and I believe the tes t irao.ry will reflect that Miss Woods said
that she never touched that sid~ of the machine on which the
reco~d butto~ was loc3ted.
THTI GGURT: My- question to you, Miss ~ d -. oc S, 1.S, did
you, at any time, dru Ing yeTi t es t Imony the last tine you l.;ere
in thi>s COurt mention ~.;h~t y.~;..! have nen t i oned on the stand
today, that you were touching something and for 4 or 5 minutes
h. 1.lr ~ ... ',,, -.1or somet: lnf; l. .....I.•. ~,~.
TH3 NITFESS: :':0, .s i r , I d:'dn't. I am sorry, I may
. ~nt T t.l.cu zhthave been H:ron~ :.J ~ - ..... V 6" it was not relevant because it
was not a subpoe,:~wci:-: ~~~t'.
T!J3 CaLmT: All "·1,>;~\t, p ro cee d ,
\ .: ~, '~/""':T-::1~'BY i \ ,0. .. \..11.1 • ..u ...'.
Q Was that ~;l:;: first tLne you had hea~d this audible
tone '.vhich .r as rioc C~:1"\i3r§ a t i on ?
[11332]
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so~etimes but not~ing t~at I call it loud or shrill or
scmethir.g.
( Q thc~~ prior to your touching
the ::ecord buttoL~
is where she js f~o~.
Q Did IO~ e~er n~sr triet shrill sound prior to pushing
the record i;utton at t.h:.t pa rti cuLar point in the tape?
A I didn't heal' it ·";·!1en I pushed the record button.
I heard it vhen I turned r:--'-) r.achf ne back and played back again
to be ·sure. Thr.t'-is '·lr.en I heard the shrill. I dLdn t t; hear it
when I pushed thc r ecord L1.:':ton.
que st ion was, ba;~,)!"e you ·;cucll·;;l the record button while you
• """" • -I. D hh~ware l:!os ",e~.lng ...' !...J a~d ~efore the telephone rang you
Ely, ~evada, did you hear at that time
, . "'~'" , ....::. ..:;·:,1 'JattO!l any shrill sound foll0··fl.·ngbe fo ", -,"ell T:J:.lC~1::.: "'~_... - IY
o_.i.. J -
the words
No &nC I ion': ;~o~ whether the last words were, .
Ely, it.
Q Foilov:'~:,:; ~1:at .»o r ': ::'on of the t:lI"e?
A I diu -:-int hear i ~ 1'.0, rna' am.- - :
[11333]
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'::',,11::: fl,~.:1 I :,.)1.1 7-)1.1 I ''';'3nt
It
.... ') .. ;, C'l • '~ .. ,.- ~ ~ ~ ·1 ,;.. ....,_., :..1 :~-:1 ; .'J.' ,
'1.,. -.. .,' _, , '" ¥::> .: 1... ..-.... ., _...L. I ha?~ made a t!rri~l_e~1'~~ake... - - . .
1is w~~~ he told me that
the c.cuns eL !l.::,d:Gld~.:.·, ~ ';::.(":1 >= Wf':.5 :"'_-=.t· conce rned because it
President?
A I zo l c ~,im - - I Looked this up yesterday. I would
say I werrt i:1 115.5 o:ff.ic~ 3r:;~~.1dZ: 15 > So! woul d say that
ve~y upset, you could i2agi~~ .
..A No.
Q It wa~ just YOE ~~J the P~esident?
A That is ri&~t.
~~ccide!l't to anyone else?
I don j .~: }::~1·J:: ",i>'':!'!::-~er--:he Pr e s Lden t did or not
I didn·t.
?resident nay h. ave
[11334]
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_~__ 6~L_·~_~_ R_~_C_r_.s~~--4:00 o'clock p.~.
.. 'nre COUnT: .l'~llright, you r;ay procl~(;cl.
BY MP$. VO:::':iE!1a
O~fiss ~:o~s, before t.he br~ak yo~ wezo te~tiiYing
having r~portod ~~i& acciccnt to tha Pres1d~nt and you mid
you told him ~ediately, or five r~utes after it
/
MR. rulYN~: Your Honor, just before ttl!! !;reak I
objected. This whole part of the transcr.ipt uas read. I
.'
think it only fair ~~a witnoss be allc~~e to give her co~-
rocmts ~ut it rathor than j~st let it pass by ,
~ cotJF:r: Do you ~/a.nt tOl':a.'t<:.e sc~ answer to
She should be allo~'ed to cxplai!l.
TB.E COO~T: If you have any nxplanation, I ".~il1
hear it.
TEl! ~"lT.:lZSS: I can o!llv", ssy llqain th~t I d.!~ "0 .- - " r:,:
very hard over that \lholc long vocl.:end. I t.hin1; alr-.o:Jt
.....hero has looked at bot.'l the blond: Md. th~ t:rr"'yCVi?:r:lon""" "" 'J "
v.achino.
~l\S
';he blnc~ pachine uhich !/us~u to up :It C~p D"nl'i..:
h~s a rcd rcY~r.3c-dictat~, or ·rl~t!.tc·.rC!r they c.FI.11the thi;:g t
-
and the other :::.achine in 0'\11 on one line and I Bounced 1\
And I think I ~o t.r,} to \~SC it r..ontly b-.:!t li~:~ other !>Coral"
,,
• >.[11335]
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otlwr n.3.chino i:~~~stop nlld record ar c together I I den' t knc-';
if C'larY!"JoJy has seen then ..
I 9'~t prol;ably Deb-teen 50 and GOc.:111s a (lay in
...... ' ".
t..~e ~i::~le of cl..::.ingthis \/a"rk.,· ;~~~{"i~'~io~kcdall 'Weekend llnd
L can offer no C?CUZQ for this. I n~ver heard
any ~"':"orilg 0..1 th.J_ t ·tape so I have heard or rend L~ t.he paper
the \>!Ortl"erase t! • I di<ln' t hear anything, so r cnllecJ it
a ""a~. I ncve r -iie! !1e.n.rany \-!orGs on that part: of the t:~,..? _ ".;.-'C
tMt if.} mi55ing ;:L1d I elMsorry I I YJ)cuthat evory'hody told
we b;)t 3.t \las en the bll!.ck :r':achln(-~tt..:::. t ! '-:orkcd for ;:9
hours or 27 hours, "lhate'T~r I ~t Cnr:p D"-vid and th-en ~:(:ntto
\'lOrk on the different one.
I juct ~"'m1ted to raake that czplanation.
TilECOURT: All right, you ~ay proceec.
o You :::nL~ you r~portcd this to the Prc.sident a f:;~":'?
minutcz after yo'_'.(~.iscov:.}r.p-c1your error?
A Just as soon uS ! saw tnnt his offico w~s ~Qty,
yes •. 'i'h~re is a liC;!.t on ry desk ~'hich shown w:H:::tller there
is SC1::_.;cncin his effie" c,r ".ii1cthcr he i5 aLono ,
\
{} Can you relat~ the axact; convcr natLon yo u1nd l.l,'it~
tho Presii.1cnt'1
- ..~ - _.- .....[11336]
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this phone call I
after I ~~'cnt~~
So :t told hiw and 1~y rccoll(';ction of the phon2,
.. '.~\....I or 60,<:1 cl;.:1y and r::::; racollc~ticn ir.. "";"'.:r~':'"
<J -"~-l"'-
it~i1SfivQ
-I best r can
o Y.:"l.at clGe <lid yoa t~ll t.~c !>:r.csiilcnt t\:1d \~hat <:iJ
nut th."lt: i3
say.
..
. ;~ he say to you?
A I didn't tell hil'::!4'.:~::~thin=Jcl!:;e, I -tol\.~hi!:! !
ei t.':.cr had }:cpt r:;'y feot on t;l:2 ?CG.«1- I told hi:;;: this
e....!)' !\in'; .....,~ -~&. -- #--""~;>
because I r·~a.ched z.round ~nd C;::~Lbc:j ~y phone \<J~ich has
things whil~ listening to pc-opl~. I could have casily ke?t
~ feot en t.ho pe2;:ll ~!1dthe lid on t:1~t gray !:"'-.J.c~!incbIle
to stZly .10' ..::.1 bccauc o the dcs;~ OJ} which -::"./type;:rit~r nne.
!l'rle lid had to stay dovrn and. you could not \,'atch th~ tc.~ .... " ..-~ '--.
(
[11337]
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A '2br.it is what I don't know, Isav thtl record
button dc·,·m ~nd !:his is 'What frighte!1e-~ no.
A I can't r~~~bcr wh~th~r tho ctart button was
ccr..:n. l).:trt of the ti!:.c \/0 uned the start button and pueh
button, .:r r;;'.:211 the foot pe<'1nl, to hcar I to seQ if vecan'
I aza uning t.he terw Ift~OIt. It was just rr-e, It
\:filS diffiC'..ll t to hear. He kept chE'~ginq th~ t.one , uzir.g
the foot p~d.:!.l, e.ar plugn and uo~tit:..es both, so:::.otir:~s
(
Oll~.
o '~hcn you wer e li!ltcning to it tho only thL?tg you
.hsd to eo HilS pre05 the listen.l?~t~on?
A You can eo both and get hetter qu._')lity.
o Diu you in fact do both?
A I t.~ll you I do not ki1.CH'. I kno......t ha rccorc
button vas dO\m. ~··'h<:th(;rI had th3 r!!corc. button, r don't
):110il. 1 Y.r.o·~r.."1.nYtir.;05 \o:hilo ty?inry the ot:."er t~pe~ I
had l-oth ,!O';-{l'l..
button do,"m. r aSbU~C yon l ..~~cHntely t.cok ~tour foot off
the pedal?
. , [11338]
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A I was ~t~rtlcd.
You.
You rcl~tcd all this to t~ Pr£sic~t?
o '.rhis is lIithin fivep.inutcs after ~-ouhung up the.
telephone?
I ~~uld say five-tcn-fift~n n1nut~s. Soon-ns
the lig!1t ~'ent out .I ea\f _\"!hoever was visiting' \{~S gone.
Q You diun It !Sit \d~"l your foot en tha r,ef_31 thn.t
15 l\-dn u tC"s?
1: hnven' t any id.:a. If I kne\.", ! \1oult! t.ell yml
\. r>
boCil~:;C if you ha-....e tr led tlw.t, your foot could 00 on tJ"Hlt:.
. pedal. and you cO"..tld have it on both the forw~rd anJ b~ck
and got clearer off tho tape actuall}".
o What die the President say to you?
A lie ae Ld con tt \~-orry about; it, that is not one of
o That was tho first thing he said to j"ou?
A Yes.
Q Ead you told hiP. it \!~S tlw RalG~an POrtion o!
th2 tape?
I dic:n It knov "'hat it vas , It ,"ras the start of
2)
Q HO'~1 did the Preside!1t. !::-..)'., it \I,W not ono of tho
[11339]
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suhpocnnell tnpss?
A necause !11:;;counse l had told. hin.
Q
"~~ ..
A I don' t know when hI'.)told hio. You \till ha~ to
ask counsol.
Q Did he nsJ. you what the cont~nts of th~ erased
portion was?
A There was no ~ay I could have::nnn...:cxed that
quostion ..
Q Did he ask tho question?
A Ho asked and I t:aid r.. heard n:>thL'1g.
Q Did h~ ask you ",'hat the co:!tc~t \;::::.c to t..':~
erascre?
·A Yes.
o "\-that did you tell hi~?
A I told hin it ""as on f:;cncduling, whcth~r they
would go to I:ot;h DC3J~ota,or South Da.'l(ota, or '\::het:'tC'?rthey
~~uld go to Ealy.
Q Din he ask you \:h41t the content \l.).S fol1cY"ing the
erasure?
A No, ).;,.oocause r thOUg1lt -- I had been 0:1 t~e phono
only a fo.t:I ninutcs, I ncvor ~;.ellrdthe \,:)olc thing t!ntil I
I li!3tencd. to it \Ii til thu J~~ync3 the other day.
o 1l~9 the rrcsi~0nt ever talked \11th you .:;~~ut:. the
orusuro ~!nce october 1~~? [11340]
[11341]
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' .. .c
Tr;t: t:1iITE HOuSE.
~'!AS![r::CTO::.· D. C.
8:46
8:47
8;50
9:17
9:50
10:57
11:06
11:06
1i:06
1:06
12:10
12:11
12:15
2·?0·_u
--..,.., PIE
Ja
"
8:49
9:16
10:45
10:18
12:09
12:09
12:09
12:09
12:09
. .
12:13
" .. - .
12:17
12:30
p
P
,.
The President went to the Oval Office.
The President reqUt~sted that his Assistant, ROriZ!ld L. Zi"'-=--"'-
"join him. -""----
The President: talked ,·lith his daugh t ez, '.Tulie.
The President met 't-lith Hr. Ziegler.
The President mat; 't,lith:
Alexander M. Heig, Jr., Assistant
11e1vin R. Lai rd , Counse110r
"
.'
The President met \-l'ith:
Henry A.Kissinger, Secretary of State
Francois-Xavier Ortoli, Pr esLd ent; of the COI!!:llssic:::..
of the Europ2an Co~~~nities
Philippe de Hargerie, Ch i ef of the Cabi:;.et for the
Co~aission of the European Co~unities
Charles ·A. Cooper, Deputy Assistant
Alee'Tousaya:;., Sz at e Depar t.ment; interpreter
lIembers of the pr-ess, in/out .
~rnite House photographer, in/out
The Presidential party \-lent to the l1est Lobby.
The President bade fareHell to Hr. Ortoli.·
The President r-e ttrrned to the OvaI, Office.
The President participated in a pror:otion cere=ony for h.;<::
Deputy Assistant, Brig. Gen. Brent G. Scot7c:-oft \.lho"'_<::
pror.!oted to H.3.jor General in the U.S. Air Force. Fc':-c.~
list 'of attendees, see .APPENDIX":\. " ,
lTnite, House photographe.X:".in/out __." ._- -~--.
The President cat l-l'ith: ;
Congress:::.2.nDel C'Iawson (R-California)
Max L. Friedersdorf, Dep~ty Assistant
lfnite House photographer» i~/out
Congrcss::13.~CIa,·rson presented the ?resident with a
centennial pl.a te f ro ci Dcvney , Cali fcrnia.
The President participated in a s,i£nin~ ce~e~ f~ ~ ... nonv or S. 11':' ~
tho D0::12stic Volunteer Service Act. OC 197'" ,l:' - -,~ .J... ..). ..or a 11·s .......__
• ''OP-''''''''~X "B "attenocC$, see r.: r_" LJ.!.. .'
He:nocrs of the press, in/out
Uhite House photo~rapher, in/ou't
[11342]
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12 :33 .m , Hmm.-\·c
12:33
12:5B
1:14 '
- I 2 :15
. -·t· 2:25'
I
r·· I
.2:44
2:4~
1:20·
2:10
2:15
3:06
3,:06
2:41
2:47
3:05
4:55
. ,.
-5:01
5:44
5:20 5:25
5:34 5:35
5:36 ·-5:45
5:ltl 5 :43
5:46
6:aa
5:50
. j,_ ......
6:10
p
R
p
P
p
P
p
p
l'
,,
ACTIVITY
The President tcle?honcd long dLstance to C. C. R",l-o"'o•"'-~.... ~n !C~i-
Biscayne, Florida. The call vas nct; corapl.eted ,
The President l,;ent to his office in the EOn.
The President talked long distance ~th his daughter, T~~cia,
i;_n N.:!Y York City.
The President met with:
l-!aj. Gen. Halter R. Tkach, Physician
Rose Hary 1':0 ods , Executive Assistant
The President re::;uested that l-!r.-Ziegler J'o; h'... _n l.':l •
The President met with }~. Ziegler.
The President talked long distance 'tdth Hr. Rebozo .J.n Key
Biscayne, Florida.
The President met ,dth }~. Raig.
The President, accompanied by l~. Raig, went to ~;est
Executive Avenue. . ' .
.rne President and }rr. Eaig ~tored throuah the W-s·n~n~~.0 c:. -- 01-.C:l
metropolitan area.
• • 3 nffi~e in the EOB •.."'"
The President returned to the second flo R'·~ .'or ... es xcerice ,
The :president talked uit'h-Hr. Raig.
The President talked '.<lith-Senator Strom Thirrnond, (R-So:::~_h
Ca.rolina).
president talked Hith Senator John G-.Trae ower -(R..,.Te"':-,Y~......G.,_.,. •
Th
e presiGent talked with Sen2tor Henry H. J k (ac ks on D-
Uashin~ton).
rh~ President telephon2d Senator JOhn C. Sten~is (D-
.' Jlississi~pi). The call was not cOEple~ed.
The'president talked w~th Secretary Kissinger.
-i;' i;~;i~~n;-t·~ik~d··~i-th·S~~;t~-~· St~n~i~: .---._ --- - .
..
.-
? -~
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6:13
6:30
6:34
6:14
6:50
: .~: ,. u; J" •
8:58
P
-,....
The President talked 't..rithSenator John L. HcClellan (D-
Arkansas). '.
The President went to the South Grounds of the V.~ite House.
The President cotor_ed .frorathe South Grouc.ds of the llhite
House to Trader Vic's Restaur2.nt in th~ Statlex.:Hilton
Hotel. He 't...a,s accoopanied by:
The First L2.dy
~lr. and Mrs. David Eisenho';.;er
'. '
The President had dinn~r with:
The First L<ldy
~Ir. an:!Ers. Eisenhower
Mr ..and Hrs~ Robert Hilligan~ friends of the
Eisenhot.lers
After dinner, the President greeted patrons of the restaurant
including:
Ibrahim. Al-SQtvayel, Arcb assado'r from Saudi Arabia to
the U.S.
Talal Al-Sowayel, six-year-old son
.
Tne President went to his motorcade parked at the rest2.urant-
entra~ce. Enronte, ,he greeted ~e~bers of the crowd
gathered outside the hotel. ,
.. I
IHe was l
~.~ ~L~~icient and the First Lady motored from the Statler
Hilton Hotel to the South Grouncs of the '''hiteHouse.
The President returned to the second floor Residence.
accocpanied by:
The First Lady
Hr. and H!:'s.Eisenhower
lir. ana Hrs. Hil1igan '.
._-- _._ ...._ .... -
"
. " .....~-..
-_. - • - . -i-.... -- ...
........- ...... _ ...' .. .._ ...... _ .... __ ........ -_,
,··~
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t
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__ 51.4 Louis Sims testimony -22G6
/_.#, IN RE: .surrr JZlZAS !)ry\:ES TE~UM ISSt;ED )
r nu~sllEJ-:t ~ r';lU:.P...D L-f. la.XJN , MISe ..no, ~7-7~..~'-"'~ ,F'_' rRJD~CTr.;;. ~-.. "Lti'.c;~; joJ..·• ...1'.
Th~ ~.bovc-entitled cause cnn:e on fo:: fcrthcr hearir.g
flt 11 :00 a.m.. before -r.n: n:)N.::'w'\"BLE CU!;F JUJX;E JO'.dN J. SIRI.::'\~
On Bc~~lf of th~ Speciel Prose.~utor Furce:
On l'ehnl£ of P1:'csid~Zlt Richard :-1.Nixon:
J/~~S D. ST. Ct~lR
itI CHi..n.I.> IL~.USER
Jcrul A. n; Cf.B. ILL
On r>€b111f of Rosem.~y HOC013 ~
CHARLES r~!r.G$
1:ILLV.:-I tUn: liB
; .
"
\
\
"<, '. ....-
.-:;_a
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What is the first code number there before vfuite
House taping system?·
A That '\-;Quldbe the Secret Service file number.
0 Is that the file that you referred to?
A Ye:>, it is.
Q That is the general file containing all the informa-
tion on the taping system ~~at you have?
A It is the general file containing --you say all tile
info~-mation on --
'0 -- The information that you have on the taping
.system.
You realize that our original documents these
are copies -- are still in the regular places in the supply
.area. They are not in that file.
Q Can you tell us what; the circumstances were of your
purchasing this Exhibit 60?
.A Yes, I can. On the morning of October 1st, 1973
)~. Bull contacted me -- I can't remember if in person or on
L~e'telephone -- and asked for a recorder \yith a foot pedal
capability-
.' What time of the morning did he contact you?0
A Oh, I would say 10:00 a.m.-ll:OO a.m., so:n::Vlhore.
Q About 11:00 a.m.?
Let's say 10:00 --A
Q -- Do you remember? •... ,
[11348]
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A I would say it was closer to 10: 00 than it 'VTCl.S to
ll:OO.
Q What did ho say he.wanted?
A Ee said he wanted a recorder that had a foot pedal
capability, meaning fonrard and back, so that' if som-2onewere
typing they wouldn't have to use their fingero, they could keep
typing.
Q Did you discuss with him whe+he.r you had one l.' n sto k"". c -
A 'I told him that I would have to check and see, I
didn't know. .'
Q What did you do then?
Then I checked with my people in supply that work
~'.'.; ..~.
for roe and asked them if we had any recorder in-house, no
matter what; the make was , that had a foot pedal capability.
Q Whodid you check with?
A I believe it wa s Ray ZUInV:alt. It might have been
"
Jim Baker, I believe it was ZUjuwalt. He was in charge of that
area.
Q Did Hr. Zumwalt. go dovzn and make a check?
A !-'..r. Zumv!alt has an individual thatis like a supply
"sorgcunt, a supply supervisor, l-fr.Darvis R.eed, and he checked
and raportcJ back to ~~. Zumwalt.
Q He reported rock to Hr. Zumwalt and 1·1r. ZUiuwalt
reported to you?
A Yes.
.~. [11349]
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Q What did he say?
A He said that on the quick cneck he could not detc=-
'mine that we had one available for usc in-house and he 'vould
recommend that the normal type recorder that we could use in
,our operation was the Uher 5000 tht he happened to be aware
that the foot pedal was a backward and forward.
I then contacted my immediate supervisor, Assistan~
Director 'Kelly, and advised him we had a request an~ that a
.quick check revealed there wasn"tone Ln+hou se but ,,:e knew
where we could purchase one if.that ...rere the deo LsLon and we
could use
0
A
Q
A
chase and
0
~
'A
it in our operatio~9 from day-to-day.
Hhat did Hr. Kelly say? '.'..
He said go ahead and supply it.
'\Vltatdid you do then?
I, of course, advised Hr. ZUlllwaltto rnake the pur-
r~. Bull asked to have the recorder by noon.
By noon\>BS it supplied him?
No, it wasn't. T~~t is the reason I can re~ember ~~~
time is that we had to first of all initiate a pt~chase order
.' for it and then we had to send one of my paople ana. r an' t
tell you precisely who, but one of my people in ny of=ice, to
the location in '-iashington. It is listed on there, the place
that Dells this type recorder.
o
A
Hhere was that? Did you go or someone else?
N I didn't go.0,
[11350]
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Q Do you rem~,:lberwho went?
.A No •
,0 Q l':as it Hr. ZUliiWalt,do you think?
A No.
0 You sent someone else? '
A Yes. It waa a runner-type job.
Q That is ~idelity Sound Company?
A That is it.
t'
0 1200 18th Street, Northwest.
A Okay. If I recall, he had one in otock and He told
him -- \'lhoevercontacted him -- told hirn to hold it t.l-:latwe
would be down and He !?icked it up and by the ti!ne we ;ot the
purchase oruer, you may imagine it takes a few minutes, I
- would say we got the recorder back in the Technical Security
Division about 12:30 -- roughly 12:45.
0 Was there some problem getting a Uher foot pedal?
A No, it came wit..l-} it.
.0 Came with the Uher?
A Yes, it did - one of those that goes back\lard and
fon.,.ard •..
o
(
o You sure of that?
A Yes, it did. Isn't it right on there? Look at th~
purchase order.
(Hr~ Ben-Voniste hands exhLbi.t; to the witness.)
"Recorder, Uher 1-1od.:::l5000 wit!1 foot pednl=
"_ [11351]
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Q You sure that was a Uher foot pedal?
A It came as a package. He didn't buy it separately.
MR. BEN-VENISTE: Do we have the foot pedal in
evidence, Hr. Clerk?
MR. HAUSER: Your Honor, could I ask counsel clax:if}.
his question? I don't know if he is asking is it a Uher foot
pedal or foot pedal that carnewith the Uher, or --
MR. BEN-VENISTE: I asked t~.,icewhether it was a
Uher foot pedal.
~HE COURT: If he knows.
BY z.IR. BEN-VENISTE:
Q 1-1r. Sims, is this the foot pedal that Cartle with that.
machine?
'- A I couldn't tell you if it is or isn't.
o -You notice it is a Fi&el tape foot pedal not a Uher.
I know that the Uher package, when I first saw it,
this was in a little box with the plastic bag that the recorc~~
was in.
Q You an't tell one way or the other whethor this is
the one or not?
-.'
A I could not.
o Your info~~tion was that it caoe as a pac~~ge with
the recorder?
A Yes.
o Nm,;, this is about 12:45. Hhat did you do then?
[11352]
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A One of the technicians in the Technical Security
Division checked it out as he would any recorder to Bee if it
operated, if the powex got to it, nnd what-have-you. But he.
checked it out to see if it was working and then ~tr. Everett
Sholl, who works for me as a technician, a security specialist
in my division, he and I walked over to Hr. Bull's office wi~~
the recorcer and foot pedal.
The reason he went so he could show ~~. Bull how"to'
operate it because I sure didn't know.
Q About what time was this about the time you got to
Mr. Bull's office?
A I can't be precise but it was 1:00 or 1:15.
Q You remember this because you tried very hard to
hit that 12:00 o'clock?
A l'1e missed it by an hour.
o And that stands out in your mind?
A Yes, it does.
o 50 about 1: 15 you were down ",rith Hr. Bull and ,,;ho
.....
else?
A Security Specialist Everett Sholl.
t"lhe:.-e did you go wi t..~ the Ir'.achine?o
A To }rr. Bull's office.
Q old you then derr.onstratethe machine to r·1r. Bull?
A Mr. Sholl explained it to rtr. Dull so th~t he could
know wha t. buttons and ho~o/to plug the foot pedal in.
[11353]
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Q In ~a"88 W0003' o.t!"lee?
.A " That is correct, I believe.
Bew 10U say that you thou~ht that this was a
continuing ~ccess and you would be or assistance to ~Usn
VOcdD at Key B1Bcayno 88 :ou had been in CampDav~ •
.A ye.....
Q Did you perform any or ren.1er any ass1sta:lco
tor ~.1$s Woods durin.; tnat week?-
A Yes, -Idid •
.Q When was thntl
A It started off on Monday, Cetober !'1rat,
uh!c!l I C!Hl :ccallbec:luse Saturday Se;tE.~e!' 29th stB.n1s O!lt
in"my miu:} - tbat fisure -- 1t occ.nrred to me that :.tics 'Wooos
- mElYbe having BO~O dlft1culty typewriting eod opernt1ng
ana tar.d or button nctiva.tsl tape recorder a:.; Ghe baa:
bean using at Camp David, 30 I inquired or e,ith~ T.r~S1...~;.cJ)
or !.!r. Zumwalt of 'l'.S.D. whetber it misht ce posz1ble fer
tbe Sony button operated player, tape l=-layer, to be :nc.dl~led
"80 as tlle foot pe1a.l auch M a steno~raphQl' ffiignt use
could Of crate it ard I iWS advUled tt'~t the Sony couzd not
be mOO1.ficd - hOiJCVer I t11£:j'· r.dsht be' ablo to obtain a t:ach1nc
tbat wou.t6.VEtt1Z!'J the rcqulreU!Gnts .ihlch \lIC.t'C t':lo-folCl
_ cne to run a fift.een-sixteenth lr.~i) F~ s ecccd tor-.._"
cont.l'ollG<t by .t'~ot; j:e<i~l •
•A tt10J that it betlru I
[11357]
Shall I Juzt proceed?
o
Q XO .... :r.ay I Dto,P you there -- tbnnk you
tor prov101r..; that 1r.£o:-...nt1on because I would r..:lVe aske\1
lou about it, but d.1d yoti then henl' bDCk trcs ZUmNaJ.t?
A In1t1nlly I they &~1<1.they l'!ould t.:lve to Chock
on it, aa I r~ll, because thej \"IUO not sure 11' they hnd
. sny Jl4,Sch1~like that read1ly 1n tlle1r supply Gyot~
and I W&8 told later on tblt morniog thllt they ~culd IIIve to
80 out and buy one.
Who told you tt..at?
A . I believo either ~11'. Sims cr Ita-. Zumi4sJ.t .
__ anywnYI I \fas told 111 r:r. Sims tb.at th~y were Going out
ani buy it aoj they t!ould deliver it.--
-_. ~- ~
end the reaaco they ~c11verciIl it to me 10 because I wa:l the
pereon whO aDkcd for it. I nsves told thc;u thQ p~poae l"or
~b1ch I tIo'.lld use it a).th:)ugh they could zj:eculato tlS raucn
ao they ~Dt~ II
'rbey deli vc!"cd it to ~e sed I believe there wee a
tbirG person there wl..o explained b:;it tho thing \J01·l~ed
aO(1 whCl'o the .t"o:Jt~nl '!!.G to ~ plU3£;c-J in" ned ~Jhore tha
ear phonzS could be plugoci ie, e~ I sub3eq.ucntly ree·t\ll
corry1n3 .it in - in scae L"2nr..ert- }!lsD \{:A;;"'\j:s t office ~1hlcn
una next <loCI' to cl.r.e nt, tt.a t-1:.:o - nn:i I Sub:;~uently movcl
[11358]
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2355~'- but e.nyway I recall c:l!'rrlng .1t n~xt dour !be11e\'c _I
in a lurge 5ultcnce ana settlr..,; it up for hc:- a~ Et!::!lng
her IJci~t~operatQ it and I den't recall sp(;cif:!.c.nll:: but J:
mal have put 8 t~pc on ro~ her.
~-,_' lIaa sne 11stenin&;. to tapes lH1~nyou C<l!i~e in
"
to see bcr?
. A I don't recall whether She was or not •.,
Q Yru 400 It?
A JZo~
Q Did ane nave the tape recordezc there?
A .1: ttcally don't recall. - no, I don It recall
Q Was thin before or pfte~ noon?
A I can't tsx the :;pe<:1.f1c t1cle, but I think
it l'lould prob3b~ be nrcurrl. noon. I would like to fcUt it
r1~~t arcurA noon.
Q You \~oul~ l!.ko to -- could you fix it
Yes because I Ime'-f lU.E3 1'fcc~!l vas baving SC'i.:~e
trouble c~pletir.,; her rev1Cl1 pl"ocess, so perh3,}:.:JI EVon
i·
;'1n1tiZited it - it xae taking her 80 1~l13 - eo I aa ked them
to get it as noon an pcs sfb.l e am nocn,- uae - you 1::ncr.1,tho
Q Do~s it (ltD r;j out co tho t1::la ·yetJ. r t'Q_ UC5 t .:d !.t
or tho tlL;le you r-ceoi~cd it?
A It Cjtand~ out t!s ab out t!"'IC tll'i1c 1 recclvt"'j 1t.
[11359]
[11360]
52. On October 4, 1973 Bull and Woods accompanied the President to
:
Key Biscayne. They took with them several tapes, including the June 20th
EOB tape, and the Uher 5000 tape recorder. The tapes and the recorder wer~
kept in a safe in the villa occupied by Woods. The Secret Service main-
tained a log shmdng who opened and closed the safe that contained th'-
tapes, the tape recorder, and other'envelopes.According to that log
access to the safe was limited to Bull and t%ods who opened and closed
the safe on several occasions during the three day period the tapes l~ere
in it. Woods has testified that the June 20 tape was neither removed
from the safe in Key Biscayne nor played during the October 4 weekend.
52.1 Stephen Bull testimony, January 16, 1974,
In re Grand Jury, Hisc. 4'/-73, 2351, 2359,
2361';-i363;-23f2'.
52.2 Stephen Bull testimony, January 18, 1974,
In ~~~~3nd Jury, }lisc. 47-73, 2570-71.
52.3 Rose Hal"Y ~Joods tes t Lmony , November 26, 1973,
In re Crand JuEY., Hise. 47-73, 1255-56.
52.4 Access log for Key Biscayne safe, October 4, 1973,
Exhibit 167, In r:.~ Grand Jury, Hisc. 47-73.
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WIT::ESSES-
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frivolous ..
THE CCUfa':
that.
A
." ~
A.....
~
A
~
( .
<r!
_~a a """-to f"<oCl reeoro~ wi ttl foot"'eQal.L""w.-: .,-All right _ and hOW"about any t!'ll.:1s~il"lt of
A 1: dentt reeali
A Yea.
Q Yoorttelf",
A ye.') nir - I die •
. .'
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~ CC.ll115 ~!,;l':. to Key Biscayne - d~1 you car:co'Y
the .1.u~Su:;eabc.cad the' Ull:~lane b:l hnnd or ;':E!l it chcckf.A?
.Q.
A
Q
A
..r-~Otl arriV:
A
Yea sir - trl1lt ~as Air Foreu cce ,
Y T ""~ ..es~ ...\il.!.O •
Did. you ~lnt31[! eustooy or tr;at tat; unti1
and I believe Z oxp.1elned last H~:vemberwbat these cecurity'
to proviae a ~are, or GsA tv p-'ovide 6 sare - I dontt thinlt
ue were cl~r on tnat - and e~kod fer nOale Sec.ret. S~vice
p:tivl1Cge t.o gUB.I'd ttat 53-fet
A TJa;t is cre'rc<lt. sir.
Q Ard yO'~ inltUlte:1 that en y~..J:2 C'-.'lo?
It. Yes~ I d!.d.
[11366]
I r> ::, '1' !.. ..,.~.. e, ~- :. t 1t,- •• __ ..I ti.J ~J _.- 2361
~"onl.l; "'r'+- V'-U"" l"'n"r.. '" u ...·...w, .i. _ J.,. ....... tJ •
I ...·~·e'l "" ,~ ...~··;:'-•.,"'o A'_'",lli--u"""C~ ........ t..~4 4A W";.~·_"'~4.J""" l..&n\,_ ";...s..
(laughter)
,-
A Villa - ycs,) o~. ~\hat is correct.
arouIll the c.lxk1
A en the f:lrct f"lccl"".
Cl ilas 1t a C~t::lbinZltion s&te?
A Cc:mlnatlon n&fe - yes~ sir.
Your }-~nor, ard ! lJould n~k ilhitc E~U3e couns ef 1ibothe~ they
[11367]
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r Q You remove<.l tapes trc;n the .za!'!';Z:_A Yes, sir.
Q Aal !~!1ssWooos a Iao re..!nwed th~?
A (Pause) I be11Gve ~~_4- I ~a3 the cr~ cne"'4~"
til'lO re:=wved tapes tro-!U tho sn.fe.
be on the lo~ as :feu recall navj_ngseen Jot?
J. I ~ not sure o£ th!lt. I think they log.zcd
her na:ae t:tt'..ell tl'~. two ot us tlould go bSck to the .sa.!'e an:1
•
Q I aee,
trn only one who knes hD'ii.
Q An.1 the 108; would reflect the tape t~t was
rcz.oved?
A 1:0 sir -- tbe Secret Service Agent )lho ~
on (1uty there thco:-ectle.a.lly bad DO kn0"i11ede;e of tho c cnt enta
or the sate ae -- or or ':ir.at ~I1as\iocd~ ~ doing in tne
1t~ in the cr;fe or i4lttur~0l the~ ~n:! th~ were in envei cpes
Lebcut ten by tt'..1rteen envc.l cpea ,t~pes
Q Hmi r:any :.' :, --_~.L: do y CU 1~ecal1 \'tlthdr~~ln.3
[11368]
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r Q ~ow ~:tlO hod t.ne ccmbloatlnn to t!l~ eaf'e?A
Q AIXl elid the S~c!'et service Agent Wh::> w~ .ther~
• haVE) the cocl>lnat.1on also?
80 - he did not.
AncS the GSA gentle:an t:no came over and gave
18 that correct?
1i .
A Yes I I bel1eve .eo,
Q Did yeu give anyone else th.e Cc:lb:lr~t!~ t~
A No - I aid nct ,
Q can ycu teli U5 ~bether :iou ~1.scW3Sal t..~
stter or the 8u:r.m.ar!zation or transcription 0.1: the tapes
in addition to NiSs WOOO3?
A :t t1o.o.'t recall 3%1y discuns10DQr tt:at nature.
A I do net recallnny dbcussion or tr..!l.t
o.eture, no" sir.
[11369]
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THE COUHT: .Well, then what was' the purpose of
• 2570
THE COURT: Well,. I am not. going to give you my
recollection, because first of all it is not very good. Let's
get back on the track here, so to speak.
What is the purpose' of this? I.
MR. BEN-VENISTE: To.s~~. whether anythlng was taken
out of that villa that weekend, Your Honor.
THE COURT: You used anything? What was kept· in
this safe? Has that been explained, outsid~ of tapes?
THE WITNESS: I have not , Your Honor: .:
THE COURT: . Do you know what was kept in the safe
that you had access to besides maybe' the tapes?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, what I believe we kept in
there was the tapes' that were in individual. envelopes, I believe
!
we placed the tape machine in there, and I believe 1'11ssWoods
placed some envelopes in there.
THE·COURT: When you went into the safe did you go
in for the purpose of taking a tape out or tapes out and then '.
returning them?
THE WITNESS: .Yes, sir, that was generally what
I would be doing.
THE COURT: Was that your puppose each·time you
opened the safe?
TH~ WITNESS: Generally, yes, sir.
going in there? You went in there say·on the ~th of October;
[11373]
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Q When do you recall removing the envelope?
• 2511
l:5tl a.m., safe opened by you, according to your. language you
went in to get the tape at 1:5B in the morning when you opened.
it.
THE WITNESS: No, sir, I believe I went in at 1:5ts
to open the safe. I dIdn't have a direct recollection of what
I was doing.
THE COUHT: And you closed it at 2:03 a.m.?
THE WITNESS: Yes,sir.
~HE COURT: And you re-opened It at ~:05 a.m. the
same morning and closed it at 2:11· a.m.
What he i6 try1ng to find out, I suppose, is the
purpose for which you went in there.
THE WITNESS: .Your Honor, I don't recall speclficaly
what I was doing. I can only guess.
BY MR. BEN-VENIS'1'E:
Q Did you remove any of the contents of the safe from
the villa at any time on the 3rd, L1th, ~th -- on the qth, 5th,
bth or 7th, prior to the time you packed up' to leave' to go back
to Washington?
~ I believe that I may have.
Q What do you believe you may have removed from the
villa, Mr. Bull?
~ An envelope containing a memorandum or something
( of that nature.
[11374]
June 19, 1974
Enclosed are two items requested by Committee
members on June 18, 1974:'
Letter from President Harry S. Truman to Chairman
Harold Velde, November 12, 1953 (9 Presidential
Documents 892).
Stephen Bull testimony, January 18, 1974, In re Grand
Jury, Misc. 47-73, 2570-76, 2596-2606.
1- [11375]
B92
PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS: RICHARD NIXON, 1973
.• I '
, The Constitutional doctrine of separation of powers is
fundament3.1 to our structure of govemment. In my view,
as in the view of previous Presidents, its preservation is
1. In this respect, the duty of every President to protect
defend the Constitutional rights and powers of his
Office is an obligation that runs directly to the people of
this country.
The White House staff will continue to cooperate fully
with the Committee in furnishing information relevant to
its investigation except in those instances where I deter-
mine that meeting the Committee's demands wou1d violate
my Constitutional responsibility to defend the office of the
Presidency against encroachment by other Branches.
At an appropriate time during your hearings, I intend
to address publicly the subjects you are considering. In the
meantime, in the context of Senate Resolution 60, I con-
sider it my Constitutional responsibility to decline to ap-
pear personally under any circumstances before your
Committee or to grant access to Presidential files.
I respect the responsibilities placed upon you and your
colleagues by Senate Resolution 60. I believe you and
your Committee colleagues equally respect the responsibil-
ity placed upon me to protect the rights and powers of the
Presidency under the Constitution.
Sincerely,
RICHARD Nrxo);
[Honorable Sam J. Ervin, Jr., Chainnan, Select Commjttee o~ Presi-
dential Campaign Activities, United States Senate, Washington,
J x
C TRUMAN LETTER, November 12, 1953" Dear Sir: 'I have- your subpoena dated November 9, 1953, directing my
appearance before your corrunittee on Friday, November 13, in
\Vashington. The subpoena does not state the matters upon which
you seek my testimony, but I assume from the press stories that you
seek to examine me with respect to matters which occurred during
my tenure of the Presidency of the United States,
In spite of my personal willingness to cooperate with your c?m~
mittee, I feel constrained by my duty to the people of the United
States to decline to comply with the subpoena.
In doing so, I am carrying out th'e provisions of the Constitution
of the lJni~ed States; and am following a long line of precedents,
com:nencing with George Washington himself in 1i96. Since his
day, Presid~nts Jefferson, Monroe, Jackson, Tyler, Polk, Fillmore,
Buchanan. Lincoln, Grant, Hayes, Cleveland, Theodore Roosevelt,
Coolid"e 'Hoover and Franklin D. Roosevelt have declined to re-
spond "'to' subpoenas or demands for infonnation of various kinds
by Congress. .'
The underIring reason for this clearly establIshed and unlvec;ally
recogntzcd constitutional doctrine has been. su~cinctli' s;t f?:th by
Charles Warren, one of our le:lCling constitutIOnal aulnontles, as
follows: ' , ..'
"In this long series of contests by the Executive to. malntaw hiS
constitutio!131 intesnry, one sees a legitirna~e conclUSIOn from our
theory of government. ...... Under our Co~stitution, each b.r:mch
of the Government is designed to be a coordln3te re~resent:l:lve of
the \,~Ilof the people ... " .. Defense by the Execu tl"C of ~IS con-
tional powers becomes in very truth, t:,crefore, defense ot. popu-
ights-dcfcnse of pr)\"e~ which the people granted to him.(
"It was in that sense that President Cleveland spoke of h is du~"
to the people not to rclinquilh any of the powe rs of hu great (',:fic;"
It was in that sense that Preside nt Buchanan stated the P~')D!'!
have rights and prerogative, in the cxecu tion of his office by t:-'c
President which every President is under a duty to see 'shall never
be violated in his person', but 'passed to his successors u nimpaired
by the adoption of a dangerous precedent,' In maintalniriz h~
rights against a trespassing Congress, the President ddcr."ds no t
himself, but popular government; he represents not hirruelf but
the people."
President Jackson repelled an attempt by the Con3T~3 to break-
down the separation of powers in these,words:
"For myself I shall repel all such attempts as an invasion of tr.'!
principles of justice as well as the Constitution, and I shall esteem
it my sacred duty to the people of the United State, to resist them
as I would the establishment of a Spanish Inquisition."
I might commend to your reading the opinion of one of the com-
mittees of the House of Representati'ies in 1879, House Report I? I,
March 3, 1879, Forty-fifth Congress, Third Session, in which the
House Judiciary Committee said the following:
"The Executive is as independent of either house of Congress
as either house of Congress is independent of him, and they can-
not call for the records of his actions, or the action of his officers
against his consent, any more than he can call for any of the journals
or records of the House or Senate."
It must be obvious to you that if the doctrine of separation of
powers and the independence of the Presidency is to have any
validity at all, it must be equally applicable to a President after
his term of office has expired when he is sought to be examined
with respect to any acts occurring while he is President,
The doctrine would be shattered, and the President, contrary
to our fundamental theory of constitutional government, would
become a mere arm of the Legislative Branch of the Government
if he would feel during his term of office that his every act might
be subject to official inquiry and possible distortion for political
purposes.
If your intention, however, is to inquire into any acts as a
private individual either before or after my Presidency and un-
related tv ",,,yacts as.President, I shall be happy to appear.
Yours Very Truly,
.'r
\
'-.
lliRRY S. TRU!.tA~
[Honorable Harold H. Velde, Chairman, Committee on Un-Ad:eri-
can Activities, U.S. House of Representatives,. \Vashington, D.C.)
NOTE: The text of the letter was released at San Clemente. Calif.
Securities and Exchange Commission
Announcement oJ Intention To Nominate
Ray Garrett, Jr., To Be aJ!ember and Chairman
0/ the Commission. July 7,1973
The President today announced his intention to nomi-
nate Ray Garrett, Jr., of Winnetka, Ill., to be a member
of the Securities and Exchange Commission for the re-
mainder of the 5-year term expiring June 5, 1977. The
President also announced that upon his confirmation bv
the Senate, ~fr. G3.rrett will be designated Chairm:l11 0'[
the Securities and Exch:mge Commission. As both member
and Chairn1J.n, he will suc-:ced G. Br3.dford Cook, \dlO
resigned }'by 16, 1973.
~[r. Garrett h:l5 been a p:ntncr in the Chicago, Ill.. hw
firm of Gardner, Carton, Dougla.::;, Children and 'Waud
Volume 9-Numh., 28
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THE COURT: Well, I am not going to give you my
recollection, because first of all it is not very good. Let's
get back on the track here, so to speak.
What is the purpose of this?
MR. BEN-VENISTE: To.see whether anything was taken
out of that villa that weekend, Your Honor.
THE COURT: You used anything? What was kept in
this safe? Has that been explained, outside of tapes?
THE WITNESS: I have not~ Your Honor: .
THE COURT: . Do you know what was kept in the safe
that you had access to besides maybe·the tapes?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, what I believe we kept in
there was the tapes that were in ~ndividual.envelopes, I bellev
Iwe placed the tape machine in there, and I believe Hiss Woods
place~ some envelopes in there.
THE·COURT: When you went into the safe did you go
in for the purpose of taking a tape out or tapes out and then
returning them?
THE WITNESS: .Yes, sir, that was generally what
I would be doing.
THE COURT: Was that your puPpose each time you
opened the safe?
THE WITNESS: Generally, yes, sir.
THE COUKT: Well, then what was·the purpose of
going in there? You went in there say-ortthe ~th of October~
[11379]
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1:5~ a.m., safe opened by you~ according to your language you
went in to get the tape at 1:5e in the morning when you opened
.it.
THE WITNESS: No, sir, I beli~ve I w~nt in at 1:5~
to open the safe. I didn't have a direct recollection of what
I was doing.
THE COUHT: And you closed it at 2:03 a.m.?
THE WITNESS: Yes,sir.
THE COURT: And you re-opened it at ~:05 a.m~ the
same morning and closed it at 2:11 a.m.
What 'he Is trying to find out, I suppose, Is the
purpose for which you went in there.
THE vlI'rNESS:'Your Honor, I don't recall specifica1 :';l
what I was doing. I carionly guess.
BY MR. BEN- VENIS'l'E:
q Did you remove any of the contents of the safe from
the villa at any time on the 3rd, ~th, ?th -- on the 4th, 5th,
6th or 7th» prior to the time you packed up'to leave to go back
to Washington?
~ I believe that I may have.
Q What do.you believe you may have removed from the
villa, Mr. Bull?
~ An envelope containing a memorandum or something
of that nature.
Q When do you recall removing the envelope?
·a_··.a__ _~ ...... .__._. ._~ _._.. _~ "_
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A That was in the evening. I don't know which day it
was.
Q What time of the evening?
A Oh, I am 'fixing it at around midnight, 11:90.
Q Eleven o'clock or so?
A Evening it was. ,
Q And what did you do with the e~velope?
A I delivered it to the President's study.
Q 'To whom?
A The President of the United states, to his study.
Q To his study. And what were the circumstances of
your having delivered it to his study, Mr. Bull?
. ~ My recollection is-that it was a courtesy to
Miss Woods to make a delivery for her.
Who asked you to_do it1.
e
A.>. I don't recall whether I volunteered or whether I
•
was asked.
Q 'What was the conversation?
A. I don't· recall the conversation, if I 'had aJ1Y.
Q ',Who did you have the conversation with?
Aa If I can't recall the conve-rsation I can r t be much
more specifi~~ ..It ~as probably with Miss Wooda~;
Q Is there anyone else on this earth who it could
have been?
Certainly
~;_~-...rr_(...~~ • --.------~.--- ·-7---- -....
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MR. ST. CLAIR: I object. Just a mome~t, please.
THE COURT: Wait a minute.
HR. ST. CLAIR: I object. It ia.highly argumentat1vp
THE COURT: All right. ·I.think he can rephrase it.
Do you know of anybody else on this earth. There 1s always a,
way to come back in the back. door •
.
. MR. ST. CLAIR: Your Honor, I think he is using the
other side of the front 'door on that question.
'THE COURT: Atl right. .Let us pr-oce ed•
. MR. BEN-VENISTE: "'If ,we. \'1ouldget a responsive
ans,"er'_- .
THE·COURT: Let us.proceed.
r· . ~ho ~lse did you talk to about it1
THE WITNESS: I don't recall ·talkingto anyone else •
.BY MR. BEN-VENISTE:
'+ Haven't you testified under oath in'thi'S'Court'that
you didn't discuss"anything to do with these tapes :with anyone
but Miss Woods that'weekend?'
~I probably testified to that. You asked me before
if there \'1as anyone on this earth I might have -_.T can It rule
t any Possibility' It is logically possible.ou. •
Q Butyou'don't recollect having talked to anybody
but Hiss Woods? .
~ That is ·correct.
Q. Did any of the President's- aids ask you to deliver
[11382]
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something to the President's study?
A. Not that I can recollect.
;.,
Did the President ask you?/ Q
A. Not that I can recollect.
Q Wouldn't you recollect if the President of the
United States asked you to do something like that?
A. .r see the President approximately ten times a day J
and 1t j.G not unusual for rna to respond to a Presidential
request nor is it unusual not to remember eve~y ~equest that
is made or me .by the President. '.
Q. You have had some. time.to thinlc about the events
of that par.tLcuLar-weekend since you testified here 1n Court,
haven't you?
A. Yes, and I believe that since Tuesday .or on
Tuesday I indicated that I don't believe I had any direct
contact i'liththe President that weekend other than flying down
in the airplane.
Q. ·When you say direct· contact, that leads to a
question·as to whether you had some indirect contact· by sornebod
telling you the President warrts you to do such and ·such. Did
that occur?
~ I have no recollection of that occurring.
Q. So you thinlc you had a conversation with Niss \~oods
in which Miss Woods asked you to deliver something to the
President which was at the time contained in the safe?
[11383]
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Did you ever see that'envelope again?
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~ I do not specifically recall seeing that envelope
again.
Q Do you have a recollection, be i~ specific or not
specific,' of having seen that envelope again~ Mr. Bull?
~My recollection ,is that it was a plain brown
10 by 13 or Il by 14 envelope that said the White House •.'I
have seen literally hundreds of them, nothing. unusual about it.
Q Was there anything from the --
THE COURT: 'Excuse ,me,Mr. Ben-Veniste. How much
longer do you think you will be?
MR. BEN-VENISTE: It \.,.111be some time, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Well, let us recess 'until 2:00, today.
THE DEPUTY r1ARSHAL: ·This Honorable Court stands
recessed until 2:00.
[Thereupon, at'1:05. o'clock p s m,.; Court recessed
until 2:00 o'clock p.m.]
;
. "
..
......_-_ ..._.---- ----,
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A Yes, sir?
Q Goi~g to 3pprox~rrnteli 2:00.o'clock in the morning
on the 5th day of October, 197i. Isn't it & fact that is the
A I have no s~~ci~ic T~s011ection of that.
Q You hr.ve no Tec-,1110cticn the. tit was at 2: 00 0 t clock
or thereabouts
A No' spec i,fic :tec,;llect ion .
.Q Do you remember ~aving a conversation with Miss
Woods after you had 'Jpened the saf e and cl.osed it for the
first time at 1:58 and 2:03 a. m., rcspectiv~ly?
A No, 1 have no T8colle:tion of a conve rsat i.on,
Q Do you recall whether or not you recall the substance
of the conversation leaving the r oorain wh ich the safe wa s
'containetland going into the other room wi th ~·fissWoods and
Ilaving a conversation?
A No~ I do not.
Q Do you recall anything about the second opening of the
safe at all?
A No, I do not. The second opening t~at ni~~c; no, I
do not.
Q Do you recall that in putting material into the
safe there Here docl17'1entsin the sane envelopes as the tapes?
A There may have bcen but I --
\
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7 Q
both a documsu t , )r~~S'1.13.hl/, as f ar as YO-j knew -- or strike
;
\.
the presu+ab Ly - - 33 f ar as fOU ;<:::18'.-1, transcripts or surnmari es
con taineJ w i.th the t ape 5 ';'
THE CCURT: Jus t 2. JTlCJ1:en t .
1m. sr . CLAIP.: I object, Yeur Honor. There is
no testimony tha t dccunen t s :-Ed tapes were in the same
envelopes.
HR. BEil·· ~'mL~STE~. The: w i,tne ss just tes tified to
that.
N1L ST. C1A J: R : If €' J i;1 not.
THE COuRT: Just a se<:ond. Hhat does the record
show. Let's have·' the r cport er rc ad the record back.
[As read by reporter:
"Q Do you recall that in putting material into the safe
there were documents in the sane envelopes as the tapes?
"A There may have beG:;i but r --
"Q So that there were envelopes which contained both
a document, pre3umably~ as faT as you know ~- or strike the
presumably -- as f3r as you kneH', transcripts or summaries
contained with the tapes?" ] .~..
THE COURT: YO'-.l used the WOl'::1 "presumably".
~.1R. DEN-VENISTE: I struck that from the question,
Your Honor.
THE COURT: All right. Replrr ase the question.
I· [11386]
s BY nn , 3.E~'1-\T.ENIsr:'E:
witness be a s ked the d i r ac t ::';-;st ion , ':l~r:~ there tapes' and
docum ent s in the S("J.-:n.':sT'lelo-::lc:3'?
THE COURT: .\11 v i ght . Put the direct question,
please.
DY J·m. :OEj')-VSNIST2:
Q Go ahead, nT. I3ull.
A Were there tapes and documents in the same
envelope? That is the que st i or . 1'lould you define documents. ,
please?
Q A piece of paper?
A Yes, I know of a piece of paper that was in the
, .. ~-
r
envelope.
Q You are talking about the envelopes that contained
the t&pes that wers in the safe. You handled them, didn't you?
A Yes, I did.
Q You packed tl.em up to take them down to Key
Biscayne?
A Yes.
Q And when you got the r e you unpacked them?
A That is COT7'CCt.
Q Okay. And when you pac~ed them up weren't there
documents in the same enveLopes 3.S tapes in some cases?
[11387]
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A
which lias lily note t.h a t i:t(::ai::cr]H:1at the c onve r s at i on was on
that tape. Th:3.tis the cloc..n.icn t or n o t ation t hat I recaJ.l. I
h ave no d i rect r ccoLl.ec t Lon of :·;h;:1teV~'T eLse may have been
placed in the envolop~ .
.Q Did yo~ hanJle the envelopes that were placed ln
the safe, Mr. Eull?
A Yes.
Q Do you kr.ow the c_ifference bo tween one or more
pieces of paper in ~~ enveln~e and a square box about 5-inches
in diameter?
-,
A Yes, ny sens~21 3e~ses are sufficient enough to --
-1'" 50"-/ I c a.i ' ,- h ....e a r you .~Cm _ ~ ~~. _ ...
A Yes.
Q Do you know whet.re r s orne of the envelopes vh i ch
contained t ane b0X'~S aI so• c0nt~ined pieces of paper?
A I know they at Le ast contained the piece of paper
that I mentioned.
Q In addition to that?
A I have no direct recollection whether or not there
were any other documents in the envelopes.
Q Going back to 2: :)0 a I clock in the morning on the
5th of October, where did you get the envelope which you
removed from the villa?
A I don I t rec:cll whe t her T rcnove d anv enve Lone f rorn- -.·}'~·'IL
-, [11388]
( envelope from the villa.
Q On t1JC occasion t.lc~t y:-J:"! r e-nove d the e nve Lop e frcm
A I do not :trom the safe or
so far
,as you could ~~11, by touchi~3 ~~?
A r.jemor<3.l1.dump ie c e s of pape r , s t.and a r d size pieces
of paper. It was a s~al~d e~veIGpe.
Q. How thick?
A I rlon't reca:l pT~cisel/·
Q IIn~)-rO"l· ""31'"·.,·j v?1\ l.J;.,.. ...\. 1,1 ~ - '...... .!- / • I ji~n't cx?ect you had a ruler ~ith
you that you could be it, Itr. Bu11.
e
A 0:1} enoug h to con cain maybe 10 or more pages. I
just don't have a direct ~e~~llection.
c~ Can you be cert a i:: that a tape wa sn 't in there?
A I can be re~sonably certain that r would have been
about to tell if there were ~ tape in there.
Q And you do~~t think ttere was a tape in there?
A I do not ~ecall a~y feeling of a tape inside there.
Q It would ~~ t~e type of thing you would recall,
wou Ldn l t it'?
A Yes.
t
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11 Q SO you ccu ld t r s t i Ey 1:11~!re"h'~.S no tape in that
envelope?
A I zan t cst i f'y ·t:ll~,;: I am r eascnabIy certain th.ere
was no tape i~ the env81ope.
Q And did. :'OU have to £:;0 thr ough any security check
or sone check pai:lt in order ~Q ~cach the President's Office?
A Yes, I did.
Q And did. you have to ~j.gn any form?
A No.
Q Was your app8!1T2.nCf; theTe not~d by the Secret
Service Agent OT so~a other security person?
A
Q So there would b3 a Y9cord of what tine you went
'-
to the compound?
A Exc.use me. . - .. ;.'
THE WIT:'lESS: Your I!on:)T, we are moving in to an
area relating to Presid0ntial s0curity and I am not certain
how much farther we can go in tl:i 5 area.
?fR: 13[:\-VI~NISTE: I think everybody assumes the
President's guards ta~e the ~ame of somebody who intends to
enter his quarters.
TEE COURT: That is as far as you are going, isn't
it?
l-lR. 13EN-VENISTE: That is all.
TIlE COURT.!
[11390]
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TIlE l:IITNESS: I l.av e n o d i r e c t knCJw:'etige 0, -~'i'hether
or nct my name' ~ecret S~rvl'ce \oont1 b'- •
Q Do you recall -- HouLl it r eFresh your recollection
if I were'to suggest to you that ~t 2:0a ofclock in the mornin~ c»
on the second tiQ8 that you G?enei t~e safe you had a conver-
sation with f-1issWoods in which YJU said, I had better bring
this over to the President so he can look at it first thing
in the morning?
A I don't recall that conversation directly but I
take no issue with it.
Q Do you think that happened?
A It's conceivable.
Q Di(~ you remove anything else from the villa that
weekeBd prior ~o the tima
A Not to my knowledge.
Q Specifically, did you rem07C any tape or other
sealed or ~nse21ed envelope?
A Not to my knowledge.
Q Did you remove a t3pe recoruer?
A No. \Ve c n l y had 0~S down there.
Q The answer is no?
A No.
Q You did not remove a tape recorder fron the villa?
A No, n ot un t 1.1we p acked. up to go hOT'1e.
I" [11391]
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Q Do you have any kr.owl edge of c.nyth ing else being
r emoved from the vj.l:t..a that 1,.rec:1--enu.?
A O't.h er than Lug gage and th i.ngs whcri d ep ar t.Lng ; no.
Q Did you eV,:;T he ar that t~e pa rc e1 whi ch you
deli'Jered to the P:;'·'2S1.u.ei1t's Of f i ce was subsequently returned?
A No.
'Q A:'1d that .is the onLy d e1 .ive r tha t you made?
A That is t.he only one that I recollect particularly.
Q There may ::1.aveb een more?
A There mayor may not. The answer is yes.
Q You met again with the President that weekend,
didn't you?
A I dontt T8call meeti~g directly with him.
Q Didn't you rnee~ with the President and General
Haig? .;-. ~-
A I don't believe I did that weekend.
MR. BEN-VENISTE: Could we have the time of that,
~fr. St. Clair?
MR. ST. CLAIR: The log shows that on October 6th ,
as I stated to Your Honor, 11:30 to 11:35 Mr. Bull was in with
the President, and the s ar.e log shows Mr. Haig was present
at the s arne time, and l'!r. Bull vas not shown on the log
thereafter either on the 4th or any other date througll the
7th having been \v'ith the Pr es idcnt.
THE \'lITNESS: That did not serve to refresh my
[11392]
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14 me.ncr y of t aa t s pec i.f i c 'D;:·3ti.:1g Lut it is perfectly
cO!lceivable.
BY :,liL BEi~-VENIST:S:
Q !:id you d j Sr:l;::; S with ~he PTesi~ent or Gene~al Haio
c»
A Not that I ~cca:l.
t r an sc r ipt s OT any po r t r.or: oJ~ the ~~<'1_pe:>that we ekend , either
by reading the C·T"ln c; c ri Tj + ~'7" J' • ...:.. .:,~.; '" rr .,..'1;>-_..... - r \- ._... ....~\..'...- 114:" ~ - .... 'tape?
MR. ST. CLAI~; If Your Honor 91ease, if this
in~estigation is g~inz to eng3~e in ru~ar and hearsay I don't
think it is going to a.lvance the C'1.USQ very much.
MR. JEN-VENISTE: Your Honor --
THE COURT: Just a mCGent now.
.. ~.-
e [.'11<., ST. CLAIR: I object.
TIlE COURT: Do you have a basis fOT that question?
MR. BEN-I.·ENISTE: Of course not. It is a question
tha t shc ul d be as ked ~.0 t hct ;lr , Bull doesn't come back here
anJ say, you didn't ask me that question.
THE COURT: He is not going to come back anymore
after he leaves the itand, I cnn tell you that.
MR. BEN-VENISTE: That is why I am asking it now.
THE COURT: Nayb e you Hill have a chance some other
place but not h er c . All ri gh t , I don't think I wou l d ask him»
did he hear. Let's procceo.
[11393]
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Q Cs n YO:.1 an s ve r 'i.-~\3.t que s t i on ?
A Did I La', e all)' d i .3sus .3 ion Hit h the Pre sid en t a '1.d
General Hai g w i th r egar d t ; t r an scr i.pt s , is that correct?
Q Did YGU t~ve ~ ~i3cu5sion with anyone that weekend
as to whether the Pre s i.den t ;12_d z-evi ewed either by listening
to or reading a tT2nscript c~ Rily of the tap~ recordings?
A I have no knowl~J~e of any such conversation.
Q NOIv, dLd there c crne a time 't'lhenHiss Woods was a.ble,
as far as you could se9, to oren the safe?
A I think she was capat-Ie of opening the safe.
Q You testified she cou:dn't open the safe the last
time yo~ testified.
A I said I think ::;:.).8 ha.' some difficul ty in opening
the safe, or wor~s to that d1£ec~. •·l
I.m. ~LJ-VE~'JISTE: I wcn t t take the Court's time
by reading t lin t J Your Honor .
BY MR. BEN-VENISTE:
Q ~OW, the logs reElect that on the 5th day of October
you opened the sa~e again 2.t 9:33 and closed it ~t 9:36
do you recall that -- on th~ second day yeu were there?
A No. And I am not going to be able to recall
.specific times fOT you.
Q The log shows fu~ther that the safe was opened and
closed by Miss Woodi at 8:00 o'clock p. m. and 8:09 p. m. ,
[11394]
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16 respectively, on t h e 5'i:t 0:: Sct.ool_!r; and ':.:~)a'(. the s arne process
wa s repeated at 8:13 and S;:":.1;an.l t hcreef t cr at 11:07 p . Til •
•the safe w.i s operied D1 Rose ~.1o\,)d');and the safe was not closed,
acc or d i.nz +0 ··~l""S{'> 1·-l,I.C;: un t..~l 1_,_7.',!' .. ~ ~.• , ! .... 5 ~ _. '-'.. - ,,~ \ ,- - ~ - oJ_ approximately anm , ,
f'
hour and 52-rnlnute3.
op en e d for t ha t hour a:'l:1 57.-rainu ce s ?
Q It doesn't stick·in your mind that the safe was
d f 1 d . i"opene or s orie ex t encte pe racc .
A No.
Q Xow, thereafter~ at 11:50 a. m., you opened and
closed the safe again. Do you recall that?
A I do net recall any specific times or on any daies
other than tilt: one late in t lie ni glit or early in the morning
when I opened that safe.
Q At that time was it necessary or did you assist
Ni ss Woods ill cueing up a t ape?
A I do not recall.
Q You had not assIst ed r·1issWoods in cueing up a tape
during the week, had you, the Heek previous?
A I Day or may not have.
Q Your testimony was that you did not perform any
service for ~.Jj_ssWoods from the time that you provided her
with the Uher Tape RecoTder. Do you wish to amend that?
[11395]
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Rose Mary Woods testimony,
November 26, 1973, In re
Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 1255-56
Retyped from indistinct original. 1255
A That is not the box and that is not the full tape
and there is more writing on there than there is on any of the
original tapes.
Q Do you notice that this has printed lines on it and
a printed portion at the bottom, approximately a third of the
box, which has Time Chart Recording Each Direction. Was that
on the box that you saw at Camp David?
A I must tell you again that I was not interested in
the boxes. I couldn't tell you whether that part was on it or
not.
Q Were any of the boxes blank at Camp David?
A
r-:Uis:ed
A
No, they were not, not to my knowledge.
I
Have you played the June 20th tape since you
transcribing it on approximately the 1st of October?
Over this weekend we played this part of the June
20th tape.
Q My question was whether you played the same tape
that you had listened to at Camp David, the original tape?
A After November 8th, are you saying?
Q I said after October 1st.
A I played it on October 1st.
Q Did you play it on October 2nd?
A No.
Q Have you played it at any time since October 1st?
A The original?
Retyped from indistinct original.
[11399]
Rose Mary Woods testimony,
November 26, 1973, In re
Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73,
1255-56
Retyped from indistinct original 1256
Q Yes~
A No, I have not.
Q You had it in your possession until you turned it
over to General Bennett?
A That is right.
Q But you have not played it since then?
A I had no reason to play it.
Q You did bring it to Key Biscayne with you?
A They kept them together, yes.
Q They were kept in the safe at Key Biscayne?
A They were kept in a safe with a Secret Service man
sitting 12 feet from it 24 hours a day.
Q And there has been testimony that there were three
peoRle
I, A
~don't
who had access to that safe, is that correct?
I don't know. I had access to it, Steve Bull had and
know who else did.
Q Are you aware of a technician who had access to that
safe at Key Biscayne?
A I would assume a technician would have had to bring
the safe in and put it in there and set it up, but I know a
Secret Service man didn't let a technician come in and take any
tapes out.
Q How do you know that?
A Because the Secret Service, I do think, have a better
reputation than that.
Retyped from indistinct original
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53. . Richardson has stated that in late September or early October 1973
he met with the President regarding the Agnew matter. Richardson has stated
that the President said that now that they had disposed of that matter,
they could go ahead and get rid of Cox.
53.1 Elliot Richardson affidavit, House Judiciary
Committee, June 17, 1974.
[11410]
[11411]
r'
_ 53.1 Elliot Richardson affidavit -
BOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE UNITED STATES
-COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY •
AFFIDAVIT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ss:
ELLIOT RICHARDSON, being duly sworn, in response to specific points
of interest to counsel for the House Committee on the Judiciary, deposes
and says:
1. From May 25, 1973 to October 20, 1973 I served as the Attorney
General of the United States. While I held that position I had conversations
with the President and others relating to the work of the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force. This affidavit contains information relating to certain
of those conversations and supplements my testimony in November, 1973 before
the Semite Judiciary Committee.
2. On May 25, 1973, just before my swearing in as Attorney General
of the United States, I had a brief conversation with the President in the
Oval Office. The President referred to his statement of May 22, 1973 relating
to the waiver of executive privilege as to testimony concerning Watergate,
and told me that his s~atement did not mean that there would be any such
waiver of executive privilege as to documents. I was not aware until then
that the word "testimony" had been used advisedly in the President's May 22nd
statement. I did not say anything in response to what the President told me.
[11412]
3. On ,July 3,1973 General Haig, the Pr~sident's Chief of Staff, I
I
"
i
called me about a Los Angeles Times story that Mr. Cox was investigating
.
expenditures related to the "Western White House" at San Clemente. I called
Hr. Cox, who said that he was not investigating San Clemente. Mr. Cox
explained that he had asked his press officer to assemble press clippings
on San Clemente.after Mr. Cox was questioned about San Clemente at a press
conference. The press officer requested clippings from the Los Angeles Times,
which had carried most of the articles. I called General Haig back and told
him this. He said that I ought to get a statement from Mr. Cox saying that
Hr. C~x was not investigating the matter. General Haig said that he was
not sure the President was not going to move on this to discharge Mr. Cox,
and that it could not be a matter of Cox's charter to investigate the President
of the United States. I called Mr. Cox, who agreed to make a statement. Some
time after 1:00 p.m. I cal~ed back General Haig, who said the statement was
inadequate •. At this point the President broke in on the conversat;:on. The
President said that he wanted a statement by Mr. Cox making it clear that
Hr. Cox was not investigating San Clemente, and he wanted it by two o'clock.
4. .on July 23, 1973 General Haig called and told me that the "boss"
was very "uptight" about Cox and complained about various of his activities~
including letters to the IRS and the Secret Service from the Special
Prosecutor's office seeking information on guidelines for electronic
surveillance. General Haig told me that "if we have to have a confrontation
we will have it." General Haig said that the President wanted "a tight line
[11413]
. '
. -3-
drawn with no further mistakes," and that "if Cox does not agree, we will
.get rid of Cox." In this instance Mr. Cox agreed that the requests for
information contained in the letters sent by his office to Treasury
Department agencies had been over-bro,adly stated.
,_----- 5. In late September or early October 1973 I met with the President
in regard to the Agnew matter. After we had finished our discussion about.
Hr. Agnew, and as we were walking toward the door, the President said in
Lsubstance, "Now that we have disposed of that matter, we can go ahead andget rid of Cox." There was nothing more said.
Elliot Richardson
~ATED:~'
17 ,.,..,&.(
J
. W
Subscribed and sworn to before me this /"1- day of June, 1974.
i
~L~~~_
Notary Public
~/~;'_.-C~ ~./~/i7~-
-, [11414]
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54. On October 11, 1973 Special Prosecutor Cox filed an indictment
against Egil Krogh charging him with making false declarations before
the District of Columbia Grand Jury. TIle indictment charged that Krogh
had given false answers when questioned about his knowledge of E. Howard
Hoot's and Cordon Liddy's travels to Cal:fornia for the White House.
54.1 United States v. Krogh, Indictment, October 11, 1973.
54.2 United States v. Krogh, Docket.
[11416]
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~4.1 United States v. Krogh indictm~
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUH1HA
U:fITED STATES OF l'J'mRICA 1
)
)
)
1. )
)
)
)
Violation of 18 U.S.C. §1623
(False dec1a~ations)
v. CriminGtl No.
EGIL KROGH, JR.
Defendant.
INDIcn:ENT
COUNT ONE.
The Grand Jury Charges:
1. On or about August 28, 1972, in the District of
Columbia, EGIL KROGH, JR., the DEFENDANT, having duly taken
an oath that he would testify truthfully, and while testify~
ing in a proceeding before and ancillary to a Grand Jury of
the United States, duly empanel led and sworn in the United
States District Court for the District of Columbia, did make
false material declarations as hereinafter set forth.
2. At the time and place alleged, the said Grand Jury
was conducti~g an investigation in conjunction with the
united States Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia
and the Federal Bureau of Investigation to determine whether
violations of 18 U.S.C. 371, 2511, and 22 D.C. Code.18DI(b)
and other statutes of the United States and of the District
of Columbia had been co~mitted in the District of Columbia
and elsewhere, and to identify the individual or individuals
tihohad committed, caused the commission of, or conspired to
co~~it such violations.
_'~---;r----------
:;;,.
.;;.
" .,'.
[11418]
""
. ----- ..... -
3. It was( lterial to the said in'-!c.s(.,ation that the
G~and Jury ascertain the nature of the activities engaged in
by Howard Hunt, Jr., a subject of the investigation, \>lhile~....
.,
he was emp1oye:i at the ~;hite House during 1971 and 1972, and
the identity of the individual or individuals who directed
those activities.r 4 ~ _ .l\.tthe time and place alleged, ·the DEFENDANT,
I.appear1ng as a witness under oath at a proceeding before and
ancillary to the said Grand Jury, did knowingly declare with
t·r..
,,~X
L
t~-". ~...
r~:-,_-e- ~
~
'. ,.;;
-; -~
t,,';-s'~. ",..,...
respect to the materia~ matter alleged in paragraph 3 as
follows:
Q~ I see. Do you have any knowledge of any
travel that Hr. Hunt made in connection with the
declassification of the "Pentagon Papers" or the
narcotics program that he was working with you
on? ,'t·,'.:
A. I'm aware of the trip to Texas that he
. '.' .
,.' ;. 'took, but other travel, no.Q. During any other period while Mr. Hunt
was working at the White House, which would have~
•.... been'through, I believe, the end of March, 1972,
are you aware of any travel that he made for the
White House? .' ...
A •. No, I'm not.
Q. ,Are' you aware of any travel that Mr.
Hunt I1'.~de,whether he made it for himself
personally, or for any other person? " ..
A. No, I'm not~
5. The underscored portions of the declarations quoted
in paragraph 4,.made by.the DEFENDANT, as he then and there
- 2- -
,',
.'
\
0', •
t_' .r':.:l?\:,...
I.'
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·-t
"
"
.
, .
~l kne:...., wer~ ( Iss.
All in violation of Title 18, wnitec States Code,
", .
\t
I<e-....."s
f
!';
Section 1623. .:, ....
COUNT THO
The Grand Jury further charges:
1; The Grand Jury real leges all of'the allegations of
paragraphs 1 and 2 of Count 'One of this indictment.
2. It was material to the said investigation that the
Grand Jury ascertain ,the nature of the activities engaged
in by G. Gordon Liddy, a subject of the investigatior., while
he was employed at the ~vhite l!ouse during 1971, and the
identity of the individual or individuals who directed those
," activities.
~ 3. At the tim~ and place alleged, the DEFENDANT,
I :~~earing as a witness under oat~ at a proceeding before
, and ancillary to the said Grand Jury, did knowingly declare
with respect to the material matter alleged in paragraph 2
as £ollo'.I1s:
Q. Now, what travel did ~1r.Liddy do while
:....
"
he was at the White House that you're aware of?
A.He made a'trip to California for me on
some customs matters, customs issues on narco~ics,
which was more of an in-house watchdog-type of
trip to determine the effectiveness of the pro-
gram out there.
Se had been involved in developing Operation
I~tercept in 1969" which pretty much was located
out of the Los Angeles area, Terminal Island.
And this was an out date, so to speak, on
how things were going in Los Angeles area •
- 3 -
'.
[11420]
"Q. (, ' he was supposed to c~nl t
custom officials in the Los ~~gele5 -r : ,-,'
.:, ;. -\.:. -.' ~
, . A. That was my unde rst.andLnq , but he did
not give me an itinerary of
I
~' .. "
Q. ~las there a report filed. by him \d th
"
you of the trip?
A. No, just an oral report.
Q. Oral? '
A. Right.
Q. NOW, do you know of any othe!:'travel
that Mr. Liddy might have perforr.led--
A. No.
Q. -- for the ~1hite House or for anyone
else, or fo!:'himself?
. ...~
j
i
t
I
"
.'.. ~.
can you think of any reason why he would have
.had to ttavel to California for the White House?
, .
A. No.
"
..... _. ..
'* '* .'
Q•.Other than this one trip, to California,
"
A. l~o..- ...
4. The underscored, portions of the declarations quoted
paragraph 3 made by the DEFENDANT, as he then and there
, I knew, were false.
"All in vio~ation of Title 18, United States Code,
Section 1623.
4 -
A True Bill
~~Z:~{/&;<,
ARCHIBALD COX
Special Prosecutor
.
, ..
. " ~.
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· r-- PROCEEDINGSDATE:
.9730ct I 11 .0-0ICTMENT FILED (2 Counts)
,ORD~ assigning case to Judge Gerhard A. Gesell for all purposes.." .
!, SIRICA" C.J. (N) . - .
• ..· ... ., ,
.Q7iOct lsi A PPEARA.NC.Eof Hl1liam H. Merrill, Ehilip J. Eakes and Cha;rles R.
ihr;Ler~'De12t• of Justice~ 1425 K st.~ entered as,Govt. counsel.
~ ARRAIGlfED: Deft. handed copy of indictment. Plea Not Guilty.
-~iMotion of deft. recognizance" heard and grantee.... ' , for release on personal
rrearing on motions set for,11-13-73 at 2:00 p.m. Envelope containing
bolice reports sealed and filed by direction of the Court. Order sLgns· - !releasing deft. on personal recognizance.
~ESELL, J. Rep: I. vTatson S. Shulman, Atty.
ORDER for release on 2ersonal recognizance \,1ith conditions.
~ESELL, J. Deft. released from Court.
I
-
1973\_..It 31 vi' NOTION for discovery;P/A;C/S
II/HOTION to dismiss indic tment:.z_Exhibit, A;C/S;P/A
,/NOTION to consolidate counts;C/S;P/A_
v MOTION for transfer ground of Prejudicial -.on pretrial publicity;
i Affidavit'C/S;Exhibits 1 thru 8 -I .5,P/A [11423]
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55. On October 12, 1973 the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit ordered the President to turn. over the,
recordings subpoenaed by the Grand Jury to Judge Sirica for an !~
camera insp~ction or to submit a statement setting forth any claim
that certai.n material should not be disclosed because the subject matter
related to national defense or foreign relations or was otherwise privi-
1eged. The Court steyed its order for five days to afford the President
an opportunity to seek Supreme Court review.
55.1 !iixon v. Sirics, Judgment end Opinion, October 12,
1973, 37-41.
_, .....,
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55.1 Nixon v , ~ judgment
I ' and opinion -
'lliniteb {i)tatz5 (£nurt of @.\')UZaI5
, .....
,.OR TH~ DISTRICT OF COL.UM9IA CIRCUIT
No. 73-1962 Saptenitnr Term,19 72
Richard H. Nixo:!, President
of the United States,
,Petitioner
v.
The' Honorable John J. Sirica,
United Sta~es District Judge,
P..esoondant
and Archib~ld' Cox, speci~l Prosecutor,
Watergate Special Pro5ecut~on Force, Party
in interest
r1iE'n'.... OCT 1219i'~
~70. 73-1967
United States of k~erica
v.
The Honorabla Joh:t J. Sirica, Chief Judge,
United States District CO'.Irt for the
District of Columbia, P<:!spondent
and Richard ~1.Nixo!l, President of .the
United States, Party in Interest
No. 73-1989
In Re: Grand Jury Proceedings Miscellaneous 47-73
PE'l'rnONS FOR "IRI'I'S OF Nl\N!l.'IJ·:USAND APPEAL
Before: Bazelon, Chief Judge, and {':right, NcGo":::m,Leventhal,
Robinson, l·:='cKinnonand l~ilkey, Circuit Judges, sitting
~_ba.nc.
~~E~~~~!
These ca~ses came on for consideration on peti£:ions for
rits of mandamus and <In appeal from an order of the United
States District Court for tha District of Colu~ia and the
'court sittin9 en bane hca rd ar,)u.·uent of counsel. On cohsid~ration
of the foregoill~, it is
ORDSREDAND AOJULS;:;D by this court -en bane that tha patition
and appca I of the United States are dism-is3ed, .mel'it is
FUro"HSRO:mER.'::O 1'0::~ !'.DJUDGEDby this cburt; en bane that the
Prcsid-~nt's p.::t·itiol' j!j c1·~niecl, except; in so 'f;-r-a;-the
District Con't is elir~(:lc(l .ee r.:odHy ii:5 (oT.c.~rand to conduct
furth~r p~·t:I~,:·.::ding:i i!:l a L'..::nncr not inco'1~~if;-!;ent \.;i-::h the
opinion fj]cd he re Ln thi.,> dat o ,
Thu isstt~iv;.~ of. thc r.:~.:"d"t(! i~:~t,'1.v,:'!dfe-..- fh'~ (h~'s fr,.,'!' th.~
:\te (l,r t;,d S jo.:'~gr.:.:::;t'. t.o pen,lit t'j'", ~':.::ki;1J 0:' S~:"n',~::.. Court
. ~:~jt:\.: ("\f tl,,:: i.~S'_i·~~ \':.: t.!l '.',lhir.;} t:. !.." C:f..Jr~1o. h.::.:::; c·,': .."'.lt in r~~"'.!:i~("J
'!; c1<'clsi"~,,.
. 1'.:..,;~· (:".~rI .. h;
F'('l' tlo,: CO'_l!'i;
"7:''-
F ..:.j;: ":;'.;; ;:'1 i,to.:'
r'I:\to: ('),;:tc'~;"): 12, 1(>73 Cl~rk
('.,ird.on 1'::1: C.'.;ri".r.I.
(~~·Ji:·j.(I;'\ij 1.~.::hy Ci."::c·.~~.l1.1t1c.;..:
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Mink noted that the case might proceed by the Govern-
ment's disclosing portions of the contested documents,"
and also noted an instance in which the "United States
offered to file an abstract of factual information con-
tained in the contested documents [FBI reports]." ~1 We
think that the District Judge and counsel can illuminate
the key issue of what is "inextricable" by cultivating the
partial excision and "factual abstract" approaches noted
in klink.
The District Court contemplated that "privileged por-
tions may be excised so that only unprivileged matter
goes before the grand jury." Even in a case of such
. intermingling as, for example, comment on Watergate
matters that is "pungent," once counsel, 01' the District
Judge, has listened to the tape recording of a COJWCl'sa-
tion, he has an ability to present only its relevant por-
tions, much like a bystander who heard the conversation
and is called to testify. He may give the grand jury
portions relevant to 'Watergate, by using excerpts in part
and summaries in part, in such a way as not to divulge
aspects that reflect the pungency of candor 01' arc other-
wise entitled to confidential treatment. It is not so long
ago that appellate courts routinely decided cases without
an exact transcript, but on an order of tho triul judge
settling what was given as evidence.
VI.
We contemplate a procedure in the District Court, fol-
lowing the issuance of our mandate, that follows the path
delineated in Reynolds, 111~~nk,and by this Court in T'CWghil. . .
1'0 Supro. note 35, 410 U.S. at 93.
Of ld. at 88, citing United States v. Cotton l'alll'?I COIiIlIl ..
9 F.R.D. 719, 720 (W.D. Ln. 1949), afJ'd by cquC/ll!l dtuici"1i
court, 339 U.S. 940 (1950) •
..
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v, Rosen:" 'Vith the rejection of his all-embracing claim
of prerogative, the President will have an opportunity to
present more particular claims of privilege, if accom-
panied by an analysis in manageable segments.
Without compromising the confidentiality of the in-
formation, the analysis should contain descriptions specific
enough to identify the basis of the particular claim or
claims.
1.. In so far as the President makes a claim that cer-
tain material may not be .disclosed because the subject
matter relates to national defense or foreign relations,
he may decline to transmit that portion of the material
. and ask the District Court to reconsider whether in
ca.mera inspection of the material is necessary. The
Special Prosecutor is entitled to inspect the claim and
showing and may be heard thereon, in chambers. If the
judge sustains the privilege, the text of the government's
statement will be preserved in the Court's record under
seal. .
2. The President will present to the District Court nil
other itemscovered by the order, with specification of
which segments he believes may be disclosed and which
not. This can be accomplished by itemizing and indexing
the material, and correlating indexed items with par-
ticular claims of privilege." On request of either counsel,
the District Court shall hold a hearing in chambers on
the claims. Thereafter the Court shall itself inspect the
disputed items.
Given the nature of the inquiry that this inspection
involves, the District Court may give the Special Prose- .
cuter access to the material for the limited purpose of
aiding the Court in determining the relevance of the
:.~Slip Opinion No. 73·1039 (D.C. Cir. August 20, 1973).
,m Sec id. at 17.
,:'
..
~ -
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material to the grand jury's investigations. Counsels'
arguments directed to the specifics of the portions of
material in dispute may help the District Court immeas-
urably in making its difficult and necessarily detailed
decisions. Moreover, the preliminary indexing will have
eliminated any danger of disclosing peculiarly sensitive
national security matters. And, here, any concern over
confidentiality is minimized by the Attorney General's
designation of a distinguished and reflective counsel as
Special Prosecutor. If, however, the Court decides to
allow access to the Special Pr-osecutor, it should, upon
request, stay its action in order to allow sufficient time
for application for a stay to this Court.
Following the in ca.me1·a hearing and inspection, the
District Court may determine as to any items (a) to
allow the particular claim of privilege in full; (b) to
order disclosure to the grand jury of all or a segment
of the item or items; 01', when segmentation is impossi-
ble, (c) to fashion a complete statement for the" grand
jury of those portions of an item that bear on possible
criminality. The District Court shall provide a reason-
able stay to allow the President an opportunity to ap-
peal.!" In case of ari appeal to this Court of an order
either allowing 01' refusing disclosure, this Court will
'00 Since the subpoenaed recordings will already have been
submitted to the Dlstrlct Court; the opportunity to tcSt the
court's ruling in contempt proceedings would be foreclosed,
And any ruling adverse to the Special Prosecutor would
clearly ben pretrial "decision or order • • . suppressing' 01'
excluding evidence •.. in n crimlual proceeding- ..• ." Thus
the District Court's ruling on pnrticulnrizcd claims would be
uppcnlablo by the Prcsldcnt fiR fi11:11 judgments under 28
U.S.C. § 1291 (1970), and by the Special Proscculor under
18 U.S.C. § 3731 (lfl70). S('C uwu« States V. RY(lIl. tl02 U.S.
630, 533 (1971); Pcrlnuui V. United Stales, 2117 U.S. 7, 12.13
(1918): United StcLtes V. Culaudr«; 4GG F.2d 760, 761-53
(6th eire ID72).
'..
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provide for sealed records and confidentiality in presen-
tation.
VII,
"Te end, 'as we began, by emphasizing the extraordl-
nary nature of this case.' 'tVe, have attempted to decide
110 more than the problem before U::i-H problem that
takes its unique shape from the grand jury's compelling
. showing of need."! The procedures we have provided re-
quire thorough delibcra tion by the District Court before
even this need may be satisfied. Opportunity for appeal,
on a sen led record, is assured.
"'e cannot, therefore, agree with the assertion of the
President that the District Court's order tln-eatcns "the
conti nued existence of the Presidency as a functioning
,'" .ludge Wilkey, in dissent, adheres to the abstract in his
discussion of who has the right to decide: he makes no refer-
encc to the fads before us framing that issue. John Marshall
addressed it ill the context of President Jefferson's decision
to reveal the contents of a private Jetter to the extent of char- .
ncteriz ing it, ill :l 1llCS"';:I~(! to C;ong'I'CSS, as con tnining' over-
whelming evidence of Dun's t1'eaS011. So here, we must deal
with that issue not in n void but against the background of a
decision by the President, marie and announced before the
existence of the tapes W'1S publicly known, to permit par-
tlcipnnts in private conversatioua with him to testify pub-
licly as to what was said about Watergate and its aftermath.
That decision=-nud the resulting testimony containing' eon-
(llcts as to both fact and infcrcncc-e-has made it possible for
the Special Prosecutor to make a powerful showing of the
relevance and importance of the tapes to the grand jury's dls-
charge of its responsibilities. What the courts are now called
upon prlnuu-Ily to decide, as distinct from what the President
has already decided with respect to the relative importance of
preserving' the confidentiality of these particular conversa-
tlons, is how to reconcile the need of the United States, by its
grand jury, with the legitimate interest of the President in
not disclosing those portions of the tapes that may deal with
unrelnted matters.
[11432]
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institution." 10~ As we view the case, the order represents
an unusual and limited requirement that the President
produce material evidence. vVe think this required by
law, and by the rule that even the Chief Executive is
subject to the mandate of the law when he has no valid
claim of privilege.
The petition and appeal of the United States are dis-
missed. The President's petition is denied, except in so
far as we direct the District Court to modify its order
and to conduct further proceedings in a manner not in-
consistent with this opinion.
The issuance of our mandate is stayed for five days
to permit the seeking of Supreme Court review of the
issues with which we have dealt in making our decision.
So Ordered
ID:I Brief of Petitioner Nixon at 9;1;
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56. On October 15, 1973 Richardson met with Haig and other Presi-
dential aides to discuss the tapes litigation between the Special
Prosecutor and the White House. There was discussion of a proposal
to produce a version of the tapes and then fire Cox. Richardson has
testified that he said he would resign if such a proposal were carried
out and according to Haig the proposal "las dropped on that day. There
was then discussion of the President's proposal to ask Senator John
Stennis to listen to the tapes and verify the competence and accuracy of
a record of all pertinent portions. Richardson agreed to seek to persuade
Cox that the Stennis proposal was a reasonable way of dealing with the
subpoenaed tapes. On the afternoon of the 15th, Richardson met with Cox
and outlined to him the Stennis proposal. Richardson also suggested to
Cox that the question of other tapes and documents not covered by the
subpoena of July 23, 1973 be deferred.
56.1 Elliot Richardson log, October 15, 1973, SJC, 1 Special
Prosecutor Hearings 277.
56.2 Alexander Haig news conference, October 23, 1973, 9
Presidential DOClments 1279.
56.3 Elliot Richardson testimony, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 308-09, 315 •
.56.4 Elliot Richardson news conference, October 23, 1973,
2-3.
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[The documents referred to follow.]
I
Cox FIRDrojELR RESIGNATION
Tab A-ELR schedule, Monday, October IS-Saturday, Octoher 20
Tab B-ELR phone calls, Monday, Octoher 'I5-Saturday, October 20
Tab C--ELR outline entitled, "Summary of Reasons Why I Must Resign,"
October 19, 1973
Tab. D--:-A p,roposal, October 17, 197:3, transmitted by ELR to SP and SP
comments on 'A Proposal," October 18, 1973 .
Tab E-Correspondenee October IS-October 19 between SP and Charles Alan
Wright
Tab F-President's letter to ELR October 19, 1973 and ELR response, Octo-
ber 20, 1973
Tab G-ELR letter of resignation, October 20, 19i3
"' :
ATrOR..-rEY GF.SER.l.L'S SCHEDULE-MONDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1973
9:00 White House: General Haig and Mr. Buzhardt.
11:45 AG: Budget Appeals Meeting-:\Iesiirs. Pommerening, Danziger and
RGD.
12:00 AG: Budget Appeals Meeting-l\lessrs. Pommerening, Danziger, and
Santarelli .
.3:00 AG: Budget Appeals Meeting-?Ie5srs. Pommerening, Kauper, and staff.
C4:OO Wh~te ~o~~",: General Haig and )'lr. Buzhardt. .6.00 AG .• Archibald Cox.7:30 White House: (black tie) dinner for Secretary Rogers and Mrs, Rogers.
NEW YORK CITy-OCTOBER 16, 1973
e
9:00 AG: P.A. Meeting.
10:00 AG: A. Cox.
11:30 a.m. Leave );ational on AA 3.58 with RGD (first-class) & J. Hushen.
12:26 p.m. Arrived La Guardia. Met by Xew York Commissioner of Investi-
gations, Nicholes Scopetta, and Deputy Commissioner, William McCart.hy,
with David Maxwell of FBI.
1:00-1:30 Stop by lJ.S. Attorney's office (Paul Curran), Rm. 401, Floey,
1 :45 p.m. Approximate nrrtval new Police Headquarters, Foley Square.
2:30-3:15 Dedication Ceremony of new Police Hsadquarters. Walter Curley,
City Commissioner of Public Events, is Master of Ceremonies. Remarks by
Police Commissioner Cawley and the Mayor, The Mayor, the Police Com-
missioner, and ELR will set corner stone and cut ribbon. ELR will speak
(introduced by ~Ir. Curley), .
3:15 p.m.-3:30 Pre55 availability.
3:45 p.m. Short tour of building,
4:00 p.m. Police helicopter to L!L Guardia.
4:30 p.m. Leave La Guardia on AA 6:32 with RGD.
5:29 p.m. Arrive National,
6:00 p.m. Staff-L~I., J,T.S., R.G.D.
FBI, New York office: 212-LE 5-7700 (John Malone, Assist. Dir. in Charge) .
Mayor's office: 212-560-1000.
Jay Kriegel, So. Counsel: 212-566-1950.
U.S. AttorneyJs office: 212-264-6118.
'VEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 19i3
9:00 AG: P.A. Meeting.
9:30 AG: RE~L
12:10 AG: Fred Buzhardt.
12:45-1:05 AG Conf. Room : Meeting with 17 U.S. Attorneys, WDR, REM,
Phil Modlin and Jerrv Fine.
1 :00 State Dept.: Lunch with Dr, Ki.<~ing('r.
3:00 AG: Budget Appeals Meeting-FBI Chief Kelley and staff.
3:30 AG: Fred Buzhardt.
4:00 AG: Budget Appeals Meeting-DEA ~Ir. Bartels and stuff',
•
.,
,-
, .
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eign affairs and national security agencies. Rather, it in-
volves the preservation of the basic ability of the executive
branch to continue to function and perform the responsi-
bilities assigned to it by the Constitution. Unless privacy
in the preliminary exchange of views between personnel of
the Executive agencies can be maintained, the healthy ex-
pression of opinion and the frank, forthright interplay of
ideas that are essential to sound policy and effective ad-
ministration cannot survive.
RICHARD Nrxox
The White House,
October 23, 1973.
Presidential Tapes
News Conference 0/ Alexander M, Haig, [r.,
Assistant to the President, and Charles Alan Wright,
Consultant to the Counsel to the President, on the
President's Decision To Comply lVith Court
Order Requiring Production of the Tapes.
October 23,1973
MR. ZIEGLER.Ladies and gentlemen, in light of today's
events, I thought it would be worthwhile to have Professor
Charles Wright, who has been consulting with the White
House Counsel's office, to come before you today to make
some remarks and take some of your questions, and also
the Assistant to the President, AI Haig, who has partici-
pated in the events of the past week, together with other
members of the White House staff.
But first, before we go to their remarks and give them
an opportunity to answer some of your questions, Iwould
like to announce that tomorrow night at 9 p.m., eastern
time, President Nixon will address the Nation on the
recent events, including today's decision. The President's
address will be carried on live television and radio.'
I think we will begin with General Haig, who can out-
line for you, first of all, some of the events of the past
week that led to this decision, and then Professor Wright
can discuss some of the matters relating to the court pro-
cedures, and then we can go to questions for a while.
General Haig.
GENERALHAIG. Ladies and gentlemen, what I thought
I would try to do this afternoon is try to put some per-
spective on what one journalist has referred to as the
firestorm, and try, to the degree I can, to present to you
and the American people some of the considerations that
led up to the events of this past weekend and culminated
in today's Presidential decision, and in doing that I think
it is quite important that we go back in time a bit to a
period of the weekend before last.
10n Wednesaay, October 21. the White House announced that,
because of his concentration on dc.-clopments in the Middle East,
the President would not address the 1\:Ition that evening but would
later hold a televised news conference. For the President's news
conference of October 26, see page I?8i n! this issue.
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And it was at this juncture that the President, after
very careful consideration and full consultation with his
advisers, especially those on his legal staff, determined that
he would make a herculean effort to resolve what had
become a highly profiled and extremely controversial
issue; that is, the issue surrounding the data and the
information contained on the Presidential tapes of con-
versations which took place with various individuals in
the President's office here in the White House and in
the Executive Office Building.
Now, there were two factors that led the President to
conclude that the time had come to resolve this verv very,.
controversial issue. One of them involved the domestic
scene itself, and the storm of controversy that razed
around this issue. . .::>
I don't think it requires a blueprint for this group here
to emphasize that the issue itself had progressively begun
to polarize our body politic. Lines were clearly being
drawn both within the Congress, within the media, and I
think to a large extent within the viewpoint of the
American people themselves.
There were such tales being bandied about that the
recent nomination of a new Vice President would be held
in hostage to a Supreme Court decision on the tapes
issue, and the President to defy the court, then we would
move with an impeachment against the President, and
with no Vice President there would be a turnover of the
Government to a party which did not win Novembers
election.
Now these kinds of considerations, and the realization
on our part here that the period of time between the
decision of the appellate court and the adjudication of
this issue by the Supreme Court would result in even
more intense political line-drawing, more intense disunity,
and more intense doubt and conflict here at home, and
that was certainly a major consideration in the President's
determination to try to find a solution in the interest of
the overall good of the American people.
Now, there were also international implications of some
gravity which led to this Presidential decision. I want to
say this very carefully and. very precisely, but certainly,
certainly any foreign leader, whether he be friend or po-
tential foe, must in a period of turmoil here at home make
his calculations about the unity, the permanency, the
strength and resilience of this Government in a way that
had to take consideration of this tape issue into mi~d.
Now, what I am not saying, gentlemen and ladies, is
that the tape issue brought about international crisis of
any kind or was, perhaps, the cause for the Middle East
tension which was resolved so happily in recent hours.
But what I am saying is that any foreign leader who
assesses this Government and its relationships with this
Government, whether it be in negotiations or lone-term
assessments, has got to perceive that the degree of unirv
and effectiveness of this Government is a key factor i~
those calculations, and indeed it is; it always is.
Volume 9-Number 43
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GENERAL HAIG. I think the question even is a little
difficult the way it is posed.
The decision to provide the third-party transcripts of
the nine tapes, plus the tape requested by the Senate
committee, the overlap tape, would have given' Professor
Cox the tapes he had requested. What the President's
order was involved with was subsequent requests, through
the judicial process, for Presidential tapes and memoranda
and documents covering personal discussions, private
discussions of the President, as distinct from the portrayal
of that inhibition on Saturday during Professor Cox's
press briefing.
Q. Are you saying that he was not barred from seeking
the actual nine tape recordings beyond the summaries you·
were going to furnish?
PROFESSOR \VRIGHT. The answer to that question is
yes, he was barred by the compromise, not by the dicta,
the memoranda, the compromise, but you will recall that
the court itself had already deprived Professor Cox, in
two rulings, of access (0 (he tapes.
Q. Will national security information be withheld from
the courts? Is there any part of these nine or ten tapes
now which contains national security information and
which will not be turned over to Judge Sirica?
PROFESSOR ·WRIGHT. I am informed that there is at
least one tape, perhaps more, that contain national secu-
rity information. The Court of Appeals order is that where
we believe that there 'Is anything that regards national
security, that we should make a submission to Judge
Sirica in chambers as to why we believe this involves the
national security, that if he accepts our decision on that,
that portion of the tape is excised. If he does not, the
relevant showing is sealed, and we are allowed to take
an appeal to the Court of Appeals on whether it truly was
or was not national security.
Q. Does that one tape apply to the Ellsberg case?
PROFESSOR WRIGHT. I have no idea what it applies to.
Q. Are you saying you don't know or it does not?
PROFESSOR ·WRIGHT. I don't know.
Q. The same portion of that statement you referred to
also provides for a special prosecutor to argue whether or
not that statement that you make is correct. Who will now
argue for that?
PROFES'SORWRIGHT. Iwould assume that the Depart-
ment of Justice would.
Q. General Haig and Mr. Wright, is it your under-
standing that the President's instruction to Mr. Cox, as the
President stated it in his Friday night statement, stands as
his instruction to the Acting Attorney General and to
Mr. Petersen? •
GEXERAL HAIG. I think that is a question which I am
not going to address here this afternoon. It will be ad-
dressed in the very near future, but I can assure you that
the President's actions in this regard will be totally within
the law.
1279
Q. General Haig and ~k Wright, both of you, please,1
coul? .y'ou tel.l me If at. any t.lmc either of you gentlemen
participated in a meetmg pnor to Saturday, prior to Fri-
day night, at which you advocated the firing of Professor
Cox? There have been reports, and in fact Mr. Richard-
son said that, I believe, counsels and other staff people had
indeed done this.
GE~ERAL HAIG. I think I will answer that question very
clearly for you.
As I told you on Monday morning, following a week-
end decision by the President to seek a compromise, and
as Elliot Richardson ~o stated this morning, a number of
o~tions were ~iscu~ed and ~onsidered, including the
Bickel theory, including the Bickel theory, which would
have involved the mooting of the issue through the separa-
tion of a member of the executive branch from that
branch.
. So the answer to th~t question is yes, that was an option
dlscu~sed, but was rejected on Monday morning at that
~"'tng. It was unacceptable to a numb" of people in the I
dISCUSSion.Now I am divulging to you discussions held on
Monday morning.
Q. General Haig, can you tell us if the telegram from
Senator Ervin was addressed today, and if so, is there a
response ~o the tele!p'am, his understanding of the arrange-
ments Fnday for disclosure of the material on the tapes to
the committee?
GENERAL HAIG. Gentlemen, I am sorry; Ihave not seen
the telegram, and I cannot comment on it.
Q. Will the President allow a full and vigorous investi-
gation, and if necessary, prosecution of other matters that
the Special Prosecutor was investigating, specifically the
IT&T, or the dairymen's contribution, the $100000
Hughes contribution via Bebe Rebozo? '
GE,:,ERAL HAIG. I think I wouldn't necessarily accept
your litany of problem areas, but I think we have made it
very clear that what the prosecuting team-.--
Q. Excuse me. These were the things that pre._~ reports
have stated the Special Prosecutor--
GENERAL HAIG. I think Elliot Richardson commented
on this very question this morning at great length and h
. f Iifi ' eIS ar more qua I ed than-I to give you a precise answer.
Bu~ th: anS\\ie
l
r to. your question is that we intend to pro-
:ee vlgor?us Y WIth all of the ongoing investigations, and
If prosecution IS the result of those investigations to pu
h ··h ' rsuet at prosecution WIt the same vigor and objectivity.
Q. You seem to gloss over a period as between Sat~rda
h .. C y,wen. your position was . ?urse A and suddenly Mondav
mornmg when your posinon was Course B. Could v '
if h if hi , au~pefci y t ose specdi fCt mgs on the President's mind which,
In act, accounte or the. change today? Was it impeach-
ment, for example? 'Vas It the surprise of Elliot Rich d. . I ar-
son resigning? Would you expand on that?
<?ENEIRALH.~IG. No, I ~hink it was the whole milieu of
natrona concern and, quite frankly, a great deal of con-
Volume 9-Number 43
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Senator Tux:-<'EY. I am just wondering about Mr. Richardson's
time.
Senator KEN~EDY.I think there are probably other questions.
Senator TUNNELl have 11 few other questions, but I don't want to
,press Mr. Richardson.' .
Mr. RICHARDSON.I would be willing to stay or I can come back.
I can make time to come back if the committee would like to have me.
1would just 11:3 soon finish. You have other witnesses and matters to
deal with. Or, if you would like to finish this afternoon, I would cer-
tainly be glad to stay.
Senator TU~NEY. I have just a few other questions I want to ask.
Senator HRUSKA.I "ill forego any further questions out of deference
to the Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. I would say there are other Senators who are
not here who indicated they haw questions, so I would expect that
Mr. Richardson would be invited back.
Senator TUNNEY. If 11r. Richardson is going to be invited back, I
-ean wait until then or Ican ask the questions Ihave now.
How do you feel, Mr. Richardson'?
Mr. RICHARDSON.Iwould be glad to have you ask the questions you
bave now, and then if I need to come back Iwill, but if not, it may be
that other Senators will declde they don't really care that much and we
will have finished.
Senator TUNNEY. Thank you.
Before negotiations with the W:'1lte House began on the access-
ibility of Presidential papers and tapes to be made available to the
'Special Prosecutor, 1'11'. Cox, it has been alleged that the White House
already had decided to halt all prosecution efforts to subpena Presi-
-dential papers even if it meant firing Mr. Cox. Do you have any
information on that? .
Mr. RICHARDSON.I'm sorry? .r:senator TUNNEY. The question was, that before there were anyegotiations between the White House and Mr. Cox and you as to theaccessibility of Presidential papers, the White House had decided
already to halt permanently all prosecution efforts to get Presi-
-dential papers even if that meant firing Mr. Cox. Are you aware of
that? Do you have any information on that?
NIT. RICHARDSON. Yes. Well, if I follow this, there was a-as of
Mondav of the week which ended with Mr. Cox's firing, there was a
fairly serious thought that the way to handle all this was to produce a
version of the tapes and fire Cox, and this was the way to wind up the
problem of Presidential involvement because the tapes would, as has
been argued, constitute the best evidence, and so on. This was the
-so-called Bickel theory that would moot everything by elirninatinz
anybody who would assert these claims. I thought it was totally
unacceptable. And it was dropped the same day.
Senator TUNXEY.What day was that?
~IT. RICHARDSON.Monday, beginning of the week, whatever the
-date was. Saturday was the 20th. So it was the 15th.
. Senator TUNNEY. Did you ever indicate during negotiations in the
week of October 15 that you would resign if pushed to the brink of
-obstructing Mr. Cox's investigation, that is, by preventing him from
,going after additional Presidential papers? <> .
..' -.
·'.f'
..'
,
!
... ,
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Mr. RICHARDSON.It didn't quite come that way. I indicated that r
certainly would resign if the idea that was broached on Monday,
that I have just referred to, was carried out. You have now a copy of
the notes I made overnight, Thursday night, with the idea that I
would resign Friday rooming. But at that point the issue was over-
going forward with the Stennis proposal and firing Mr. Cox, period ..
So I was prepared to resign on .thut account. The Issue got narrowed
down between Fridav morning and Saturdav afternoon to the residual
issue of access to the-documents. And so I had-my position on Friday
afternoon was that the President should go forward with the Stennis
proposal, that his lawyers should try to sell it to the district court,
and that any questi.ons dealing with other papers, documents, and
so on, ought to be deferred until and unless they arose in the course of
some other judicial proceeding. Aud I put that into a letter to the
President on Saturday morning. It turned out-I had urged this ap-
proach on Friday. I was told Friday, late in the aftemoonvthat the-
President wouldn't buy it, that I was going to get the letter that he
then sent me. I restated my position and then sent my letter on
Saturday morning, but by then it w ns-e-his posi tion was fixed.
Senator TUNNEY.But on Monday you had indicated that you would
resign if there was an attempt made to fire ::VIr.Cox as a means of
ending the question about access to Presidential papers?
NIr. RWHARDSON.Yes.
Senator TUNNEY. General Haig has said that as late as the day
before Cox's dismissal, the outcome was not preplanncd, not desired,
indeed, I think, not very well visualized by all participants. Appar-
ently, however, from your testimony here today, you had made it
very clear that if pushed to the brink, you would resign, and the-
brink being the fu·ing of Mr. Cox?
Mr. RICHARDSON.Yes. But I think that what General Haig was.
saying is that the President and the President's stun thought that
they had come up with a way of dealing with this that would not
"entail firing 1\'1r.Cox. What they left out of account was that Mr. Cox
would refuse to carry out the direction not to pursue legal process
and thus in effect create a confrontation which would lead to his
firing anyway. When they refer to miscalculation, that was it. My
position at that point was, as I said, that there WItS no need to provoke
that confrontation, that they could and should have gone forward
Lsimply with the Stennis proposal itself as a way of handling thesubpena of the tapes.Senator TUNNEY. I recall Mr. Cox's testimony before' the com-
mittee, and my memory can be refreshed on this, he said when Mr.
Wright approached him with the proposal of allowing Senator Stennis
to listen to the tapes, and then not go ahead with further subpenas
for additional Presidential papers, Mr. Wright said, "1 know that
you are not going to accept this," or words to that effect,
Mr. RICHARDSON.Yes.
Senator TU!\"~EY. Apparently, it was fairly clear, at least to Mr.
WriO'ht, that Mr. Cox was being pushed to the brink and that these-
neg~t.i'l.tiolls in fact were no longer negotiations, bu t an ultimatum '{
Mr. RICHARDSON.Yes .
.~Ir. Cox's ~mlerst:llld~lg of w:hut was said to'him by Mr. Wright
was substantw.lly at vurrance WIth what I thought Mr. Wright W:1S.
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conclusion as :t result of experience, that if we hurl to. fuce up to it if
the occasion arose, there simply would he inconsistency lind that would
he perhaps too bad, but not unprecedented within the Government. as-
a whole.
Senator KEl';"l\EDY. I have just a couple of other areas.
I see Senator Mathias here. I can proceed on those or we can--
Senator :MATHUS. Go ahead. I'm just goillg to suggest one nrca. I
understand that General Richardson will be back OIl Thursday and
I have one that he might carry with him when he goes. • ,
Senator KE:-';XEDY. Mr. Richardson, we had testirnonv from
Mr. Cox that he felt that he was getting u message, ::;0 to speak, from
the rVhite House, -at least in his conversations with vou the week
before the time he was actually fired. I think you rca~l through the-
transcript and gathered that. What can yon tell us about thatfWhat
sort of implications were you giving him when you were Iiaving con-
versations with him, and what were you getting from the lVhite House-
that led you to believe that his days in effect were numbered? And
"hat "ere the reasons?
Mr. RICHARDSOX. Well, I hope they weren't numbered, but--
Senator KEXNEDY. Let me just ask this. What do you believe to
be the real reason whv he was fired?r Mr. RICHARDSOX. w,u, let me deal with the first part first.Mr. Cox indicated, I noted, that the question of some compromise-on the tapes had come up on Friday before this week, but to the best
of my recollection that was only in connection with some possible-
usefulness I might have in the interval between the handing down
of the court of appeals decision which was expected any minute, and
in fact did come down late that day, and eventual action by the
Supreme Court or the United States, and we talked It little about the
possibility of ,1 compromise during that period and before the Supreme
Court acted. That was all there was then.
I mentioned earlier in answer to a question by Senator Tunnsv
that we had had a brief crisis on Monday morning arising over th-e
firing or 1'\11'. Cox. That led to the so-called Stennis proposal, and I
agreed to seek to persuade Mr. Cox that this W!lS a reasonable way of
dealing with the subpenaed tapes. I am sure I indicated to Mr. Cox
on 1!C)llc!ay afternoon that the situation was one of some stress from
my point of view. I didn't want to be explicit about. it because I
didn't want him to feel that he was being pressured to take this deal
under the threat of being fired if he wouldn't. I thought that was one
sure wav or lending him to conclude that the mat.ter shouldn't even
be discussed. But nndicnted to him, I think, as he snid, more perhaps
by manner and by indirect indications that the situation had reached
a critical stage, and in other conversations during the week I indicated
L to hin.1. that l_fel t under a very considerable sense of time pressure forresolution of it. But It was about that timeframe.
Senator KEN)[EDY. Have you made any commeu ts on the N('\V"
York Times October 23 story quoting one of your aides on your
view of the President's mental health? Do vou remember that refer-
ence? Were you asked about it? •
Mr. RrCIL\lWSOX. No.
Senator KLXN~DY. The quote SHiel. "the Attorney General WI1S' very
WOITwd about NIxon. H!' was not III tho best psychological condi-
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District of Columbia, had ruled that the privilege protecting
Presidential communications must give way to the criminal pro-
cess, but only to the extent that a compelling necessity had
been shown.
The President had a right of further review in the
Supreme Court of the United States. He had a right, in other
words, to try to persuade the Supreme Court that the long term
public interest in maintaining the confidentiality of Presidential
communications is more important than the public interest in
the prosecution of a particular criminal case, especially where
other evidence is available.
Had he insisted on exercising that right, however,
the issue would have been subject to continuing litigation and
controversy for a prolonged additional period, and this, at a
time of acute international crisis.
~ Against this background, the President decided on
Monday afternoon to make a new effort to resolve the impasse.
He would ask Senator John Stennis, a man of impeccable reputa~
tion for truthfulness and int~grity, to listen to the tapes and
verify the completeness and accuracy of a record of all pertinent
portions.
This record would then be available to the Grand Jury
and for any other purpose for which it was needed.
Believing, however, that only the issue of his own
involvement jusitifed any breach of the principle of
Retyped from indistinct original.
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confidentiality, and wishing to avoid continuing litigation, he
made it a condition of the offer to provide a verified record of
the subpoenaed tapes that access to any other tapes or records
would be barred.
I regarded the proposal to rely on Senator Stennis for
a verified record -- for the sake of brevity I will call it the
Stennis Proposal -- as reasonable, but I did not think it should
be tied to the foreclosure of the right of the Special Prosecutor
to invoke judicial process in future situations.
Accordingly, I outlined the Stennis Proposal to Mr.
Cox later
LOf other
on Monday afternoon, and proposed that the question
tapes and documents be deferred.
Mr. Cox and I discussed the Stennis Proposal again
,on Tuesday morning.
On Wednesday afternoon, responding to Mr. Cox's
suggestion that he could deal more concretely with the proposal
if he had it on paper, I sent him the document captioned "A
Proposal" which he released at his Saturday press conference.
On the afternoon of the next day, he sent me his
comments on the proposal, including the requirement that he
have assured access to other tapes and documents. The President's
lawyers regarded Mr. Cox's comments as amounting to a rejection
of the Stennis Proposal, and there followed the breakoff of
negotiations reflected in the correspondence with Charles Alan
[unreadable] •
Retyped from indistinct original...
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57. On October 17, 1973 Richardson submitted to Cox a written proposal
for compromise that provided that the subpoenaed tapes would be made
available to a third party verifier selected by the President. The
verifier would be given a transcript that omitted continuous portions of
substantial duration which clearly and in their entirety were not pertinent
and would then prepare a verified transcr tpr . The Special Prosecutor and
counsel for the President would join in urging the Court to accept the
verified record as a full and accurate record of all pertinent portions
of the tapes. Richardson has stated that prior to submitting this docu-
ment to Cox, he showed a draft to Buzhardt, and that at the urging of
Buzhardt he deleted a paragraph of the proposal that stated it related
only to the tapes covered by the subpoena. Richardson has stated that
Buzhardt pointed out that the paragraph t,18S redun.dant because the proposal
on its face dealt only with the subpoenaed tapes.
57.1 Proposal submitted by Attorney General Richardson,
October 17, 1973 to Archibald Cox, SJC, 1 Special
Prosecutor Hearings 7-8.
57.2 Letter from Elliot Richardson to Charles Hathias,
November 30, 1973, SJC) Saxbe Nomination Hearings,
77-79.
57.3 ¥a3hil~on Post, November 28, 1973, AI, AID.
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-I
unwilling to adhere to two of the four essential principles or the
investigation which the Senate demanded find to which I committed
myself: First, the President appeared to be unwilling to have tho
Special Prosecutor push forward his challenge to claims of executive
privilege. This requires some 'breakdown and some care in defining
terms. Forgive me if I behave like a law professor, but I suppose I
will because I am one, but it is important to be cureful as to exactly
what he is talking about. ' .
One of the things we were talking about were tapes of conversations
between the President and various members of his staff', and tapes of
nine 'specific conversations were covered by the subpena which I
took out in the district court and which the grand jury unanimously
voted to have enforced, anti which Judge Sirica enforced, at least iil
part; and his order, with some modifications was, of course, affirmed
by the Court of Appeals.
A second thing we were--well, on that I may say that an issue arose
with respect to whether the. tapes would be supplied and, if not,
in what form, and I asked a member of the committee staff this morn-
ing to duplicate, so that vou might have them, the communications
first between Attorney General Richardson and myself, and then
between Mr. Charles Wright and myself; with respect to the tapes,
[The documents referred to follow:] .
'VATERGATE SPECI.\L PROSECUTION FORCE,
. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIC!::,
. Washington, D,C.
- The attached are copies of correspondence and various proposals submitted by
Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox, Attorney General Elliot Richardson and White
House counsel concerning the White House tapes
_.--- PROPOSAL SUBMlTT~;D BY ATTOR:-;EY GEXERAL OCTOBER 11, 1973
A PROPOSAL
The objective
The objective of this proposal is to provide a means of furnishing to the Court
e and the Grand Jury a complete and nccurate record of the content of the tapes
subpoenaed by the Special Prosecutor insofar as the conversations recorded in
those tapes in any way relate to the Watergate break-in and the coverup of the
break-in, to knowledge thereof on the part of anyone, and to perjury or till' sub-
ornation of perjury with regard thereto. .
The means
The President would s('l('c~ 1n individual (the verifie:) whose "ide experience,
strong character, and ostnblished reputation for veracity would provide n firm
basts for the confidence that he would put above nnv other consideration his
responsibility for the completeness and accuracy of the record. •
Procedure
The subpoenaed tapes would be made uvailable to the verifier for as lone as he
considered necessary. He would also be provided with a preliminary record con-
sistinz of n verbatim transcript of the tapes except (n) that it would omit con-
tinuo~g portions of sub-tan tiul duration which clearly and in their en t.iret v were
not pertinent and (b) that it would be i!1 the ,third person. Omissions would be
indicated by a bracketed reference to their subject matter. .
'Vith the prl'Iiminnr~' record in hand, the verifier- would listen to the entire tupes,
replay portions thereof as often ItS necessary, and, as he saw, fit, make addit ious
to the preliminary record, The verifier would be empowered to purnphrase Inn-
guage whose use in its original form ~ould in his judgment be embarrasiug to the
President and to parnphrnse or OIOlt references to national defense or Iorr-iun
relations matters whose disclosure he believed would do 'ft'ul harm. The verifier
would take pains in am" case where paraphrused lunguage was used to make sure
that the pnruphrnse did not alter the sense or emphasis (If the recorded con\'('r":\~
tion. Where, despite repC-tlled rl'pbyin!:!; and ndju,tments of volume, the \"erifil'r
could not understand the recording, he would so indicate.
,
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8Having by this procc-« converted the prolirninnry record into hi., own vcrifir-d
record, the verifier would ".tt:1(:h In it a certificate at tcxt ing to ih complctcne~s
and accuracy and to hi~ Ldt!J.f:.r1observance (If the procedure set forth above,
Court approval
Court approval of the proposed procedure would be sought at t\VO stages: (a)
in general terms when or "non after the verifier began his task, but u'ilhl)'lt i"p'lIfi-
!!liIlY him b!l n'1me, and (h) whr-n the verified record was delivered to the Court
with the verifier's certificate. At the second stnge, the Special Prosecutor and
counsel for the President would join in ur;::;ing thc Court to accept t.he verified
record as a full and accurate record of all pertinent portions of the tupcs for all
purposes for which access to those tapes might thereafter be sought by or on
behalf of any person having standing to obtain such access.
Aswrancc against taniperinq
Submission of the verified record to the Court would he accompanied by "ncb
, affidavits with respect to the care and custody of the tapes as would hf'!!} roestab-
lish that the tapes listened to by the verifier had not at any time been altered or
abhreviat ed.
"-of---
CO~IMr.~TS ox ATTORX£;Y GENERAL'S PROPOSAL BY AUCIiiDALD Cox, OCTOD£;r. IS
, 1973 •
"
COliMENTS ON "A PROPOSAL"
The essential idea for establishing impartial but non-judicial means for pro\'idinO'
the Special Prosecutor and grand jury with an accurate record of the content of
the tapes without hi, participation is not unacceptable. A courtroom "victnrv"
has no value per r,e, There should be no avoidable confrontation with the Prcsidr-nr
and I have not the slightest desire to cmburass him. Consequent I:', I am glad t~
sit down with anyone in order to work out a solution along this line if we can.
I set forth below brief notes on a number of points that strike me as hi"h1\-
important. , '" •
- 1. The public cannot he' fairly asked to confide so difficult and rcsponslhlo a
task to anyone man operating in secrecy, consulting only with the White House,
Nor should we be put in the position of accepting any choice made unilatcrallv,
2. Your idea of tying a solution in.to court machinery is 1\ gqod nne'. I would
carry it farther so that [Lny persons entrusted with this rcspollsi:,ility we'rc namrd
"Spechtl l\luster~" at thc L('ginning. This would invclh'c publicity IJut I dn not
sec how the necessary public confidence can be achicved without open announce-
ment of any agrcement and of the names of the Special ~ra~ters.
3. The stated objective of the proposal is too narrow, It ~h()uld include pro~
viding evidence that in an~' way relates to other possible crimill::l! activity under
the jurisdiction of this office.
4. I do not understand the illlplication~ of ~aying that the "verbatim tran-
script ... would be in the third per:;on." I do assume that the name~ of all
speakers, of all persons uddre':;se'd br name or tone, and of all, person:; lucuth.lWd
would he included. 4
5. The three standard~ for olllb~ion probably have acceptahlenhjccti\'('~, but
they must be defined lIlore narrowly and with greater particularity.
6. A "transcript" prepared in the manner project{'d might be enough for
inn'stigation by the :'::pcei'11 Prosecutor and grand jury. If we nc{'{'pt stl{'h :\
"trnn;;cript" we would Ir:, to get it accepted b:- the courts (liS ynu "u~ge':;t).
There must also be >1swmncc, however, that if indictment;; arc rl'tunwd, if
twidence concerning any of the nine conv{'l'salions would, in our judgment. be
important at the trial, and if the cnurt will not accept our" tr:tn,.;cript" thCll
the cvid{'nce will be furni",h['d to the prosecution in whateve'r form thc trial
court rules is nec{'~sar.\' for acimis,.;ihility (including as much of the origill[ll t:1I)~
us the court requires). Similarly, if the court rules that a tape or any portion
JIlu:st be furnished a defendant or the case will be dismissed, then the' tape must
be suppli{'d. '
7. I am glad to see some pro\'i,.;ioll for verifying the integrity of the tape~ e\'en
though I reject nil suggc,.;tioll"; of tampNing, :::ihould we 1I()t go Illther tn di~p<'1
c\'nici~lll and make pf()\'i~inn fM "kill!'d ('Iectronic n""i~tal1cc ill \'('rifying the
iilt{'grity of the tapes :J.lld til render inte'lligible, if at nil pos~ibk·. portions that
appear inaudible or garhll'd'~
S. 'Ve ought to have a ch:lllee to hrief the Special ~I:\.~tl'rs on our invl'~tig:\tioll",
etc., so as to give them an :1c..!l'C(U:ltl·IJ:lckground. The :;pl'ci:11 )I:\';t"rs should be
,"
,f
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~I
tivc social influence that arc beyond the Department of .Justice, nnd
I will he lH1PP'y to work Oil this, but yon have got to rr-mctulx-r that
the Department of .Iust ice is not a social np;ency and in most of these
things, they nrc caused by a breakdown in family and community life.
r run n~ry 11111<:h interested, nud hope that we can work together.
Senator 2\fxruus. One of the most. trouhlesomc things that has come
up in the last couple of 'year.~-it came lip in the Richa rdson couf rmu-
tion, it cume up in the Patrick Gray hearing, it came lip in Chief
Kellev's confirmation-is the maintenance of the so-called dossiers on
l\IclI1}Jcrs of Congress.
It would seem to me that the time has long since passed for keeping
these records. I would hope that you would sec to it that the pled <res
that have heen given to this committec- ,.,
Senator Sxxn», I was amuzcd that this practice existed. I (lid not
even know it. until I got into some of these discussions.
Senator ?lhTlIL\S. If you find that it has persisted, despite all the
pledges that were given, I hope that yon will dispense with it.
Senator 'Sxxm, I will give it immediate attention.
Senator l\L\TIIIAS. As a final word, I feel that one of the tragedies
of the Boston massacre was the evidence la tel' put before t his Com-
mittee that the Attorney General, Mr. Richardson, did not have an
opportunity to talk with the President. personally during some of the
most critical days leading up to that event. I would urge that you
would maintain your rank ns one of the senior members of the Cabinet
to insist upon personal access to the President.
Senator S.\Xla:. This, he lias assured me,
Senator ?lL\TIII.\S. This is a critical clement in the kind of service
that you can render to the country, and to. the President. .
'We wish you well.
Senator S.\XI;E. Thank you.
[Senator :\Iathins subsequently made the following material it part
of the record.] u.s. SC::>A'fE,
l,ol:clII!Jcr 28, 1913.
Hon. Er.uoT L. RIC!URTJSON,
Mel,call, Tu. .
nEAP. ELLIOT: I note by this morning's ,,'ashington Post that yon hnve made
referencc to two dncumen ts bearing on the firillg of Art-h ibn lrl Cox which have
not vet betn made n part of the record of the overslght hearings of the Spnate
,1udfeiary Committee. I am \\'onderint; if you would be williu!; to sllpply me with
copie:: of the~(' documents for inC'lIl~ion in the reClJrtl.
I shoul,l al~o uch'i"e you thnt I will ~ijl>lllit l'opip;; of these c1ol:uments to GCll('ml
IIili:; for hi~ comment in the light of the diff,'rellct';; of opinioll tll:!t 11;1\'1.'"['('n
nil'l'll publicly with re~pec:t to the drCtlIllstanCl's uuder ",hidl )lr. Cox was tired.
Sincerely yours,
CHARLES )IcC. )I.\TIlL\S, .1r.
U.S. Senator.
McLEA.:i, YA., l\'orcmbcr 30, 19-:,~.·
lIoll. Cll.\BLES )IcO. )IATIlIAS, Jr.,
F.S. SClwtc,
Washi1lgton, D.C.
Dr-AI: )I.\c: lIere, in res pOllSI.' to ~'OUl' letter of Xovclll!>er 28, art! tlt(' two
dm'U1IH'llts !>('aring on the firing of .\rchibahl Cox which were referred to ill that
Jrwrnillg's 'Ya~hingtoll Post.
I
I
I
I
f
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The first document embodies my iui t inl attrll1pt to r,llt ill \ITitin~, at thr: ;';111-:-
~esti()n of 1111".Cox, tile proposal 1 hac! Sllloluitt"(1 to h irn orally. TIJi:-; tlO(;UIllellt
crintulns a pn rngrnph cn pt ionerl "Other T;iJws ::lll) J)"t:llllll"nh" \";)lkh li'as
L orulttr-d f'rom later drafts at th~' ur~il!~ of -'Jr . .T. F'rerl Buzhu rdt, who l'oillledput thn t the paragraph was reduudnnt bl',:ause the proposal ou Its face dealt, (Jnly with the sI11.>IWI'nal.d t;!I:e.';.
'flie second clOtlllll<'Ut is a d rn f't Jln'~" release written Fr irlny I'~'f'llill~, Oc-(')},(,r
l!l, inuucdint clv after I received the President's If·tf('r inst ruct Inc IlIl: to dl roct
)11'. Cox to 11Ia];e, no further a ttell~pt:-; loy judlcin I I'ro(,l:~S til ohtu in til p,.~. notr-s.
or mr-inornndu of Pre .sidentiul cOIIH.r"D.tioIlS, I lIdd up this release UJlOH Iertr u iug
that the Proshlent's Jetter to 11Iehad Hot lJeeUIll:lt!r pul.lic.
I wOIII<l he ~h!(} to han' those dOCIII!J('nts illl:llllled ill the 1'('('0)1'11 of the hr-u r iug
011 leztslution to create the posit ion of ~l'e(:iill l'r'!."('(,lltfJ1' at which I rei-enr lv
test iricd. .
,nth warm regard,
Sincerely.
The cornerstone of the proposal is reliance "II :111 iUllh'idlJ:ll (';the TIeporter")
who can be counted upon to provide a complet« n nd acr-urn te !'I'port of nil the
material portions of tbe tapes. Given such l'e)i:111Cl' Oil this ind iv idun l, he lI!llo;t
be a person of wide experience, strong charade'!', n nd firml,' ('stabli"he(i 1'1'}'11t:1-
tion for ,eracity. He IIlU"t, moreover, be n pensolJ \\'110 \Vou!d he rpeo~rlli;:('(1 as
putting his resjloll~iuilitJ' to tile tl'lllllflllllP""; fIf Iii,; report alJl)n~ ;ill,\' othf'l'
considerations.
..
Enclosures.
TllE THIRD PF.RSO::-;
PROCEDl:RE
'111e Reporter would be furnished with a raw transcrillt of the tapes from
wbieh had been omitted only continuous portions of l'ubstantial ciuration ~'hieh
clearly and in their ('ntirety were unrel:1.te(1 to tlie "'atergate ea.;:e or reIn ted
matters. 'With thi.~ transcript in hand, the Heporter would )i;;tell to the entire
tapes, including the omitted portions, IInda;; replayed the tapes or portions
thereof as often as D€'('e~sary to satisfy him n;;: to their content nnd meaning', the
Heporter would prepne n report wldch differed from a direct and complete
transcript of the tapes only in the followin;:: respccts:
(a) The COIlvcrsation would be com'ertc() into the third per:::on:
(b) Any continu',us portion not relating to Wnt('r~ate Illattt~rs at all would
be omitted but allY sue-h. portion would be identi[]{'(j ill brackets by generD.) Suu-
je<'t (e.g" "[impoundment of nppropri:1.tions],,).
(c) Any reference to nntiorwl defense or forpign relations matter!: who',e
(li"c1(l~ure would, in tlte judgment of the Heportn, lIn real harm nud whiel\ ",ns
not othe[\\:I;::e omitted :1.S pnrt of a continuoli'; llortioll would be omitted, but
the rl'jlort would prE-Sf.'r,e the ~r.nse of any such reference insofar as it hall any
('onceil'ab!e r('IE'.ance rl'lntionship to \VntC'rgnte matters and identify the ~uhjl'(:t
b. a hrae'ket('d fef<,rence «('.g., "[SALT],,) .
. (d) The HepcJrter would jJaraplira~e !angua;:-e wl1o;<e literal disclosure wOlllt1
in his judgment be seriously ellibarra.'~ing to the Pre~ident but woulrl take )lai:ls
til mnkl' sure that the par::l!lhrnsc did not :flter the sense, including the fla\'or or
elllphn~i~, of the original:
(e) At any point where, de~pite repented l'ep1:1~·ing and adju~tlllrnt~ of \'01-,
nm .., the Heporter conld not Illnkc out what was being snid, the HeJlurtl'l' Wtlllld
so !'<i,!:nify (e.g., ·'[GninteJligihle],·).
'I'hl' Hr'porter would preface his rt']lOrt with n crrtificatioll Ilndf'r onth :It testill;::
to his faithful oh.;;;ervnnce of the procedure set forth abore.
COVRl' APPRO\'"\L
Conrt npproml of the proposed procedure wonld be sou;ht at two stazf!,~: (n)
In ~('nf!ral terms when or soon nEtpr the Heport('r lll'gan his task, hut witlillut
idl'ntif.\'ing him hy nam(', and (h) wlirn the rcport W!lS clelil'l'r('cl to th(' COllrt
with th(' H('porter's c('rtificatr, At the ~('cond stagp, tlif' Spl'cial Prns(,C'lltor and
(,oulI~1'1 fill' the l'rrosi<lrnt \\'(mld nt-that-timr juin in 11rgin;: thl' ('"urt to accrllt
th(' r('port as a full nll'l nce-nrate rpconl of tll(' mntrri,11 pOl'tiPlls of th(' t:lpes
for nIl l'11rpo;;rs for whieh nc(-(';<!-;to tho;;(' tapr';; llIi;1Jt t!:Pl'eaCter he ;:oll~ht h~' (lr
011 hpllnlf (,f nllY prrsnll haYill.Z :o-t:lI1(lil!;:-to "htail! !'lIdl ae,'('s,;.
"
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Ol'IU;1I l'Al'ES AND DOCIl1!F.:-;rS
. "'-:;'IW proposed arrangement would undertake to cover only the tapp~ heretr)foreI !<lI;~l'Oellaell by Ihe w» ter;.:ate G rund .Iurv at the request of the Sj)c<:ial Prosr-cu-
tor. All)' request by the Hpednl Prosecutor for a sirn ilnr report coverlng other
tapes us.wel l as allY request hy the Special Prosecutor for memorandum or other
dl/CUllJCllts beliel'l'rI IJ.\' the ~jJ('ci;t1 Prosecutor to dell! wi tl. tile same conn'r;;atiol1sI ('overcd by the I)r',!,osed report woul.l lie Ihe subject of subsequent lIegotiatioll
~\\,(:l'lI the Sl'cdal 1'1'",(:"utor and (:OUIISl'l for the President.
....SSI·JIAXCJ-; ..\GAI~.ST T ..DII'U(IXG
SUhlllbsi(lll of the report to the Court would be nccornpnnh-d uy such nflldavlt s
wlt li respect to the care anti custody o( the reports as would help to assure that
the tapes Iist ened to l,y the Reporter had not at any t lrue been altered or
curtailed.
DEAn' PItESS HlcLEASr~
The Presldents uecisil)lI to call on Senator Stenn!s to prepare an aut hent k-at od
record const itutes, ill my view, a reasonable and const ructlve corupronusa of the
"\\'Mel'~ate tapes" issue, It seems to me inconsistent, however, with the expltett
unc!{'I'~t;lI!dillg" on which the office of Special Prosecutor W11S Cl'catl'(l to de/II
IlOW with h~-)ll)lhetil:al future attempts by :\1r. Cox to invoke juclicial process, and
the proposal I )lre~ente<i to :111'.Cox t hia week did not attempt to do so, I plan to
seek an early opportunity to discuss this apprcach with the President.
U.S. SENATE,
Co~nllrrr.E ox l'ln: JUIJI(·L\P.Y,
lYu.,lLillglon, ]).C., December 5, 1973.
Gen. AU:X.\XIJEP. :II. HAlO, Jr.,
.1s.<i8tUllt to the President, The While 1101lse,
lrfl.,lli IIU/(}II, D.C.
Dl:an Gr.:-;n~,\l. HAW: The fact that testimony gh'ell before the Senatt' .Tudi('inry
COlllmittee by Elliot Richardson has been publi<:ly disputed has bcen u m;ltt!,r
of cOllcern to llIemuers of the Comlllittee. In ,-iew of the COllllUittN"S ~lJt'cilic
ngreement with ~lr. Richardson and tile Administration with fe~pect to !lcjl:\I·t.-
lIIen!tll regulations creating and g()\"el'llin~ the oflice of Sr;ccial Pl'O~ccutor, it is
oOl'iou;;ly important to know why and how the oHice so created was nuoli~hell.
Mr. I{icharlison has now made a,'nilallJe to me, at my request, two docllments
not heretofore sullmitted for the Committee record or otherwise available to the
llUblie. The~e doculllents are dcscI'illed by :lIr. Hi('hardf:'on as follows;
"The first document emoodies lilY initial attempt to IJUt in writing, at the sug·
gestion of :\11'. Cox, tile proposal I had suumittecl to him orally. This document
contains a paragr<.!ph cajltioned 'Other Tapes and Documents' which was omittc(l
from later drafts at the lirging of Mr. ,T. Freu Buzhanlt, \\"ho pointed out that
the paragr:lIJh was rellunc!ant because the proposal on its face dealt ollly with
t.he subpoenaed tapes.
"The spcowl documcnt is a draft press relen;:e written Friday ('\·elling. Octo·
ber 19, immediately after I received MlC President's letter instructing me to direct
:I[r. Cox to make 110 furthpr nttempts lly judicial process to obl':lin tapes, notl'!;. or
Iltenltlr:lnda of Presidential conversation". I held up this relpase upon le:lrlling
that the l'rl's;llpnt's letter to lIle hnll not llPl'n mnlle puLlic."
It i:< Ill\' illtelltion to ellter these documents into the record at the next !\led·
11l~of tllC'-.Tnelicinry Comlllittl'e. .
I might poillt Ollt that thp draft of the Stennis ('olllprornise prepare,l h~' :\[r.
Rithanholl allli alllf'mled by :'fr. Ruzhardt would ~ecm to corroloornte :1[1'.Hidl-
nrdsoll's te~tilllony that Ill' had not agreed to any limitation of thl' authority of
the Spf!ciai Pro~('cutor during- tIl(> early p:lrt of the weck of Oct.ober 15th. Till'
ldter from :\Ir. Cox tl) :'III'. Wrig-ht datpd Octoi!l'f Hlth, which i~ alr(':1(l.\' a part
(If Committ!'!' I·peonl. would ifl(lirafe that the mattpr of lilllitill~ till' Rp('('ial
l'J'osecut"r's Huthority wa~. how!'l'C'r, a suhjpd of (,olll'!'r~!ltioll h,'twc.'11 :Ill..
Charles Alan ,rright nfl(l Mr. Cox 11.1' tllat date. This ngain would Sl'CIll to
l'ol'l'oloorate :llr. HiI'h:ll"(I~(m's tl'stinloIlY.
:-:ill(,l' th('J'(' han! (.(,l'n I'onfiiding- ,'l'r!;ions of tlli~ !'tor., .. notwith"f:lllllin!!: fhi"
('vi(ll'n('p, allll ;.:illl'p :If 1'. Hi..Jlal'llsoll's tl'lcpllOne nnd apl'ointnH'lIt lo~" sllhl;littl'tl
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(Jn~/l(IJ'd001l: 2 Pap (;.f's·
~ By Susanna :\lcl3c('
W.!h!nE!On Post Stat: V"c:l!r
A 10 rr~tlnr. .•cl"r . .'"nl·.zs.nts THE "'\\:\SIn.:\"GTOX POST____________ ._._.R ___
Former Attorney General Elliot L.
Richardson disclosed yesterday two previ-
ously -unpublishcd documents that appear
!lo substantiate his version of the ~"I:nts
that led to the firin::: of Archibald Cox as
Watergate special prosecutor.
At issue is the posuion that Wehard,on
took durin.:: the week preccdin ; Presi-
, dent Nixon's Oct. :?O firin::: of Cox for reo
fusing to promise he would never a rain
I!o to thc courts to zct additional White
.House Watcr;:ate tapes or documents.
Richardson has said cnnsistcnt lv that he
had opposed the President's action and
had tried to prevent it. But :'IIr. Xixo n
. and his chief of staff .. Alexander :\L Hai~
Jr., were quoted by some Republican
senators as sayinz on Xo\,. 13 and 14 that
. Richardson was not tellinn the truth.
On Nov. 15 the White !louse issued a
statement sayinz that Richardson had
been ..articulatinz;' one oC "several ver-
See RICllARDSOX,AlO, Col.! .
___ 57.3 Washington Post article
November 28, 1973, A1, A10
.-
. '.
. ;"',
~~;..
r Haig said he and :.'.Ir•.
RICHARDSO~, From fA'\ Xixon had not said that
\,_/ Rir-hardson had lied, the for-
610ns" oI what happened he- mer Attorney General said.
fore the Cox firin;;, but it "In that conversation he
denied that :'llr. Nixon had said. 'I don't disagree w ith
actually accused him of 1y. anything you said in your
ing. . testimony.''' Richardson
Yct the next day Sen. Ed- had repeated his position be-
ward "\"'. Brooke m-:\Iass.J [ore the Senate Judiciary
said the President had told Committee on :\0\". 6. --- .....
him TIichardson had a,zreed In the intrl"vicw Richard-
both to the restrictio:1 on son also produced a four·
Cox and to· a compromise pa;e draft that he had writ-
White House pliln to let Ie;"! Oct. 17 of the so·called
Sen. John C. Stennis (0. Stennis compromise ll11d
Miss.) listen to tapcs Cox h2ci sent thal morning to
had already subpoerfacd- the White House. The draft
and t\\"o courts had a~r('ed inr.ieates Richardson's ap·.
shouid be prorlucerl:"and pro\al oC the compromise,
submit authenticated \"er- whlt'h he has admitted sup:
sions of their contents to porting, but it adds th:!t ac·
the U.S. District Court here. cei'S hy Cox' to additiona I
material would be dealt
with later.
Specifically. the section.
entitled ';Othcr Tapes and
DocI:mrnts." !;:lYS:
"Thl' proposed. arra n~e-
ment would uncil'rt:lke to
CO\'cr onl)' the tapes hereto-
fort' l'uhpot'naed by the
\\,;;ten:alc granci jury at the
rr<1ur~t oC the ~pccial pros£"-
clltor .. \ny feql1e~t hy the
~pe("i.11l'ro~crlltor (or a sim-
Ilar feport Cl1vC'fin::: ollll'r
tape!' a~ \\'rll :IS .my f<,qucst
by the spec!l\! prosecutor Lor
"He was not telling the
truth," Brooke quoted :\Ir.
Nixon as s~ying of Richard-
$on's contention that h(' h:Jd
oppo~rd the r('striet ion
spinst future court action
by Cox.
In an intervil'wwith The
Wa~hin.:ton Post yesterday.
Rid:arcl<on ~airl HJi~ called
him thl' en'nin~ a{tef
Brooke's and other 's(,ll:Jtnrs'
reports w('re puhlj~hed to
uy that those f('ports were
not true.
'.
-- " _ .
", _.
!....-
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memornn.I, or nthcr docu-
mcnt s hc lie vcn hy t hr- Spl.'·
clal provccutr-r to dl',ll with
the same cnnvcrsntions (,nv·
ercd by t ho prl'lp('\~rd report
would he IhC' subject nf sub-
sequent nr cot iat inns be-
tW{,1:'1Ithe spccia I prosccut or
and counsel {or the Presi-
drnt."
Richardson said Ihe sec-
tion \\''15 removed later that
da\· bv Ihe President's coun-
sC'i, J: FrC'd Huzhardt, who,
;lecordin,! to flicha:-dson,
"said he omittecl it because
It WaS unnccc!'sary."
Buzhardt "s'lid the pro·
'posal didn·t, dral with <lny·
thin~ C'ise" bcsidcs the tar~s
llJready subpoenaed, Rich·
ardson said, "so the para·
gr<lpn was redundant. So
whcn I rcdra ftC'd his r~·
draft, I ]C'ft it out. :'!y reo
L draft of his rcelr.lft was thedocument I ~ent Cox" thatWcdncsday, he added,
Cox turned dnwn tht' pro·
posal aftC'r it later became
linked with the prohibition
on an\· future co~rt efforts
to t;et ·further e\·idcnce.
Richardson also produced
a press release he had writ·
ten but did not make ;'lubL:
Oct. 19. the ni~ht beiore :,lr.
Kixon fired Co,,,, and ac·,
t;€'p~cd t~e rc!.i:;:;3~;Or-l:; tjf
Ri~hardsGn and Drpu:,Y :\t-
tcrney General ',\"illiam u.
Ruckeh:hilUs. Roth qu;~
rather than carry out the
President's ordC'r to fire the
pro,ecutor.
Cox was firrdby So1::::t0r
General Robert H. Bnrk,
who is acting Attofhry Gen·
eral.
Richardson said hC' wrote
the pr('~s rC'lea,(' aiter reo
~i\"i;;g a letter Oct. 19 1r0:;1
:-'lr. Xix-on instructin: him
to dirC'ct Cox to ma;';e no
furthE'r judtcial ,,~:cm;Jt5 to
bet ac':itional p,E'~;rienti::Jl
ma:t'rial 0:1 the \\"aterbate
scandal.
ThE:' formC'r ..\ t tnrncy Gpn·
eral said the press release
~con[irms the iact that I
had not anticirated any in·
j:.truNions" frn;n :'Ilf. .\ixon
to cut of( Co:.;'s court nco
cess. nirharn~nn s:1id he' did
not rrle<lse tr,C' 5t.ltenlent to
thC' pre~s that ni::ht as he
h!ld plan nC'o hl'cilu~ he
Jrarncd th:lt thC' \\'hllC'
Hnu"c had not rr!I':l~ed ;\ir.
~hon's lettrr tn him,
In·:tr.ld, nicil,'rd~on s,lid,
h(' inc(ll'ror:,tl'd ; Ill' I'cIl'.,,,e
Into a il,tter hC' \l'rnt~ :'lr.
~i.'\on the next rlay stating
tholt the price of Cox's nc-
e!',s In the ~lIhl'nc'nnc'd
t.1l'e~ thrnllr:h lhl' ..~tellllis
r ompronusc" should not he
"the rcuu 11ci ,1t inn of any
further .,ttl·ll1pt by him to
resort to Judicial prnccss."
The press rcrcase that un-
til now was unpublished
says:
"The Presldcnt's dccislon
to call on Sen. :';tl'l1ni5 to
prepare an authenticaled
record constitutes, in my
vi('II', a re<l~onilhle and can.
slructil'r comrromis(.' of ~e
'Watertate tapC's' Issue,
"It seC'ms to me inronsis-
tent, ho\\,(.'\·el", with 'the ex·
plieit unclel"st;:ndln'-!s on
which I wc!s confir:ned and
the office of srC'ci:d prosecu·
tor was created for me to
deal now with hypothC'tical
future nt!C'mpts b,l' :'Ir, Cox
to inmke jurlicial procC'ss,
and the proposal I pre·
sented to :Ur. Cox :hig week
would not hJ\'e attempted to
do so,
"I plan to seck an early
opportunity to discuss this
approach with :.he Presi·
dent."
On :\0\'. 13 The Wa~hin::!·
ton Post reported tha t sel'en
o~her documents appeared
to suprort flichnr:ison's I"er·
~;Gii of the eVL'[ES ieading to
COX'!; fil'inz des;J!te tile reo
ports of the pr;I'ate remarks
of ::IIr. ~ixon and Eaig.
mchardson was a~ked yes·
terday how he feels abou t
those reports, which in·
ciu:Jed a rc:nark allececlly
m2riC' by Hai::: rderrjn::: to
I:icll:1rdson's tJkir.; a drink
and :10 articlE' ~O\'. ~o in the
Kni~ht newspapers that
·'some top administration of·
ficials are qUlet~' indicat·
ir.:;" flichardson had a
"drinking problem."
'·\\·C'II. J was at fin;t incr{!·
c1ulou~." he said, "and then
incrrasi ngly d ist urbcd, I
rame to wonder whether
this was i\ s~'stl:'m,ltic rfiort
to discrrdit me." He said the
Kni:ht stnry "made me very
an:;ryancj dis(!ustcd, I have
no rcasnn to douht the
\rhite House deni:ll th:1t
tht'Y e\'rr said an~'thin~ IlkI'
this,
",\nd J Inust saye\'crynne
in the \I·hite How;c frnm the
President on clown th,lt l'\'e
c\'cr cie,llt \\,Ith IS so com·
rlrtrly :l\\':lI'C' th,1! I1nthin~
likt' thi~ h:l,~ nl1Y truth wh~t·
ner til;'!t ! \\'(Ju!!! lind it
11:11'f1 tn b,'lic\'l' till'Y could
h:l\,c s;tid an~lhil1~ like it."
The Kllh:ht ~tory I'JII()trri an
unnarur-rl ",1:I'ncy Iwad" hut
not :In:;on': ill the White
House it~C'lr.' ,
"Hai: alvo ~nid he was
sl,ck ovr-r the Knicht story,"
Richardson reported.
Asked if he still wonrirrs
about anv "syst ernat ie"
White Hou;r e[f~rt to di~.
credit him. he replied. "I
ccrt ainlv h;;\'e a question."
,\5 Richa rdson rccon-
structed the e\'ents I('arlin'"
to Cox's firin~. !IINe wa;
discussion of dismissin!r him
:'Ilonday. OCI. 15. in a mer.t.
in;! hI:' had with Hai;;: and
BU7.hnrrlt. "I said I couldn·t
:;0 alon::: with it <lnd would
have to resi;;:n," llichardson
said.
On Wedn('sday. Oct. 17
Cox l't~Cl'i\'l'd thl? Stennis'
proposal. The next aftcr.
noon Richardson met wit h
Hai::. Euzhartit, and White
House Ia\\'~·ers Leonard Gar.
ment anrl CharlC's ,\Iiln
Wright. They had heard
from Cox and "constru('d
Cox's remarks as tanta.
mount to rejection,"
Wri~ht. who had learncd
o( the Stennis prorosal for •
the first time, thou~ht it
was "a major concession,"
Richardson recalled. "So I
said. 'Why r.nro't Y0l! tn· to
[<ell H, Ch?!·!ie? :\!:l\'be '."OU
can do it better tha~ I c~n."
\\·ri;::ht phoned CoX', ;!nd
Cox told Hichardson the
ncxt day he int('rrretcd the
('all as an effort "to ('licit re.
jection," Richardson contino
ued.
On Thurl'day C'1·enin!:! af.
ter the il"hi!C' Hnuse mcN.
in~. nichar<i~on s~io he un.
der~tnnd thnt the plan
would "result in Cox's firin~
unless he accepted the
Stennis pr(1rn~:lI" and be~an
writing n "summary of r~a.
Sons \\'h~' J must resi en." ,
On FrirlilY rnornin~. Oct. 1!l.
Richardson lC'ornC'd for the
first time that thE:' futurE>
cOllrt restriction' on Cox had
been linkC'd to the Stennis
prorosJl, and. he s:lid. that
ni;::ht he le;arneci of :\Ir. Xix.
Oil'S ordC'r to him to impose
that restriction on enx.
In the intrrl'cnin:: Illlur5,
he s"irl. he a,kcn llJi;: to try
to convince the l'r('~idl'nt the
Itn k should not bL' made.
"IlJi;:: said he h:ld tricci. Jut
the Prr"idl'nt \\ollldn·t :0
:lIon::." Jl.icll:lrrl,<nn ,:lid, ,1od.
;r;: that he ron:<i,ir:,'d 11.11::'5
r,'le lS ('Ille ('C a C'l'n:1uit on II'
nnt as ~n a,1\ ,,(..He of t1;~
HichOlrdson pO;ltion.
.,
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58. On October 18, 1973 Cox submitted to Richardson his comments on
I
Richardson's proposed compromise, noting certain objections on particular
points. Cox stated that the essential idea of providing for impartial
but non-judicial means for providing the Special Prosecutor with an
accurate vers Ion of the content of the tapes ~lithout his parti.cipation
·was not unacceptable. Richardson met with Haig and Wright at the White
House and discussed Cox's comments. On the evening of October 18,
Wright told Cox that four of his comments departed so far from
Richardson's proposal that the '~hite House could not accede to them
in any form and that if Cox dfd not agree the White House woul.d follow
the course it deemed in the best interest of the country •
. r: :.~.•:~
. ._--
58.1 Archibald Cox, Comments on Attorney General's Proposal,
October 18, 1973, SJC, I Special Prosecutor Hearings 8-9.
58.2 Archibald Cox testimony, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 104.
58.3 Elliot IUchardson log, October 18, 1973, SJC, 1 Special
Prosecutor Hearings 278.
58.4 Elliot Richardson news conference, October 23, 1973, 3.
58.5 Elliot Richardson testimony, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 309-10.
58.6 Letter from Charles Alan Hright to Archibald Cox,
October 18, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).
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8
Having by this process converted tho prr-lirn lnnry record int.o hi, own \'~rifif'd
record, the verifier would fltt:l<'h tn it a certificate attesting to ih cnmpl.~ten(';;!l
and accuracy and to hb f;lithf:!1 observance of the procedure set forth above,
Court approval
, Court approval of the proposorl pfl)cedu~c would be .sought at tw~ stnges: (1\)
In gonoral terms when or soon after the verifier began hIS task, but irithont irlenti-
filing him b!l 1Iame, and (h) when the verified record was deliverorl In the Court
with the verifier's certificate, At the second staee, the Special Prosecutor and
counsel for the President would join in urging the Court to accept the verified
record as a full and accurate record of all pertinent portions of the tapes frJr all
purposes for which aCCC,;9to those tapes might thereafter be sought bv or on
behalf of any person having standing to obtain such access, •
As-Sltrallce against tampering
Submission of the verified record to the Court would be nccomnaniod In- such
affidavits with respect to the care and custody of the tapes nil would hf'lp tocstab-
li....h that the tapes listened to by the verifier had not at any time been altered or
abbreviated.
COlBIEST':; ON ATTORNEY GENER.AL'S PROPOSAL BY AnClIIBALD Cox, OCTOBER 18. 1973 '
COlIMENTS 'ON "A PROPOSAL"
The essential idea for establishing impartial but non-judicial means for providing
the Special Prosecutor and grand jury with an accurate record of the content of
the tapes without his participation is not unacceptable, A courtroom "victnrv "
has no value per se, There should be no avoidable confrontation with the President
and I have not the slightest desire to crnbarass him, Consequently, I am glad t~
._i·IIi· ¥.I0wn with anyone in order to work out a solution along this line if WE' can,
. set, forth below brief notes on a number of points that strike me as highly
important. ,
1. The public cannot he fairly asked to confide so difficult and rosponsib le a
task to anyone man operating in secrecy, consulting only with the \Vhite House,
r\nr should we be put in the posit ion of accepting any choice made urulatcrntlv.
2, Your idea of tying a solution into court machinery is a g,)od 011C'.I would
carrv it farther so that any persons entrusted with this respon3i~)ilit~- wcre named
"Special ~lasters" at thc Leginning. This would involve publicit.y but I do nnt
sce how the necessary public confidencc can bc achieved wit.hout opC'n announce-
ment of any agreement llnd of t he names of the Special :\ra~tc~.
3. The stated objective of the proposal is too narrow. It :;hnuld include pro~
,-iding evidl'nce that in any way rel:J.te~ to other pll~siblc criminal activity under
"the jurisdiction of this office.
4. I do not. understand the implication ..; of ~aying that th(' "\-erbatim tran-
:;cript , , . would be in the third person." I do assume that the names of all
speakers, of all persons addres;:icd by name or tone, and of all, peri'ons llIentioned
would be included.
,j, The three standard~ for ullIi:;;:;ion probahly have acceptable obj('etin:os, but
they must be dctined more narr()wl~' and with gre:lter particubrity,
6. A "transcript" pr('pared in the manner projected might ue enflugh for
investigation by the :-ipecial Pro.;;ecutor and grand jury. If we aec{'pt i'uch l\
"transcript" we would try tn gC't it accepted by the courts (:Ii' ~-Oll :suggest),
There must also be a"suranc<" however, that if indictment~ are retumpd, if
l'\'idence concerning any of the nine convcrsations would, in nur judgment.. be
important at thc trial, and if the court will not acccpt our "tr:m~cript" then
the evid('nce will be furni:;hrd to the pro:;ecution ill whate\'cr form the trial
court rules is necessary for admj,.;"ibility (including as much of the uriginal tape
I1S the court requircs). 8imilarl~-, if the court rules that a t!tpe or un~- portioll
lIlust be furnished a defendant or the case will be dismissed, th!:'n the tape must
be supplied.
7, 1am glad to see some pro\,j.ion for verifying the integrity of the tape;; even
though I rejC'ct all sugg(',;tioll~ of tamrerin~. ::5hould we not go Cuther to dispel
c\'nicism and make provi,inn fnr ~killl'd clectronic assistance in \'erif"in'" the
iiltegrit)" of the t.apes and to rL'nder intelligible, if at all po:;:sibll', porti~)IIs0 that
appcar iUiludible or garhl"d?
8. We ought to have a chance tn bricf the Special :\lastCI"$ 011 "ur investigations
etc., so as to give them !lllac1t·qll!lte hackgroulld. The Special ~I:k'ters should b~
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9encouraged to ask the Prosecutor for any relevant information. 'Vhat about a
request for reconsideration in the case of an evident mistake? '
9. The narrow scope of the proposal is a grave defect, because it would not
serve the function of a court decision in establishing the Special Prosecutor's
entitlement to other evidence, We have long pending requests for many specific,
documents. The proposal also leaves half a law-suit hanging (i.e., the subpoenaed
papers). Some method of resolving these problems is required.
10. I am puzzled about the practical and political links between (a) our azrccina
upon a proposal and (b) the demands of the Ervin Committee. ""
11. The Watergate Special Prosecution Force was established because of a
widely felt need to create an independent office that would objectively and forth-
rightly pursue the prima facie showing of criminality by high Government officials.
You appointed me, and 1 pledged that I would not be turned aside. Any solution
I can accept must be such as to command conviction that I·am adhering to that
, pledge.
LETTER FROM CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT, OCTOBER 18, 1973
THE 'YHITE HOUSE,
Washington, D.C., October18. 1973.
Hon. ARCHIBALDCox,
Watergate Special Prosecution Task 'Force,
DEAR MR. Cox: This will confirm our tclephone conversation of a few minutes
ago.
The fundamental purpose of the very reasonable proposal that the Attorney
General put to you, at the instance of the President, was to provide a mechanism
by which the President could voluntarily make available to you, in a form the
integrity of which could not be challenged, thc information that you have repro-
sent~d you needed to proceed with the grand jury in connection with nine specified
meetinzs and telephone calls. This would have also put to rest any possible
thoucrht that the President might himself have been involved in the Watero-ate
break-in or cover-up. The President was willing to permit this unprecede~ted
intrusion into the confidentiality of his office in order that the country might be
spared the anguish of further month" of litigation and indecision about private
Presidential papers and meetings. ' .
'Ve continue to believe that the proposal as put to you by the Attorney General
is a reasonable one and that its acceptance in full would serve the national interest.
Some of your comments go to matters of detail that we could talk about, but. your
comments}, 2, {j and 9, in particular, depart so far from that proposal and the
purpose for which it was made that we could not accede to them in any form.
If vou think that there is any purpose in our talking further, mv associates and
I stand read v to do so. If not, we will have to follow the course of fiction that we
think in the "best interest of the country. I will call you at 10:00 a.m. to ascertain
your views. .
• Sincerely,
CH.\RLES ALAN 'YRIGHT.
LETTt:R TO CH.\.RLES ALAN WRIGHT, OCTODER.19, 1973
WATF:RGATr;SPECI.\L PROSECUTIONFORCE,
. UNITt:D STATES D~:P.Ut'DIE:\T OF JUSl'rCE
Washingto,l, D.C., October 19, i97S.
CH.\RLf:S Ar,.\s WmGHr, Esquire,
The White House, lVashing/on, D.C.
DEAR CIIAnr.n:: Thank you for your letter confirming our telephone conversa-
tion last evening.
Your second paragraph referring to my comments 1,2,6, and 9 requires a little
fleshing out although the meaning is cle!l,r in the; ii~ht of our telephone conversa-
tion. You stated that there was no use In continuing conversations in an etfort
to reach a reasonable out-of-court accommodation unless I would agree categori-
cally to four points. .
Point one was that the tapes must be submitted to only one man operatin ....in
secrccv and the President has already selected the only person in the cou;try
who \\:~uld be acceptable to him. .
Point two was that the person named to provide an edited transcript of the tapes
could not be named Speciul Master undcr a court order .
• -.', -r-••- -- ..~...
-_ ....~
,
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104
I did have some discussions over, I guess, 3 dny.::;-I won't vouch for
that, but I think it was 3 days-with counsel to Lhe President. Senator
we agreed that the substance of those discussions would be confidential'
because if one begins with that kind of understanding in negotiating, if
increases the chances of reaching an agreement, and I would prefer not
to be asked to go into details concerning it. If counsel for the President
should say that he would release me from my pledge, I would certainly
have no objection to testifying here-except I would like to stay on the
coast of Maine--but I have no objection to testifying here on that
subject.
Then there came the time right after the decision in the court of
appeals in which there were discussions with no such pledge of con-
fidentiality on either side.
I don't know how much of your time you want to take to go into this.
The CHAIR~L\N.Senator Tunney's time is up when you get throuzh
answering tha t question. '"
H;lW YOU finished answering the question?r Mr. Cox. I conducted discussions with Attorney General Richard-I~on. :-'ly recollection would be that they began not with Monday, ~ut.
back the previous Friday and Saturday. I do know that I was WIth
him the previous Friday before the court decision came down. And I
have a recollection that we began exploring ideas abou t the tapes. ,Ve
talked on Monday, and we talked on Tuesday. And I gave him, I
think it was Tuesday, after being assured that it would be ell right, a
1nitten proposal that I had made earlier to the TIllite House counsel
that I nm not at liberty to disclose. He said: Well, I will try to put my
ideas in writing. And on Wednesday afternoon, late \Vedne"clny after-
noon he gave me the proposal that is in front of the committee.
I ~ollsiclered it and said: I think that I should respond to you in
writinz because it would be more careful that way. And sometime
ursd~y afternoon I sent over to him the paper called "Comments
the proposal." . . .
think you ,\1.11Judge from reading It that-my effort was to keep the
discussion-going, and to keep working on it, because I thought if we
could find something that would satisfy the need when conducting an
investizntion and prosecution and which at the same time enabled the
Presid~lt to preserve some of his position and not. submit to the
court decree that he would like to resist, that t1~ut would be thoroughly
desirable and would avoid a later risk of constitutional confrontation.
That evening Mr. Wright came on the phone. And it was apparent
to me from his tone that demands were made on me which he knew I
couldn't accept. And I still said: Well, I don't think we ought to do this
just like this over the phone,. it is too important, that we ough t to
stick with it, at least let me think about It overnight. And I sent back
to him the next morning u statement of what I understood him to
say find my reaction to It.:~tthat. time, indeed, just before I sent the letter, I hud one from
him s:l.\·ino-that unless I ugreed to certain things, the President would
take stich"'action as he judged to be in the 11l1tiOllill interest, which I
took to mean that it wouldn't be long before I could go to the coast of
~lnine.
~ly wish clearly wa~ thnt. the Attol'llE'~".Geneml an.d I ~ollld have
continued to wrestle WIth tIns after n PE'tltlO!1for certlOral'l WHS filed. ,
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\278
5:00 AG Conf. Room: Stnff Meeting (ELR did not attend).
8:001100 Crest Lane: informal dinner for WDR.
rt THURSDAY,. OCTOBER 18,1973 •:00 AG: P.A. Meeting.10:00 AG: Budget Appeals Meeting-s-Norman Carlson and staff (Prisons).
11:15 AG: Budget Appeals Meeting (CRS) Don Jones and staff.
11:40-12:40 AG ConE. Room: Backgrounder for Newsmen re DOJ Management
Study. .
2:00 AG: Budget Appeals Meeting (INS) Jim Green and staff'. .r ~:Q2 White House Cabinet Room: Cabinet Meeting.
~ \Yhite Howe: General Haig.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19;,1973
1
8:00 AG: JM, JTS, RGD.
10:00 White House: General Haig.
1:00 AG Dining rm.: JTS, RGD, JM and joined by WDR.
5:00 AG: WDR, JM, JTS, RGD. .
7:0010:45 AG: H. Webb joined group.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1973
10:00 a.m.: arrived AG's office.
11:00: WDR, JM, JTS, RGD.
1:30: lunch served in AG's office. .
2:00: Prof. Bork and Hushen joined group. .. .
3:30: to White House to see General Haig, Buzhardt, Garment? and others?
4:00(?): saw President.
5:15 (approx.): returned to office.
7:20 (approx.}: sent John Scott to White Howe to deliver ELR and WDR's
resignation.
8:45 p.m.: (apfrox.) leCt office (or home.
9:35 p.m.: FB arrived to seal off AG's suite.
TAB B
ATTORNEY GENER,\L'S TELEPHONE CALLS--MONDAT, OCTOBER 15, 1973
General Rug-from 12:10.
General Haig-from 1:15. .
General Haig-to 2:55 (unable to take call); returned call 3:20.
General Haig-from 4:05.
TUESDAT, OCTOBER 16, 1973
General Haig-from 9:15.
J. Fred Buzherdt+-to 9:40.
General Haig-e-to 10:05 (unable to take call). .
.Congressman Rodino-Crom 5:20 (ELR not back in office from NYC).
General Haig-returned a.m. call 5:40 (ELR not back in office yet).
Archibald Cox-to 5:50.
General Haig-to 7:00.
General Haig-to 7:10.
WEDNESD.\Y, OCTOBER 17, 1973
Archibald Cox-to 9:25.
J. Fred Buzhardtt-to 11:35.
J. Fred Buzhardt-from 3:10.
Chairm:m Robert Hampton-from (time not noted).
Archibald Cox-to 6:20.
General Haig-to 7:00 (unable to take c:lU);returned call 7:12.
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Retyped from indistinct original
confidentially, and wishing to avoid continuing litigation, he
made it a condition of the offer to provide a verified record of
the subpoenaed tapes that access to any other tapes or records
would be barred.
I regarded the proposal to rely on Senator Stennis for
a verified record -- for the sake of bravity I will call it the
Stennis Proposal -- as reasonable, but I did not think it should
be tied to the foreclosure of the right of the Special Prosecutor
to invoke judicial process in ·future situations.
Accordingly, I outlined the Stennis Proposal to Mr.
Cox later on Monday afternoon, and proposed that the question
of other tapes and documents be deferred.
Mr. Cox and I discussed the Stennis Proposal again
on Tuesday morning.
On Wednesday afternoon, responding to Mr. Cox's
suggestion that he could deal more concretely with the proposal
if he had it on paper, I sent him the document captioned "A
Proposal" which he released at his Saturday press conference.
On the afternoon of the.next day, he sent me his
ments on the proposal, including the'requirement that he
have assured access to other tapes and documents. The President's
lawyers regarded Mr. Cox's comments as amounting to a rejection
of the Stennis Proposal, and there followed the breakoff of
negotiations reflected in the correspondence with Charles Alan
Wright, released by Mr. Cox.
Retyped from indistinct original
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Mr. RICl-IARDSON.It didn't quite come that way. I indicated that r
certainly would resign if the idea that was broached on Monday
that I have just referred to, was carried out. Youhave now a. copy or
the notes I made overnight, Thursday night, with the idea that I
would resign Friday morning. But at that point the issue was over-
going forward with the Stennis proposal and BrinI$'Mr. Cox, period.
So I was prepared to resign on that account. The rssue got narrow"ed
down between Friday morningand Saturday afternoon to the residual
issue of access to the documents. And so I had-my position on Friday
afternoon was that the President should go forward with the Stennis
proposal, that his lawyers should try to sell it to the district court
and that any questions dealinc witu other papers, documents, and
so on, ought to be deferred untif and unless they arose in the course of
some other judicial proceeding. And I put that into a letter to the-
President on Saturday morning. It turned out-I had urged this ap-
proach on Friday. I was told Friday, late in the afternoon, that the-
President wouldn't buy it, that I was going to get the letter that he
then sent me. I restated my position and then sent mv letter on
Saturday morning, but by then it was-his position was fixed.
Senator TUNNEY.But on Monday you had indicated that you would
resign if there was an attempt made to fire ::VIr.Cox as a means of
ending the question about access to Presidential papers?
Mr. RICHARDSON.Yes.
Senator TUNNEY. General Haig has said that as late as the day
before Cox's dismissal, the outcome was not preplannod, not desired .
indeed, I think, not very well visualized by all participants. Appar~
ently, however, from your testimony here today, you had made it
very clear that if pushed to the brink, you would resign, and the-
brink being the firing of Mr. Cox?
Mr. RICHARDSON.Yes. But I think that whitt General Huig was
saying is that the President and the President's staff thouO'ht that
they had come up with a way of dealing with this that 'v~uld not
Ilntail firing Mr. Cox. What they left out of account was that Mr. Cox
would refuse to carry out the direction not t? pursue legal process
and thus in effect create a confrontation which would lead to his
firing: anyway. WI:en they refer ..to misc~lculation, that was it. My
position at that point was, as I suid, that tuere was no need to provoke-
that confrontation, that they could and should have gone fOTWnrd
simply with the Stennis proposal itself as a way of handling the-
subpena of the tapes. ,. •
Senator TUNNEY. I recall Mr. Cox s testimony before the com-
mittee, and my memory can be refreshed on this, he said when 1\11'.
Wright approached him with the proposal of allo:vin~ Senator Stennis
to listen to the tapes, and then not go ahead WIth further subpenas
for additional Presidential papers, Mr. 'Vright said, "I know rhau
you are not going to accept this," or words to that effect.
Mr. RICHARDSON.Yes.':
Senator TUNNEY. Apparently, it was fairly clear, at least to Mr.
Wrirrht, that Mr. Cox was being pushed to the brink and that these-
neg;tiations in fact were no longer negotiations, but an ultimatum?"
[
.Mr. RICHAIWSON.Yes.
Mr. Cox's understanding of what was said to him by Mr. Wrirrh t
was substantially at variance with what I thought Mr. \Vright ~":lS
.~'.
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
•
I
I
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-going to say to Mr. Cox. In fact, I had been-I had urged that 1'£r-
Wright make a call to Mr. Cox because :\11'.Wright was very per.
suasive on the proposition that the Stennis proposal was a good
proposition as fur as it went. And 'so I said, "well, why don't you take
n crack at convincing him?" And it was agreed that he would do that.
. I was surprised, as I said earlier, when I saw Mr. Cox's letter the
next day incorporating reference to these other positions, and I said
this is making the President's proposal look less reasonable than it is.
We ought to write him another letter saying those are not conditions
'Of the Stennis proposal, and everybody said that was a good idea, but
the letter never got written, at least not in the form I thought it was
, 0' to be written. .
"--~t)"'ehr.nator TUNNEY. And so the result was the ultimatum?
:\-11'. RICHARDSON. Yes.
Senator TUNNEY. Do you feel that this ultimatum represented in
any wayan illegal effort to influence or intimidate an officer of the
court in the discharge of his duties, by threatening letter or communi-
-cation to influence or obstruct the administration of justice?
Mr. RICHARDSON. No.
Well, I suppose I shouldn't be dogmatic about it. But I think the
answer to that is no. Mr. Cox was an officer of the executive branch and
while I think it would be fair to characterize the terms of his charter as
constituting a contract in effect certainly with this committee, if not
the Senate as a whole, nevertheless the abrogation of its terms did not
involve a violation of law. The President, it is fair to say, in mv view
felt very strongly about the iSS~lCof confidentiality of Presidential
.documents. I have not seen anything to suggest that the-let's say, all
the facts I know are fully consistent with the hypothesis that he was
-only trying to protect that principle. They are not-I know of ncthinz
that requires the conclusion that he was trying to cover up evidenc~
that would have been incriminating to him. He has told me and he has
told other people, and most recently, Senator Saxbe told me, the
President said to him that what he said about the tapes publicly is a
fair characterization of them. 111'. Buzhardt cross-examined the
President, he has told me, at length when he was first asked to come
over to the White House as Presidential counsel. And so I think that
there was a feeling on the President's part that here was it guv who was
motivated by partisan considerations, who was out to destroy his
Presidency, who was stretching his jurisdiction in order to thrash
around among Presidential papers to se~ what he could get, end that
this was III VIOlatIOn of important considerations protecting the con-
fidentiality of Presidential communications, and that was it. And I
think it came .to the ~tretchin_g:point when he felt that he had made a
major concession which Mr. cox found unacceptable, and so there it
broke. I think that is a fair characterizntion of what happened as
I perceived it.
Senator TUN~EY. The reason I ask the question is that title 18
·Criminal Procedures, section 1503, influencing or injuring office;
• • 0
Juror, or WItness, says:
§ J 503. Influencing or injuring officer, juror or witness generally.
Whoever corruptly, or by threats or force, or by any threatening letter or com-
munlcation, endeavors to influence, intimidate, or impede any witness, in any
court of the United States or before any United States magistrate or other com-
luitting magistrate, or any grand or petit juror, or officer in or of any court of the
•
..
~'-- _"
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THE WHITE HOUSE 58.6 Charles Alan Wright letter
WASHINGTON
'October 18~ 1973
Dear Mr. Cox:
This wiIl, confirm our tcl ephorie conversation of a few Jninutcs ago.
....
The fund.arnental purpose of the very reasonable proposal that th e
Attorney General put to you, at" the instance of the President, 'was
to provide a :rnccharo.ism by which the President could voluntarily
zna'ke available to you, in a form the int.egrity of which coul d not
be challenged, fhe information that you have represented you
needed to proceed wifh the grand jury in connection with nine
specified meetings and telephone ca'Il s , 'This would have also
put to rest any possible thought that the President rrri gh t Irirri s e'lf
have been involved Ln the \Vatergate break-in or cover-up .. The'
President was wiLIi.ngto pennit this unprecedented intru'sion ~to .
the confidentiality: of his office-in order that the country rn igh t be
spared the angcish-offurther rriorith s of~itigation and i11decision ' ..
abouf: p~;v~te Presidential papers and meetfugs.'-:_·:;;';··~;~~'·-\<;~':':."-~" . ::.';='-::_>;~__-.:.•
,_..I..,..· . . •. : . '..
.We'~ontinue to be1i~~~ that,the proposal as put to you by the ..
Attorney General is a reasonable one and that its acceptance
in' full would serve the .ria'ti.cria.I interest .. Some of your com-
ments go to matters of detail that we could talk about, but
your comments 1, 2, P and 9, in particular, depart so far
from that proposal and the purpose for which it was made that
..we could not accede to them in any form. . .. ..'
,.
\..
... ,
.'
-_ . -~.
i
-, .. - - .
-. :". " .. .:
". If you fh irik that there is any purpose in our talking further, my
o· • associates and 1 stand ready to do so. If not, we will have to
follow the course of action that we think in the besf interest of
the courrtxy, I will call you at 10:00 av rn , to ascertain your views. -: -.._:
_'- ..
" .' . _-
.. .... .
Sincerely, o.~. 0
c'L~~atJ~!uf-..
Charles Al.an,\Vright -. '.. '_:;,;,.:. . ...
.... ' ...
o'
_,,, ...-
0 .... : .. : _ : _-..-'", .... ' ..
... .... - ... ~.. . .
.The Honorable Archibald Cox
'V~tcrgate Special Prosecution Task Force
•••• 0 •• ~ -........... 0 L· :
e' .'"..... .- .. _... : ...
.._ -_
.... __ --- .... _._,._... .... ..... _ .... - .. -".--.--- --.--.-. ---;---_
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59. On the night of October 18, 1973 Richardson prepared a summary
of reasons why he thought he must resign. Richardson wrote that Cox
had rejected a proposal which Richardson considered reasonable, but
since he appointed Cox on the understanding that he would fire him only
for "extraordinary improprieties," and since he could not find Cox
guilty of any such improprieties, Richardson could not stay if Cox
went.
59.1 Elliot Richardson testimony, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 309.
59.2 Elliot Richardson, Summary of Reasons 'vhy I Hust
Resign, (October 19, 1973), SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 280.
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Mr. RrcHARDSO~. It didn't quite come that way. I indicated that r
certainly would resign if the idea that was broached on Monday1_-- that I have just referred to, was carried out. You have now it copy or
the notes I made overnight, Thursday night, with the idea that I
'--- would resign Friday morning. But at that point the issue was over-
going forward with the Stennis proposal and fil'in~ Mr. Cox, period.
So I was prepared to resign 00 that account. The issue .got narrowed
down between Friday morning and Saturday afternoon to the residual
issue of access to the documents. And so I had-my position on F'rid av
afternoon was that the President should go forward with the Stennis
proposal, that his 18;,vyers should ~I'Y to sen it to the district court,
and that any questious dealing with other papers, documents, and
so on, ought to be deferred until and unless they arose in the course of
some other judicial proceeding. ..And I put that into a letter to the
President on Saturday morning. It turned out-I had urged this up-
preach on Friday. I was told Friday, lute in the afternoon, that the-.
President wouldn't buy it, that I was going to get the letter that he
then sent me. I restated my position and then sent my Jetter on
Saturday morning, but by then it was-c-his position \Yi\.S fixed.
Senator TUNNEY.But on Monday you had indicated that you would
resign. if there v:as an attempt made t.o fire Mr. Cox as a means of
ending the question about access to Presidential papers?
1v1r. RICHARDSON. Yes.
Senator TU~NE!. General Haig has said that as late as the. day
.-before Cox's dismissal, the outcome was not preplanncd, not desired
indeed, I think, not very well visualized by all participants. Appar~
ently, however, from your testunouy here today, you had mude it
very clear that if pushed to the brink, you would resign, and the
brink being the firing of Mr. Cox'?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. But I think that what General Haiz was.
saying is that the President and the President's stuff thought that
they had come up with a way of dealing with this that would not
entail firing Mr. Cox. \V1Hlt they left out of account was that Mr. Cox
would refuse to carry out the direction not to pursue legal process
and thus in effect create a confrontation which would lend to his
firing anyway. When they refer to miscalculation, that was it. My
position at that point was, as I said, that there was no need to provoke
that confrontation, that they could and should have gone forward
simply with the Stennis proposal itself as a way of handling the
subpena of the tapes.
Senator TUr-;NEY. I recall Mr. Cox's testimony before the com-
mittee, and my memory can be refreshed on this, he said when 1\11'.
Wright approached him with tho proposal of allowing Senator Stennis
to listen to the tapes, and then not go ahead with further subpenas
for additional Presidential papers, Mr. Wright said, "I know that
you are not going to accept this," or words to that effect.
:Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes.
Senator TUNNEY. Apparently, it was fairly clear, at least to Mr .
. WriO'ht, that Mr. Cox was being pushed to the brink nud that these
nery~tintions in fact were no longer negotiations, but an ultimatum '(
111'. RrCHARDSO:-'<. Yes.
Mr. Cox's understanding of what was said to him by ).[1'. WriO'ht
was substantially at variance with what I thought Mr. \Yrigllt ~·as.
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. TAD C
SU~n{ARY OF RIOASO:-';S WHY I Mt:ST RESIG:-I-ELR Oct. 19, 19i3
1. It was a condition of my confirmation that I appoint !\ Special ProSCClltor
and I reserved the right to fire him only in thc case of some egregiously unren.oon:
able action. .
2. While Cox has rejected a proposal I consider reasonable, his rejection of it
cannot be. regarded as being as far beyond the pale as would justify rnv Own
exercis~ ?f my reserved power to fi('~ him. lie is, after all, being asked to accept a
proP051t.101lthat would zrve him signlficant ly less than he has won in 2 co)ltrt
t decisions. B~s.idp.,s,I really believe that in all my dealings with him he has been
'--- honest and tall',
3. I believe that so far as I personally am concerned, there is need for an in-
dependent prosecutor:
(a) bt:'~'au:"eof my part in this Administration from its beginning;
'. (0) because since Cox's appointment I have been serving as a middleman he- ,< l
tween Cox and counsel for the President, and this role has impaired the independ-
ence I mizht otherwise have ;
(c)- I don't think that I could effectively deal with Buzhardt et al in Cox's place
with the independence t hat a prosecutor should ha ve ;
(d) I am in fact loyal to th~ ~resident, ane! I a:n· bv temperament a tearn player,
and these were the reasons originally why a Special Prosecutor was perceived to be
necessary. I cannot now change spots completely enough to bc perceived to be-
or feel that I am-as independent as I should be. Indeed, these are the reasons wh v
I announced even before my confirmation hearings began that I would appoint a.
Special Prosecutor; Nobody forced me into it. I was fully convinced it should be
done,
4. The Agnew situation does not prove my independence--on the eontrarv
many people feel that the President's interests were served by the part I played l~
bringing about the Vice President's resignation. .
,- 5. As for Senate acquiescence--even if obtained-this isn't good enough: the v
were light the first time--and in any cast' (as noted above) I announced nu~'r
would name a Special-Prosecutor before the hearing began and when the Pre:3i-
dent's own possible involvement in Watergate or the coverup was not a dominant
consideration in this decision. So fur as my own position is concerned, the situation
has not significantly changed, . .
6. r do not believe the President's attitude toward Cox's role is Iundamentnllv
valid: many problems and headaches could have been avoided by cooperatlng
with him more aud lighting him less. However that may have been, this Ieelinz o~
my part makes it all the harder for me to justify his firing. 0
7. In short: since I appointed Cox on the understuuding that I would fire him
only for "extr:lordinary improprieties" on his part, and since I cannot find him
guilty of any such improprieties, I cannot stay if he goes. .~-
T,~BD
A PROPOSAL-ELR OCTOBER 17, 19i3
THE OBJECTIVE
The objective of this proposal is to provide a mean" of fllrni~hing to the Court
and the Grand Jury it complete and ue~lImte record of the cont,cnt of the tapes
subpoenaed hy the Special Prosecutor insof'ur as the conversations recorded in
those tapes in any way relate to the Wa tergate break-in and thecoverup of th"
break-in, to knowledge thereof on the part of anyone, and to perjllry or the
subornation of perjury with regard thereto,
.~.
THE MEANS
The President would t;elect an individual (the verifier) who~e wide experience
strong Ch:1r'lcter, and estahlished reputation for veracity would provide ,\ tim:
bilSi~ for the confidence that he would put above any other considerati,'n his
responsibility for the cOlllpleteness and nccur,ICY !If the record.
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